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Washington,

The indications

Oct. 19.

New England are
cooler, fair weather, followed by rain on the
coast; light to fresh variable winds.
for
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WANTED.
City Bonds, maturing November, 1887,
—

Portland

Water Co. Bonds,
maturing April I, 1888.

We offer in exchange,
choice line of securities.

a
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Street, Portland, We.
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FOR SALE

PORTLAND WATER CO.,
40 TEAR OOCD 4k,
SINKING FEND BONDS,
Which may be registered if desired. Also many
other desirable investment securities,
yielding
from 4 to 6 per cent, interest.
City of Portland Bonds, maturing within six
months, and Portland Water Co. Bonds, maturing
April 1st, 1888. received in exch mge at rates

A Valuable Arm,
Oct. 18.—A suit for $5000 lias
been brought against Ilr. Joseph A. Soulard
of Biddeford, for malpractice.
The action
is brought by Xavier Dube, father of the
boy who recently was obliged to have an
arm amputated by reason of [alleged unskilful setting of a broken bone by Dr. Soulard.
Tile ease will be tried at the January term
of the Supreme Court in Saco.

that will make it to the

ADVANTAGE OF HOI.DEBS TO EXCHANGE
THEM NOW.

II. Jfl. PAYSOH & CO.,
32 Exchange Street.
dtf
oct5_

WTiiTmiTiifmir
U1LU
IIIJV1I till 1 VII

Canal National Bank Stock,
Portland Rolling Mills Stock,
Oexter & Newport R. R. Co's Stock.
—ALSO—

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund Gold 4s, due 1S27.
We will receive Porltand Water Co. 6s, due April 1,
1888. in exchange for the 4s, on favorable terms.
We also offer carefully selected Municipal, Water
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

WOODBURY & MOULTON,
BAKKEKM4

Cor. Middle & Exchange Sts.
oct 8
dtl

Funding Loan, Four Per Cent, Forty Year, Sinking Fond Bonds.
Portland Water Co.
1
Portland. Me., Sept. 20,1887. f
nf the Bonds of this Company due
April isl, 1888, are hereby informed that
by virtue of an act additional to and amendatory
of Chapter ir>!», special laws of
800. approved
January 28th, 1887. the Portland Water Company
were authorized to issue Consolidated
Mortgage
Bonds for the purpose of refunding its bonds
heretofore Issued as lhey shall come due, and for
the further construction of its works.
In accordance with sal-i art Us bonds have been
issued in denominations of $500 and $1000 payaIn the City of Boston, in (fold Coin forty years
from date, (due 1028) wilh interest at the rate of
4 per cent, per annum, payable semi-annually in
February and August. The bonds may he registered at the Pleasure of the owner thereof.
The Company have established a Sinking Fund,
the proceeds of which will he applied by its Trustees to the payment of the Bonds.
Holders of the Company’s Bonds due April 1st,
1888, have the option of an exchange for ilie new
Issue until November 15. 1887. on the terms to
be obtained on application to Portland Water
GEO. P. WESCOTT,
Company, by
Treasurer.
sep27dlm
Office

HOLDERS

Music at Damariscotta.

18.—The twentieth
Damariscotta,
anniversary of the Knox & Lincoln Musical
Association commenced here today in Lincoln Hall for a four days’ session.
The
chorus numbers about seventy-five this evening and will be increased to one hundred or
more tomorrow.
Professor George L. Osgood of Boston, is conductor and tenor soloist; Miss Cossandra Nason of Boston, soOct.
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The Orpheus Club and Rockland Orchestra are present.
The concerts
will be given Thursday and Friday evenings
and matinees on those days.
«
land, pianist.

Livermore’s Show.

Livermore,

Oct. 18.—Livermore’s annual
Cattle and Horse Show at North Livermore,
was favored with perfect weather and a
large attendance. Over one hundred head of
cattle were exhibited and some promising
colts shown. Tlie pulling contest between
the oxen was exciting.

Congregationalists

at

Brunswick.

Brunswick,

Oct. 18.—The tenth semi-annual meeting of the Cumberland North Conference was held today with the Congregational church at Brunswick.
Representatives were present from Harpswell, Free-

port, Auburn, Lewiston, South Freeport,
Yarmouth, North Yarmouth, Minot, New
Gloucester and Gray. Devotional exercises
were held at 9.30 a. m., led by Rev. Lauriston Reynolds of Yarmouth. An interesting
conference sermon was preached by Rev.
Mr. Bean of Gray, in which the religious relations in the community were discussed.
Ttie afternoon devotional meeting was led
by Rev. G. VV. Howe of Lewiston; topic,
“Influence of Christianity upon the relation
of employers and workmen to each other."
The subject was opened for discussion by
Rev. F. S. Root of Auburn in an interesting
manner, followed by able remarks by Prolessor C. H. Smith of Bowdoin College;
Rev. G. M. Howe, Mr. George Bean, and Mr.
Thurlow of Lewiston. The women’s meeting in the interest of the Freedmen was
held at 4 o’clock. In the evening a praise
meeting was followed by a discussion by
members of the

conference on the
“Christian Unity and Church Union.”

topic,

This Time at Bethel.

Bethel, Oct. 18.—The stores of G. It.
Bean and S. L. Hall were burglarized last
night and jewelry and money taken.
Five Times in

Spven Yparc

Norway, Oot. 18.—Burglars attempted to
open the sare at the Norway depot Monday
night, fired two shots at John Frank, who
disturbed them, and fled. Some tools were
This
secured, but there is no further clue.
ia the fifth attempt at burglary here in seven
years.

TOO MUCH CROOKEDNESS.
Governor Sawyer Refuses to Sign the
Hazen Bill.

Concord, X. H., Oct. 18.—Governor Sawyer has vetoed the Hazen bill. The message
reached the Legislature at 5 p. m. The Governor says: "Although no proof has been
found that any legislator has been bribed,
the evidence justifies the belief that deliberate and systematic attempts were made at
whnlp.sa.le hrihprv hv both sides.
Nn law
should go on the statute books bearing even
a suspicion of enactment through
bribery.
The best way t check such methods is to
make it certain that no bill, to pass which
attempts at bribery are made, can become a
law. In such a degree as these corrupt practices are allowed to pass unnoticed, the
moral sense, not only of the legislators but
of the people, will become dulled to their
enormity and in the end, the government
become a farce and an object of contempt.
As the honor of the individual should be
above prices, so, in a larger sense, should
the honor of the State be jealouslv guarded.
Being strongly impressed that the honor and
good name of the State are involved in countenancing the methods practiced to secure
the passage of this measure, and that all
other considerations should be set aside, I
veto the bill.”
The message was referred to the judiciary

committee.

Sanborn on the Stand.
At the afternoon's bribery hearing, John
W. Sanborn, superintendent of the north& Maine, testified
ern division of the Boston
that the road had some forty men under pay
to advocate the Hazen bill. This was not a
as the Concord
quarter as many, he said,
The ■witness named many of
road had.
these. Kirk I*. Pierce was never employed.
They paid the Manchester Lmon, the Manchester Mirror and the Boston Journal to
didn t
publish articles in their interest. He would
think the expenses of the campaign
reach a quarter of a million dollars. He bad
to give passes by the wholesale to keep up
with the Concord road. He knew there was
a law against it, but the law was a dead letter. He knew of no money offered to anybody to influence his vote and had done
nothing improper or countenanced anything
of the kind. No man reported to him that
he could get his vote by improper means,
and it was never suggested in his presence
that any member could be bought.

Pleased Committee Men.

Augusta,

Oct. 18.—The test of the new
water works made today before the commit
tee of the New England Insurance Exchange

proved highly satisfactory to them.
They
consider the system an admirable one.
The
result of the test will probably lower insurance

rates for

Augusta.

Old Orchard Water Works.

Biddeford,

18.—The Old Orchard
water works are nearly completed.
The
main pipe has been laid to the beach and
Ocean Park and a slight head of water let
on.
Today a satisfactory trial of the hydrants was made. The branch pipes to the
Camp Ground remain to be laid. Today’s
trial was satisfactory proof that Phillips
spring can amply supply all the needs of the
Oct.

town for fire and domestic purposes.
Three Bereaved Families.

Oct.
18.—The
three
men
drowned from the schooner A. McNichol
were all married.
Libby leaves a family, as
before stated; Holmes, a wife and three
children. Foster was a son of Artemus Foster and leaves a wife and one child.
Mate
William Holmes and Benton, son of Captain Libby, sailed the vessel into port with
the flag at half mast.
Machias,

Belfast Topics.
Belfast, Oct. 18—The term of the Supreme Court here before Judge Libby has
commenced with one hundred and seventytwo actions on the old docket and twentythree marked for trial. Mrs. Crockett, the
Swanville murderess, will receive sentence

during

this term.
The Belfast Hotel Company
with a large capital, will

organized

undoubtedly

the building of a first-class
the Governor Crosby homestead
Main and Franklin streets.

mence

Halifax,

com-

hotel

on

between

Rockland Booming.
SB
Rockland, Oct. 18.—A syndicate of capitalists has just completed bonding three
hundred acres of land in the northern part
of this city on Jameson Point and running
back and including Juniper Hill, an elevation of two hundred and twenty-five feet,
which affords a beautiful view of sea and

the PitKss.]
Oct. 19.—A remarkably

to

N. S

high tide in the Buy of Fundv today overflowed the dykes of the famous Tantramar
Marsh. This marsh Is 100,000 acres in extent and lies along the narrow strip of land
connecting Nova Scotia and New Brunswick.
The Intercolonial Railway runs across it.
The Bay of Fundy tide rises to a height of
some

seventy feet with tremendous raniditv.

A heavy southeast gale today added

to the

danger.
Just as

the St. John express train was
crossing near Cole’s Island, the dyke gave
way within 100 yards in front of the engine
and a mighty body of water swept over the
marsh, completely washing away the track.
The engine was reversed, but not in time to
prevent its rushing into the washout, when
the engine and baggage cars rolled over on
their side in the ditch. Two passenger cars
also left the track. The passengers were

panic stricken.

Driver Trider and Fireman

Campbell miraculously escaped with their
lives, but were badly bruised, and Baggagemaster Macintosh and Express Agent Chase
received cuts, etc.
Belief soon arrived at the scene of the
wreck, and the passengers and mails for

Halifax

Biddeford,
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gustos M. Carter. Bethel; Charles H.
Prince,
Tfuckfleid; Hiram Waite, Greenfield; Alexander
D. McFaul, Pembroke.
Notary public—J. A. Harrlman, Belfast.
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Commissioner to take depositions and disclos
ures of trustees—Helen Bedington, Waterville.
To take birds eggs, etc., for scientific purposes
—Willis E. Batchelder, Winthrop.
Trial
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made the following nominations today:
Trustee of the Maine Insane Hospital—James
Weymouth, Cldtown.
Justices of the peace and quorum—Pierre C.
Auger. Lewiston,Horace F. Collev, Gray: Chas.
H. Clute, Alfred: Harry E. Gale, Winthrop; Chas.
U. Greely, Dover; Charles H. Hayden, Silver
Hldge Plantation; Frank A. Hobson. Ltintugton;
Charles Littlefield, Saco; Isaiah Lord. Brooksvtlle; Howard Owen. Augusta; Lucius M. Perkins, Alfred; Wm. H. Powell, Dauforth; Charles
W. Tiideu, Hallowell.
To solemnize marriages—Isadorc D. Haines,

Broken Dykes and
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cloudy
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Appointments by the Governor.
Augusta, Oct. 18.—Governor Bodwell
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Terribly Scalded.
Biddefobd, Oct. 18.—A five years old
daughter of James E. Nelson, fell into a kettle of boiliDg water at the poor farm today.
She was terribly scalded and may die.

IN RUSHINC WATERS.

N

BLUE-COATED MARKSMEN.

transferred to specials. Had
the accident happened to the Quebec night
express, the result would have been disastrous.
were

LONCLEY,
Coing

to

THE

State Militia

Col.

[Special

and makes no secret of his belief that commercial union is the shortest possible road to
annexation.

Says This Year’s
Improvement.

to

tbe Press. 1

Augusta, Oct. 18.—The State rifle match
which opened on the State grounds this
forencon though lacking the size and pomp
of a muster, is, nevertheless, a quite important affair.

The men are attired in their fatigue uniforms, which are new and becoming. With the exception of some of the officers and others who stop at the hotels, the
sharpshooters are quartered at the armory
of Company F., on Water street, Augusta.

The mattrasses used

Philadelphia trip
are employed for bedding.
By direction of
the Adjutant General, the men march to aud
on

the

from their qurters in squads. On the grounds
tents are pitched just west of the trotting
park for State Inspector of Itiflo Practice,
E. C. Farrington, Brigade Inspector W.
Scott Choate, Adjutant General Gallagher
aud J.t. Cul. E. H. Ballard, who is commander of the encampment
All these gentlemen
are in atteudance today.
Four other tents
for officers have also been erected.
There are six targets, all located on the
face of the bank on the east side of the park,
and the Insane Hospital is seen jhstover the
hill, which receives the lead. Shontf niF
can at 10.41 »
It
was opened by the
Contimums match,” which was suspended
fur the company team match
There were
ten men in each team participating, and
nearly all had one or more riflemen as substitutes. Tlie rifle Used is the U. S. Springfield breech loading, calibre, 45; service ammunition ; 70 grain powder; GOO grain buiilet.
The bullet used formally was 405 grain for
which the sights on the guns are graduated,
and it became necessary for the gunners to
increase the elevation a little above that on
the sights up to 600 yards. The conditions of
the company team match were as follows;
Ten men; rounds seven ; two sighting shots,
third-class target; 200 yards, off hand; highest
score to win; prize “Batte of Gettysburg,"’ valued
at (30.
The champion State badge, 1887, value #15,
will be given for the best score in the match.
The scores were as follows;
CO. A, F1R8T REGIMENT, PORTLAND.
Capt. B. A. Norton. 19
Sergt. F. G. Rogers. 27
Sergt. K. O. I. Walden. 12
Sergt. J. J. Greene
21
Priv. R. Eaton. 26
W. Reed.
14
C. Brown. 11
F. E.

Berry.

16

W. H. McCorrison. 22
L. M. Blake. 6

Total..
!CO. B, FIRST REGIMENT, PORTLAND.

Capt. C. W. Davis.
Sergt. S. H, Bean.
Sergt. W. H. Murch.
Priv. F. P. Bailey.
T. C. Crawford.
T. C. Garnet.
W. A. Turner.
C. H.McKennon.
L. B. Hodgsdon.
1/ B. Whitcomb.

Conference With the
Apostle of Commercial Union.

where he will meet Congressman Butterworth and Erastus Wyman, the apostle of
the commercial union idea.
The three will
proceed to Washington, to consult prominent politicians there and deliberate upon a
plan of campaign for bringing the agitation
to an issue in both countries. Attnmev Gen•ral Longley is a pronounced annexatisnist,

Farrington
Work Shows

a

York;

Records at

Cuards from the Capital and Frontier Tie the Team Work.

ANNEXATIONIST,

[Special to uie Press.]
Halifax, N. S., Oct. 18.—Premier Fielding, Attorney General Longley and other
members of the Nova Scotia government left
tonight for Quebec, to attend the conference
of Canadian provincial premiers, which
meets there tomorrow, to discuss the present
position of the provinces under the confederation, and devise a scheme for compelling
the federal government to give larger subsidies to the provinces.
From Quebec, Attorney General Longley will proceed to New

Making Big
Augusta.

23
20
2
ig
20
16
22
23
18
23

Total.185
CO.

D, FIRST REGIMENT, NORWAV.

Sergt G. T. Crockett,.
Corp. A. W. Frost,.
Corp. .1. C. True,.
Priv. H. Hale,.

28
20
10
19
29
21

K. E. McKeen,.
W. A. Pride.
N. S. Stanley.

22

J. Carter.
K. Gurael.

25
17

T. F. Thibodeau,.,. 28

Total.213
CO.

F, FIRST REGIMENT, AUGUSTA.

Sergt. James

Fairbanks. 82
Lieut. Edwin R. Bean. 29
Sergt. George C, Lower.
27
Corp. Chas. H. Leeman,..... 18
Capt. W. J. Choate. 31
Priv. R. E. Chase. 22
E. F. Temple. 31
Burton M. Cress. 29
Samuel B. Chapin. 29
Wm. A.

A.

Clark.!....

27

Total.,...276
CO. C, SECOND REGIMENT, DEXTER.
Capt. D. W. McCrillis,.
Lieut. E. E. Hale,.

Sergt. C. W. Page,.
Corp. C. F. Johnson.
Corp. F. A. Page.
Priv. F. A. Knowles......:..

Page.
G. Safford.

A. C.

THE NATIONAL CAPITAL.

27
26
25
27
26
20
27
26

Total,. 204
Postal

Telegraph.

Washington, Oct. 18.—It is stated that
the Postmaster General in his next report
will recommend the establishment of a
ernment telegraph system.

gov-

The Tribune Screed.
The

Washington correspondent of the
Minneapolis Tribune today published a
card saying that he is informed by Editor
Bletlien that Mr. Haskell, his partner, is responsible for the attack on Mrs. Cleveland.
Haskell is the son of Mr. Huskell of the
Boston Herald.
Maine Affairs.
The

following Maine pensions

were

grant-

ed today:
John Griffin, Millbrklge.
James Bahbe, East Newport, Increase.
S. E. IJucbarine, Mouth Auburn, increase.
Americus V. Pratt, Macwahoc, increase.
Tlios K. Uoga, Waldoboro, increase.
Jason Carver, Curtis Corner, increase.
Elbrulge Stevens, West Gouldsboro, Increase.
Sidney Butler, Franklin, increase.
( has. K. Glklden, Gardiner, increase.
Wui. E. Kish, Bangor, reissue.
Emery Andrews of Kennebunk, was today
granted a patent for a machine for forming
heel stiffeners.

George H. Fogg

was

week.

Bayard’s Policy.
New York, Oct. 18.—A Washington despatch to the Herald today says that Secretary Bayard was last night asked to set at
rest the contradictory statements printed

relative to the policy of the State department on the fisheries question.
He said:
“The policy of the State department has not
been determined on fully, and can only be
settled as ttie ease develops itself.
Personally I wish and hope to settle the thing
amicablyhut the United States must have
iier rights. The thing to be determined,
therefore, is what are the rights of American fishermen in Canadian waters.
When
that has been determined then, and then
will
X
be
able
to
determine
only,
upon what
course it is best to pursue te secure
those

rights.”

PERILS OF THE BANKS.
A Maine Built Schooner Civen Up as
Lost, With All Hands.

Frovincktown, Mass., Oct. 18.
The
schooner Rebecca Nickerson sailed for the
Grand Banks May 25th, and has not been
seen since the gale of Sept. 3d. She is given
up for lost with nineteen men. The vessel
was built in 1882, at Boothbay, Me., and was
owned by her commander, Capt. Allen,Capt.
Angus McKay and others.
Capt, Allen was
married just before sailing.
—

Dead in the Cabin.

Gloucester, Oct. 18.—Schooner Herman
Babson arrived here today from the Grand
Banks. Capt. Dawson reports that on Sept.
30th, they fell in with the French fishing
sloop St. Pierre, off St. Pierre, in lat. 44.20,
She was waterlogged.
long. 51.20.
He
boarded her and found ten men drowned in
the cabin. The weather being very rough,
he was unable to do anything with her or to
recover the bodies.
A Baffled Court Martial.

H., Oct. 18.—About two
months ago, Richard II. Payne, paymaster’s
clerk in the navy yard at Portsmouth, was
discovered to be a defaulter to the sum of
83500. Payne was promptly arrested and
Portsmouth, M.

held at the marine Darracks of the navy
yard for trial by a court martial. The court
was to assemble tomorrow.
Early this
morning the officers discovered that Payne
had escaped by sawing a bar off a window
during the night.
Despatches have been
sent in all directions for his apprehension.
Washington. Oct. 18.—A court of inquiry has been ordered to ascertain how Paymaster’s Clerk Payne escaped, and fix the responsibility. The court will meet Friday at
Portsmouth, and will consist of Cant. J. N.
Miller, Commander G. H. Wadleigh, and
Commander Frank Wildes, with Lieut.

Adolph Marix

as

CO. E. SECOND REGIMENT, SKOWHEGAN.
uapt. H. M. Weston. 39
Sergt. C. K. Bellmore. 26
Sergt. F. 8. Trask. 27
Corp. w. v. Mitchell,
23
Corp. W. B. Brown. 28
Priv. E. F. Dinsmore,. 26
E.C. Nye. 23
J. A. McPheters. 27
F. C. Teague. 23
E. E. Ureenleaf. 19

Total.260
CO. F. SECOND REGIMENT, DOVER.
Lieut. W, T. Pollard.
Corp. E. F. W. Pratt.

judge advocate.

27
21

Corp. C. H. Cushing. 17
Priv. A. 1>. Dexter,. 27
E. W. Sherburne. 24
W. E Farris... 26
■'
Charles Bradlee. 25

Walter J Cochrane. 21
Harry E. Rowe. 11
Geo. W. Emery. 24

Total.'.223
CO.

G, SECOND REGIMENT, BANGOR.
Sergt. W. G. Gilmore.
Priv. W. H. Dow.
W. E. Phelps.
•'
A. F. Wiley.
"
E. C. West.
F. T. Bartlett.
•'

Edgar Williams.

28
26

26
19
19
22
26
30
21

Frank Burrell.
J. W. Bartlett.
D. W. Tibbetts. 26

today appointed post-

master at Sanford, York county, vice Lebbeus Butler, deceased.
The Secretary of the Treasury has appointed Jarvis H. Grant, second assistant
keeper of the Mantlnicus Rock Lighthouse
Station, vice John F. Grant, resigned.
Bids were opened yesterday by the Supervising Architect of the Treasury for materials for heating apparatus at Belfast.
Geo.
T. Reed of Belfast, was the only bidder,
whose bid was #1545.
A star mail service is established from
West Bangor to Bangor, three times each

made there being severaliwho got a
of 22 or 23 out of a possible 25.
The shooting was hardly as good as it
would otherwise have beea,, as there was a
strong northwest wind blowing much of the
time. Col. Farrington says the work of the
teams is much better than at the last trial.
were
score

numerous

s

->
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St. Vincent.. 30.46
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North Platte 29.88
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This
powder never varies. A marvel of pmity.
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competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight aiuni nr phosphide powders. Soli/ only in
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Meteorological report.
(Oct. 18,1887, 10.00 P.M.)
Observations taken at the same moment ol time
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The land will be opened up to buildroads. On the extremity of
Jameson Point, a hotel with one hundred
rooms, to cost fifty thousand dollars, will be
completed July 1st. Governor Bod well, exGovoruor Robie, and Mr. H. B. Cleaves of
Portland, and President Wescott of the Portland & Rochester railroad, are members of
the syndicate.
shore.
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Total.241
FRONTIER

GUARDS, EASTFORT.

Chas. L. Corthell. 28
James

McDiarmed.

Chas. L. Holmes.
Edwards. Waite.
Fred. A. Holmes.
Judson D. Young.
David Loring.
J. H. Rumery.
Commander E. E. Newcomb.
Wm. S. Hume.

27
26
26
28
28
SI
30
27
26

Total.276
There were nine teams which shot, and tne
finishing of the match was delayed until
afternoon, when the Biddeford company

could shoot. The Rcore of the best seven
men of the Augusta team showed 208, which
is 11 points better than the score of the best
team in the recent Massachusetts shoot The
best seven men of the Frontier Guards tied
the Massachusetts score.
Dinner was served in the dining hall at
12.30 p. in., and 110 were seated.
The second event, the company team skirmish match. was instituted the first of the
afternoon. The conditions were as follows:
Ten men; distance 100 to 260 yards; rounds
ten five fired advancing, five
retreaijng: position
off-hand, third-class target; highest score to win.
1st prize, silk flag, now held by the Frontier
Guards; value $loo. 2d prize, sporting rifle, for
armory practice; value »26.
3d prize, 1000
rounds of ammunition.
This hiatch was an exceedingly
interesting
one, and was watched closely by the spectators. The score was as follows :

SECOND REGIMENT.

Company D, Lewiston. 288
Company E, Skowhegan. 367
Company F, Dover. 287
Company G, Bangor. 319
Frontier Guards,.. '389
uis

maicn

was

not

completed, but the
highest score made today was by the Auand
will
gusta team,
they
undoubtedly be
awarded the first prize. The Frontier Guards
came within six points and they will
carry
off the second prize.
During the afternoon the Biddeford team
appeared and shot in the company team
match, which was nearly completed in the

forenoon. Their score follows:
W. S. Cummings.. .\.
E. J. Cram.
H. J. Goodwin.
8. H. Kendall.
A. K. Davis.
B.

Kay.

W. G. Parker.
J. Goodier.
*!-.

L.

Holt.

27
31
2a
22
22
20
26
27
26

Total.
241
Col. Farrington has not decided as yet how
to award the company team match
prize, it
being a veir nice question. According to
the rules of the National Rifle Association
in deciding a tie, the least number of outers
made by a team must be considered.
Under
Blunt’s Mauual misses count against a team.
In this case the Augustas shot three outers
while the Frontier Guards made four.
On
the other hand the Augusta men made one
miss, while their chief competitors had none.
Col. Farrlugton has left the decision to the
two

teams,

and if

they

do not come to a con-

clusion he will settle it.
The continuous match was in operation
during the afternoon and many of the crack
shooters took a hand, some excellent scores

%
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Sheriff

Mitchell Pays a Visit to De-

tective Bean In Massachusetts.

Barron

Stain’s

Their EscaP*.

Story Correctly.

"o
Or..
Montreal,
families,
named Russell and Humboldt, have, after
great exertions, escaped starvation in Labrador and reached Montreal. The story they
tell of life in Labrador is very painful. The
people are in a condition of semi-starvation.
They are the slaves of dealers who never
allow them to see a shilling, well knowing
that if they had little money they would tty
from the country.
Miss Russell, a young and very intelligent
woman, today made the following statement,
to which the men lent their assent; “We are
here because we could live there uo longer.
We have often
We were almost starving.
has fallen away.
been hungry. Fishing
People can't live and they can’t get
received a
because
they never
away
Pa*d for our
shilling in their lives.
„£*'•!
We
have to pay
iisli in goods and clothes.
three prices for everything.
Fishing lasts
we
to live the
b»ve
and
three
months
only

other nine out of the profits of the three.
The fisheries have so fallen away that there is
barely enough made to help us during the
summer.
.Spring is the worst season for
then there is nothing at all.
“Tile government gives a little assistance;
but what is a little Hour, peas and molasses?
Meat? I haven’t tasted of fresh meat during the last 25 years. Sucli a tiling is never
thought of. We have often ground peas and
made a sort of tea out of them. There is no
such thing as meat, or potatoes, or vegetaun».

mr
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uarrvtt

jock.

We have got salt meat, but itot enough of
that. When fishing is good we ean manage
to live, but instead uf getting about 100
quintals we ean only get about 35 now, and
on that we huve to live nine months.
Tlieie
•re now about 100 families in,Bethel Harbor.
All who ean get away are going. It is a hard
thing to see your family around you and
nothing for them to do aud nothing for them
to eat.”
OUR TRAVELING PRESIDENT.
He

Visits

the

Big

Exposition In

Atlanta, Ga., Oct. 18.—Tiie city is crowdAt 11 o’clock this morning
President Collins aud Vice President Grady
of the Exposition called at the President’s
room and escorted the President, Mrs. Cleveland and Postmaster General Vilas to the
Capitol, where they entered the Governor’s
room and were received by Governor Gordon
and other officials. This ceremonial over,
the distinguished visitors, escorted by Governor Gordon, Senators Brown aud Colquitt,
and accompanied by the visiting Governors
ed with visitors.

and many other people of distinction, proceeded to Piedmont Park, which is the Exposition grounds. The formalities of welcome to tiie President began with a prayer
by Rev. Hr. Bartlett, after which II. W.
Grady, Vice President of the Exposition, in
a brief but eloquent speech, extended a welcome to tiie President.
The President re-

plied.

At tiie conclusion of the President’s speech
Gov. Gordon responded to repeated calls by
proposing three cheers for Mrs. Cleveland,
which were given. Renewed calls caused
the Governor to make a brief speech. The
Presidential party gave a reception at the
Exposition groundis this afternoon and
lunched at the Gentlemen’s Driving Club.
The gentlemen of the party dined with Gov.
Gordon this evening. Later a card reception
was given at tiie Capital City Club.
St. Louis, Oct. 18.—Mrs. Annie Lachs,
who threw a pancake into the lap of Mrs.
Cleveland the day the Presidential party
was at the fair grounds, was fined $50 in the
Police Court today. She disclaimed any disrespect, said she threw the cake in fun and

appealed.

Reported
Chicago, Oct. 18.—A Cleveland (O.)
In the Times.

special to the Chicago Times today says: “Governor Foraker addressed a Republican mass
meeting last night.
Referring to the rebel
Hags be said that he had been accused of
alive
the
animosities of the war, but
keeping
that it was a lie.
We are fighting to compel
me

ouuiuerners,

saiu, to

ne

remain

in the

Union; to follow a common Hag to a common destiny.
Mr. Foraker spoke scathingly

of President Cleveland and declared that he
‘Copperhead stay-at-home, who ought
not to raise his voice about tiie rebellion.’
The Governor fairly yelled as he said: *1
will talk about these war recollections. They
will not hurt the feelings of any man whose
heart was in the right place during that
bloody struggle. As for the rest, the devil
take them. As soon as I get out of my office
I am going to write a book.
It will consist
of letters that I have got, coming from
Maine to California, about
those rebel
was a

flags.’

THE FOREICN BUDCET.

Sympathy

for
Boulanger and
Ovation for Cladstone.

an

London, Oct. 18.—The disturbances creby the unemployed persons who
frequent Trafalgar Square still continue. A
number of unemployed workingmen met in
ated

Hyde Park to day and had a collision with
the police.
The mob, after a serious con*
flict, drove the police back.

Sympathy for Boulanger.
Pajsis, Oct. 18.—Gen. Boulanger has

re-

ceived thousands of missives from all parts
of France expressing sympathy for him. A
demonstration in his favor was made in
Mines, on the occasion of the opening of the

college there, by

M.

Spuller, Minister of
Public Instruction.
The crowd shouted:
‘Vive Boulanger” and the bands plaved
Boulanger airs. The Matin states t hat
President Grevy refuses to sign the order
dismissing General Caffarqi from

the army
for dishonorable conduct. The Gaulois says
the judicial inquiry proved that Gen. Caffarel was not guilty of theipharge of trafficking in decorations.
The Petit Journal demands that President Grevy immediately intervene in the Wilson affair. It is monstrous,
the paper says.that Wilson should be allowed to take advantage of his privileged position as son-in-law of the President to defy
the law and to transform the Elysee into a
doubtful agency.

British Comment.
The Standard says editorially this morning: “All Englishmen will echo the just
language of the American minister, who was
present, and of Mr. RtmeU Lowell, to whose
letter we have referred. Ihdeed, an Englishman must be hopelessly-insular, who can
think of a citizen of the United States as a
stranger, much more as s''foreigner; and an
American must be deeply affected
wi th
spread-eagleism who looks on Eng land as
other than his parent oouutry.
It Is interesting to note the exceeding eagerness of
all refined and thoughtful Americans to
strengthen the intellectual and historical
link that already unites the two peoples on
the two sides of the ocean.1 Our brethren on
the Mother side of the sea have produced
writers, auu wu or tnree poets
whose charm all the world has recognized,
but they have not produced, and they never
are likely to produce, a Shakespeare. Their’s
the future may possibly be, but the past is
unquestionably ours. They are welcome to
share it with us, and we could be glad to
have a share in their future.”

Gladstone at

Nottingham.

London, Oct 18.—Tft$ Congress of the
Liberal federation operied at Nottingham today. Gladstone made a speech. His rising
was
the signal for load and prolonged
cheering. He said that tfhe whole system of
government in Ireland Mquired a thorough
reformation, root and branch. There had
been a break down in the government in all
essentials. A radical change is wanted and
such a change an enfranchised nation alone
could accomplish.
(Cheers.) He drew a
glowing picture in defence of his administration of the law in Ireland and elsewhere,
and expressed himself as perfectly confident
that if a general election Was held immediately, it would result in the return of a Parliament resolved to do justice to Ireland.
Evictions in Kllross.
Dublin, Oct. 18.—Two families were evicted .at Kilross to-day, the evictions being
marked by exciting scenes. The police were
pelted with stones by a mob of spectators
and were forced to use their batons. Many

injured.
Disciplinary inquiry into the conduct of
the officers responsible for the Mitchellstown
were

riot is about to be instituted.

Foreign Notes.
Prince Albert Victor laid the memorial
stone of the Northampton Infirmary yesterday. Crowds greeted the speakers with
cries of “Hurrah for Bradlaugh.”
At a meeting of the British Privy Council
yesterday to consider measures for the suppression of the National League, no definite
course was

adopted.

the

Robbery.

Natick, Mass., Oct 18.—Sheriff Mitchell
arrived here this morning to see State Detective Bean, who has been looking up evidence In the Dexter affair.
Mr. Beau now
has no doubt that the prisoners in Bangor
jail are the men wanted. He said that he
always found Charles F. Stain to be a truthteller when talking to officers, and he has
successfully worked up cases where Charles
Mitchell himself told a
gave the first clue.
stable keeper named Brooks here that he is
sure he has the right men.

Correcting Misstatements.
Dexter, Oct. 18.—Much misinformation
has been given to the public about the BarThe

mystery.

claim to
have been grievously misrepresented in an
alleged interview about the case and the
reward
offered.
They deny saying the
ron

bank

officers

things reported.
The friends of Barron, on the other hand,
cluiiii that unwarranted assumptions have
been paraded as to facts favorable to tiie suicide theory, while the most important matters unfavorable to that theory are ignored.
The only mau who examined the top of the
safe after the Barron murder testified as the
bauk’b witness that the only things on it
wete an empty bottle and a pasteboard envelope box. No lamp of screwdriver was
there. Detective McCausland of Boston examined the vault the day after Barron’s
death
He testified that tiiere was uo lamp
or screwdriver there then. Deteeth e Heald
of Portland examined the vault the next
day. He says no lamp or screwdriver was
there. The man who cut the gag from Barron’s mouth testified that it was tied tightly
His

Atlanta.

As

of

Romance

Original

Creat Wlnthrop

numoers oi

FIR8T REGIMENT.

Company A, Portland. 232
Company B, Portland.”301
Company D, Norway,.
320
Compauy F, Augusta,..

LOOKING FOR EVIDENCE.

Have Made

Who

People

j

llII&tT.N

under the string.
There are now many stories about Barron’s lack of money. His habit in cashing
checks would be to pass «ut the cash, put
the check in the drawer and make no record
at tlie time of the check taken, until in the
course of business it was turned over to the
national bank and charged in the account
with that bank.
Barron told people on the day of the murder that he ceuld give them checks but not
money, as the national bank was closed, it
being a holiday. One small check was left
which the murderers found in a drawer. No
record of it existed. His charged checks
were taken and turned over to the national
bank.
Within a year previous to Barron’s death
these numbered 30, ranging in size from $374
to $5,000 to say nothing of smaller checks,
hundreds in number.
Barron’s
friends
claim that such checks constituted his cash
on hand.
They say that the gag used was exactly
like that used in the robbery of the Milford,
N. H., national bank in 1874 now in the possession of its cashier.
The report that the bank holds judgment
against the estate is utterly false. The estate
holds judgment and costs against the bank
and I. is another suit now pending against
the l i.ik to recover insurance money.
Stain and Cromwell were hastily arrested
to prevent escape, and as they waived requisition the officers had to start at once for
Maine. In Dexter they were advised that
they could not hold them to get witnesses
but must arraign them at once.
These circumstances drove them before the court before they were ready and made the present

delay necessary.m

Stain’s Winthrop Yarn.
Winthrop, Oct. 18.—With the permission
of Sheriff J. H. Mitchell, a reporter went to
Winthrop yesterday and obtained from Cashier Benjamin of the Winthrop bank a copy
of young Stain’s confession in regard to the
Whl' throp bank robbery. It is attested at
the
d in a note signed by Sheriff Mitchell,
and is as follows: “Gleason went away from
home, and was gone,I think,about four days.
He returned home, and he went away again.
One day before we started father (David L.
Stain), Oliver Cromwell, Billy Scott and myself (Charles F. Stain), went to Boston with
our team, took the Star of the East and came
to Gardiner. We drove from there to Readfield Corner, stopped to supper, all night and
■

breakfast.

That was

PArritkri thorn

ac

fa**

Wednesday night.
am

a a

I
_l

father told me to go to Baileyville and wait
until some time after 12 o’clock, and then
start toward the village until I met them. It
was, I should think about 3 o’clock when I
met them. I turned the horse.
Cornwell
took hold of the hind part of the wagon and

threw it around.

Then they threw their valises into the wagon.
Father took a top oi a
bush and switched the tracks in the road
where we turned the team.
I could show
very near the spot now.
They were on the
grass ground. Father always said we never
left
a
trace
behind.
Thev jumped into the wagon. Father drove the hurse. We
went to Augusta and father and Cornwell
got
out near the shoe factory. I drove to Gardiner, put up the horse at the Johnson House
stable, and got something to eat myself at a saloon. My horse was white with
foam. I drove to Lewiston.
There I met
father. Cromwell and Gleason. 1 had not
seen Gleason since he left our house in Medlield. Father had on false chin whiskers. I
left them and went borne on the train. They
sold the team before they came home. After
they got home they went up stains. One day
fattier came down and went to the stow with
a handful of bills which were
spoiled; he
took off the cover anu put them in the fire
and then went up stairs. I took off the cover
and saw them burning. They carried the
bonds to New York, Cromwell and Gleason.
I never saw Gleason after that. They were
gone some time, and Cromwell came back
alone. 1 have often thought that after
they
sold the bonds Cromwell made away with
Gleason. We had a black horse and a light
two-seated
I never knew how
wagon.
father and Cromwell got to Lewiston.”
Appended to the confession is the following : “This is word for word as Main tells
me.
It was Murtevant Hill where he left
them, instead of at the meeting house,

J. H. Mitchell.”

In speaking of the contents of this confession Cashier Benjamin said: “The whole
thing is a lie from beginning to end. and I
knowit. Stain’s gang had no more to do
with it than the man in the moon. I know
Sheriff Mitchell believes it, but you cannot
make me do so.”
Their Criminal Record.

Dedham, Mass., Oct. 18.—The records at
the county jail, Dedham, show that Oliver
Cromwell Smith was sentenced for six years
as a United States prisoner for robbing the
He was received at the jail
post office.
Sept. 27, 1861, and Sept. 19,1863, he escaped.
He was recaptured at Salem, Sept. 4,1865,
and served the remainder of his term, being
discharged Sept. 11,1869. Dec. 14, 1881, be
was sentenced for three months for larceny,
under the name of Oliver Cromwell. He
Marrh 1.1 IKK*?

was

The jail records also show that David 1,.
was received at the jail Oct. 28, 1882,
and was sentenced to the nouse of correction for receiving stolen property Dec. 13,
1882, and was discharged Nov. 6, 1883, having an allowance of 12 days for good behavior. Stain was an instructor in the shoe
shop at the jail when Smith was serving his
six years sentence, and at that time became
acquainted with him.

Stain

THE ECLIPSE IN JAPAN.
Professor Todd’s Story of the UnhapIpy Failure of the U. S. Expedition.

[Springfield Republican.]
KProf. David P. Todd of Amherst college,
who had charge of the expedition from the
United States to Japan to view the total
eclipse of the sun on the 19th of August has
arrived after an absence of about four
months. He gave an interesting account of
this important mission to a reporter of the
Republican. The expedition, which was the
only one to observe the elipse in Japan, was
projected by the United States navy department and the national academy of sciences,
and Prof. Todd was chosen to conduct it.
He and Mrs. Todd ieft home the 9th of June,
after several weeks spent in preparation at
Washington, and made the overland journey
west by way of the Canadian Pacific railroad.
Dr. W. J. Holland of Pittsburg, the naturalist of the expedition, travelled with Mr. and
Mrs. Todd, and the party, with about a ton
of astronomical instruments, took passage at
Vancouver, B. C., in the steamship Abys-

sinia, which

the first westbound voyage for the new Canadian Pacific
steamship company. Fifteen days of tempestuous seas, fog, rain and dismal weather
was

to make

generally brought the

compauy into

Yoka-

huma. Secretary Whitney of the United
States navy had previously instructed Lieut.
W. H. H. Southerland and Chief Engineer
Pemberton of the Asiatic squadron to assist
Prof. Todd, and they immediately Joined the
expedition at Yokohama. The Japanese
government did everything to help on the
enterprise, and four days after making land
the party set out for Tokio, where the imperial observatory is located.
The first thing to be done was to select a
spot for the observation of the eclipse. This
was no easy matter to decide.
Tne officers
and instructors at the imperial observatory
lent assistance. They thought Prof. Todd
would have better chances of a clear August
afternoon on the west coast of Japan than
elsewhere. “I should doubtless have gone
thither without further inquiry,” said Prof*
Todd, "were not the means of sea transportion around to the other side of the Island
uncertain and the journey over the mountains of western central Japan with a ton of
instruments wholly inexpedient. As I hail
abundance of time 1 determined upon a trip
into eastern central Japan along the line of
the Japan railway, which extends to the
north of Tokio through the mountains, 113
miles to Shirakawa. This place was as nearly as desirable on the central line of the
eclipse, being only 10 or 12 miles north of it
aud 23 or 30 miles from the mountains to the
west, far enough. It seemed, to be without
ti e range of any perturbing effect upon the
atmosphere. 1 concluded, therefore, to locate tne station at Shirakawa. One of the
native observatory professors, who provided
most of the apparatus for special observations on the corona, degired me to place all
or part of these on the summit of one of the
mountain peaks adjacent to the center of the
shadow’s path. Ur. Holland made the ascent of ouoof these mountains MOO feet high,
but thg difficulties of this were so great, the
cloudy condition of the air up there so prob
able, that 1 abandoned this plan. So the expedition set out for Shirakawa and entered
that place on the first train ever sent over
this extension of the railroad. A little out
from this towu of 10,00(1 inhabitants are the
ruins of a once famous castle built 3UO years
ago. the abode of the Abe family, which was
n-suulted and destroyed in the revolution of
1M>3. Within a moat are walls three-fourth*
of a mile long, a half a mile wide and HO feet
high. The prospect from the top of this pile
out over the valley to the mountains west
and north, and broad fields to the south. So
here I decided to locate the station by permission of the minister of war.
"Our main instrument was the horizontal
of nearly 40 feet focal length
photoheliograph
—the identical apparatus used by Prof. Newcomb at the Cape of Good Hope in 1882 to
photograph the transit of Venus. It took
two weeks to put this instrument into place
so far as concerned the parts required for
photographing the partial phases of the
eclipse. The main work of the expedition
was regarded to be the taking of
too photographs of these partial phases; but I had
determined to attempt coronal photography
with the same apparatus, hoping to secure 8
or 10 negatives uf such size that
subsequent
enlargement would be undesirable. I was
fortunate enough to secure the services of
M. K. Ogawa of Tokio, an experienced photographer, and Dr. Y. Moy Kong, formerly
of Washington. With so efficient a corps
and with drill we all underwent I had every
reason of
anticipating complete success.
The morning of August 19 dawned bright
and clear; all looked propitious. But the
heat was stifling. Away to the west the volcano Nasusau, which had been wonderfully
quiet along back, had suddenly begun to
pour forth clouds of smoke and steam. All
the morning lazy white clouds lay about
with no great
threatening aspect. The
eclipse was to come about 4 o’clock in the
afternoou and everything was gotten ready
for the supreme three minutes or so for
which we had come over land and seas. I
had placed K. Hitchcock of the Smithsonian
institute in charge of the photographic operations. Mr. Pemberton had carefully arranged the devices for the perfect working
of the photoheliograph, which required the
services of six persons. Lieut. Southerland
had charge of the coronagraph, whose plates
were exact
duplicates of those to be used the
same day by Prof. Young near Moscow at
tlie other extreme end of the line of totality.
I>. D. B. McCartee operated a single camera provided by Prof. Pickering for corona i research, and Dr. Ames of the United
States navy had charge of a double camera.
Tbe United States consul at Yokohama, Mr.
Greathouse, worked several small holders of
sensitive plates. The Japanese naval ob-

servatory bad furnished a four-inch telescope
to be used
by Dr. Holland. Mrs. Uitchsock
also was called into service. K. Acino, a
student, was instructed to watch from the

approach

of the castle walls the
of
the lunar shadow over the rice fields. Mrs.
Todd was assigned the dntv of slretchinir the
faint outer corona with its long equatorial
streamers. M. Nakagawa, director of the
Tokio observatory, was to make some meteoI hail previously
rological observations.
prepared in Japanese full instructions for
the use of volunteei observers in about 40
towns situated just inside of the north and
south limits of the eclipse and at SO places or
more near the center.
These would have
been of value in noting phases of the phe-

corner

nomenon.

“Thus we waited the time of contact.
Meantime the smoke and steam of the volpoured forth and fleecy clouds began
to gather about this ominous pillar and
spread over the sky. Two black clouds next
appeared in the south and east and seemed
to start in a race as to which should reach
the clean zenith first. Not a breath of air
stirred. By the time of first contact the sun
was invisible, but a brief interval of clear
sky gave time for adjusting the heliostat and
makiag 10 or 12 exposures. Only five of
these photographs, however, will be available, as the light was very faint. Shortly
after totality there was a partial clearing,
but too brief and with too faint a light to
allow of the necessary adjustments of the
silvered mirrors which had been put into
position in the hope of getting the whole or a
part of the total phase. As totality approached I thought I might make a good
observation of second contact by watching
for tlie approach of the moon's shadow
among the clouds, but the attempt failed, the
light appearing to be too much diffused to
allow of even an
approximate estimate.
I found afterwards ia Mrs. Todd’s notes
of the eclipse, the statement that totality appeared to her to come on not evenly
but as if by jerks—a phenomenon, I think,
which must have been due to the extinction
of the sun’s light by one cloud after auutlier
in the northwestsky as the shadow advauced.
Weather maps of Japan showed tiiat clouds
had obscured the sky at all the stations in
the eventful afternoon. The value of the
drawings made by the voluntary observers
is uncertain. During the eclipse a darkness
came on so great that we could not distinguish the time by our watches. Thus far the
expedition—and that of Prof. Young it seems
as well, the first serious attempts to obtain
reliable evidence of rapid changes in the
corona.
It will tie many a year before another eclipse will occur with two stations
geographically so well placed for this special
research as those of Kussia and Japan. All
the expeditfuns sent out in many directions
under
Japanese auspices also come to
cano

nought."

Alter the discouraging events of ther 19th,
Prof. Todd and his party pulled down their
tents within the mined castle walls and (irepared to more homeward. The natives of
the section had treated them all with great
kindness. A delegation of citizens from the
province, headed by the governor, waited
upon the party at the castle duriug their stay
and presented chickens and ducks, which
were devoured in short order by the meathungry company, who had been forced to
live chiefly on rice, etc. Later they weie visited by the vassals of the Abe family, who
bionght a big platter loaded with eggs.
Pfftf
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mountain peak for astrouomical purposes for
Havard University under the provisions of
tile Boynton fund. Accordingly Fugi-San
was selected—the highest mountain in Japan
whose summit is white with snow a good
part of the year. It is an extinct volcano
12,400 feet high, huge and regular. Nine
huts or stations divided the path to the summit into nearly equal parts. With coolies
to bear the burdens Ptof. and Mrs. Todd
and Ur. Holland made the ascent and passed
two freezing cold days on the summit with
air so rare as to occasion a depressing heaviness.
Mrs. Todd has described this event of
the trip in a letter to the Nation. The professor and his wife next went back to Toklo,
where the president of the university tendered them a reception and lunch, at which
toasts were proposed and responded to in
and English. They sailed on the
Japanese
13th of September for home, taking the
Canadian Pacific steamer Port Victor for
Vancouver, where they arrived after a delightful voyage of 15 days. Six days of
tourneying by rail ended this notable trip.
Prof. Todd will go to Washington the latter
part of this month to report the results of
the expedition. Both he and his wife were
greatly benefited in health by the journey
and the life in Japan.
CENERAL NEWS.

Gen. Judsou Kilpatrick was buried at
West Point yesterday, with military honors.
During a supposed attempt to burn the
leading hotel in Knoxville, Teun., Monday,
the safe was robbed of $700.
The Knights of Labor convention yesterday voted to establish a department of women's work.
The murderers of Rev. Mr. Ryan and others in South Carolina are receiving summary
justice at the hands of the vigilantes.
The bronze equestrian statue of Major
Geueral Meade was unveiled at Philadelphia
yesterday, with appropriate ceremonies.
It is understood that Hon. Mr. Foster,
minister of marine and fisheries, will visit
Washington to present the historical part of
the fisheries questiou from the Canadian
standpoint.
A bad girl in Massachusetts broke the
windows in her employer’s house, poisoned
three ponies, anil is suspected of setting tire
to the premises.
She confessed to the first
two olienees and departed for parts unknown.

CARNECIE TALKS.
Millionaire

The

Iron

Manufacturer

A Proposition Favored by All Parties
In Great Britain.
Mr.

Blaine In Splendid Health

and

Excellent Spirits.

ties of Philadelphia and Boston, but will
decline all invitations until after they prepresent tlie address to President Cleveland.
The President is to appoint the time for that

event.”

“What is thought of the peace movement
abroad?"
“The proposition for perpetual peace between England und America has met with
extraordinary favor. 1 do not exaggerate
when 1 say that all parties in Great Britain
have come forward to favor It.
If the Irish
members of Parliament had not decided that
the home rule measure should be passed before joining In the pea.ce movement, there
would have been a majority on the memorial. This is, in my opinion, the most important and promising action in the direction of peace the world has ever seen in
tiniMsi

they

when

thintr

u/ill

u

u

f

<tn

that it will hereafter be* impossible for the English speaking people of
one nation to shed the blood of any other
War between
English-speaking nation.
English-speaking raeu will be banished forever.
Is not the idea a grand and great one ?
Oh, I forgot to mention that there will also
be three delegates representiug the trade
councils of England and Scotland.”
Mr. Carnegie spent considerable time with
Janies G. Blaine in Scotland, and said ol
him: “He bas not been as well for years as
be was when with us. He was the life of
our set, and never missed a coaching or picnic party. The reports that his health was
impaired in Scotland had no foundation.
Regarding his political future, I believe that
Mr. Blaine is troubling himself much less
than his friends on this side of the Atlantic.
He is a man of great resource, and has a
world in himself. I know that he is aud was
much happier when writing his book than
when engaged actively in politics. He is
travelling now for recreation, and when I
saw him last. In August, was greatly improved by his trip. I cannot say when he
will be back, hut certainly not before spring.
I know of no American who has made so

good

an

from rot as in any previous year.
The present season has been an unusually
busy one at the granite quarry at Jonesboro.
Up to date 18,000 cubic feet of stone has
been quarried, and by the close of November these figures will be increased to 28,000.
The cutters ure at present employed on material for the new library building in Phila-

delphia.

_

FEMALE ORPHAN ASYLUM.

Njcw Youk, Oct. 18.—Andrew Carnegie
and bis bride cauie borne from Scotland on
the steamship Fulda yesterday, and received
a warm welcome from relatives and friends.
The millionaire iron manufacturer told a reporter some things worth repeating. ‘T am
deeply interested,” he said, “in the coming
peace congress. Some of the English delegates are here, and others called Saturday.
There will be eleven members of Parlia.
iitout, a peer—Lord Kinnaird—and also Lord
n^ischell. The representatives have been
invited'to entertainments by the peace socie-

m«r*v

School, has been engaged to teach the
Lubec High School the coming winter.
In Lubec and other parts of Washington
county the.potatoes are generally as free
mar

j

the Peace Congress.

on

CENTS.

THREE

PRICE

Dexter Authorities Trying to Tell the

SLAVERY IN LABRADOR.

Starving

19, 1887.

OCTOBER

net-

impression abroad.”

More Cholera at New York.
New York, Oct. 18.—The French steamer
Britannia, which arrived in New York on
the 13th instant from Marseilles and Naples,
and was held at upper quarantine for observation, was this morning sent down to
lower quarantine, four cases of cholera having been found on board. The Britannia ia
a sister ship to the A lesia,
which brought
cholera some weeks ago.
The Graphic.
New York. Oct 18.—It is renorted that
Thomas Nast will take a place on the
Graphic under the uew management. The
Graphic will open the Presidential ball in
Mr. Blaine’s favor.

The Annual

Reports

and Election of

Officers.
The annual meeting of the Female Orphan
was held at the residence of Mrs.
James P. Baxter on Leering street
yesterday. There was a full attendance. The annual reports were read and
accepted, and
officers elected for the ensuing
year. Mrs.
J. L. Farmer, the president, for the

Asylum

managers

read the

manaoaits' ueyoar.
During the last few months extensive and much
needed repair* have been made on the house
where oor orphan children are cared for, and we
gladly renort to you a home In excellent order
sweet and fresh, from cellar to roef-tree. This
has cost much money. Our Income Is insufficient
to meet such
expenses, and the payment of the
debt Incurred will greatly diminish our resources,
unless friends come to our aid. We trust
they
will, and through gifts and annual subscriptions
see trust the amouut required is made
up to us.
What we have done we considered absolutely
necessary for the preservation of the bulldtwg
and the well being of the children. A close but
needful economy has induced us to postpone these
sanitary improvements and repairs until the tune
no longer.
Thin hat caused the outlay
to be necessarily large, and w« owe it to (he
supervision and care id Mr. F K. Barrett that
everything lias been none so well, and on as mod

delayed
now

crate terms

as was

const-dent with

thoroughness.

He has visited the hulldlng dally while the work

has been In progress, giving bis valuable services
aud time in this
labor1.f love."
We trust that In The future a greater command
of
will
enable
us to take that “si Itch in
money
time” which always “saves nine." oAener ninetyfor
we
feel
that
It Is worthy of support,—
nine;
this broad charity, open to all orphans, not only
here, but throughout the Stale, whose doings and
are
rep. rted to Its donors,
subscribers and the public at every annual meet-

expenditures

Iraukly

teg.

t

An opportunity to give our children an “outing” afforded an excellent chance to make the
ne-ded changes and rep Ir
They have been at
Windham Hill, where a bouse used In Ibe old
staging days as an inn, accommodated them as If
bui l for the purpose
It Is a lovely spot, aud a

free rauge through orchard aud over lawn, with
out door games, an life, has made the children
Our thanks are due. and we
healthy and
pay them cordially to the townspeople who received them wl h open arms, and helped t» make
their stay very pleasant.
When oar family are
re-established In their Portland home we hope lo
appoint a day to receive our frleuds and the public. who. however, we are always glad to welcome.
Thursday afternoon the Asylum Is always open
to vl- itors.
During the year we have received 14 children,
aud have placed out 18.
The interual management of the bouse through
the fflclency of our matron sud tier assist nils,
continues to be perfectly satisfactory
We are
much pleased with our teacher also.
For our exact financial condition at present we
refer you to the report ol our treasurer, which accompanies this.
We gratefully acknowledge two legacies of filOO
each. One was from the late Mrs. Frances sweet
sir. Our funds have also received aa addition of
$100u from an unknown friend.
For this giver
who laid so
the gift upon the altar, we rethe words of the Psalmist: "The Lord hear
thee, rememember all thy offerings, and accept

happy.

silently

peat

thv burnt sacrifice.”
In the latter part of the winter, death removed
one of our m masers. Mrs. E. H. Burgln.
Mrs.
Burgtn came on the board In 1858, 32 years ago.
liciidcring faithful servlce>he was always ready
to tah e her part in monthly or any other work^When illness prevented her from sharing pertfflially lu ths labor, she sent In her resignation, but
It was painful to sever long stand lug and pleasant
relations, and we declined to receive It, hoping
that time might restore her health and renew her
to take her place among us.
1 hat hope
ability
failed of fulfillment. She
never met with us

again.

Quite recently, removal from the etty has caused
the loss of our Vice President, whose wise and
we shall miss with regret from

us

kindly judement
our

SOCIETY.

MAINE GENEALOGICAL

Interesting Papers

on

Various Sub-

jects of Interest.
The Maine Genealogical Society held their
quarterly meeting at Reception Hall, City
Building, last evening. President F. M. Ray,
presiding. In the place of Secretary Burleigb.who was unavoidably absent, Mr. Wat.
was elected secretary pro tern.
The
records of the last meeting were read and
accepted and the following persons made
members of the society:
Edward C. Reynolds, F. C. Snow, N. J. Herrick and Henry

son

reaoouy. air. vvatsou men reau Dneny
from a copy of the records of Capt. William
Reynolds who was one of the leaders of the
expedition to Canada.
The second paper was by Mr. Chapman,
of Stroudwater, and was very interesting.
The subject of the paper was “Adam Har-

bor’s Record Post and Thomas Brackett’s
Tlie old stone post, of which he
Bible.”
spoke, is situated in the town of Westbrook,
not far from Duck Pond and were Thomas
Brackett lived on the Duck Pond road, nut
far from Pride's Corner in the same town.
Mr. Fred C. Conant showed a lease of a
farm which was given by John Ley to John
Conant, Jr., and bis wife and three sons,
The lease was
Nicholas, John and James.
written in Latin on parchment about Mo
years ago during the reign of Kiug Henry
VIII. ol England. The farm was in Gettis-

ham, Devonshire.

Ray read a paper on the execution of
Joseph Drew, who murdered Deputy Sheriff
Parker of this city 79 years ago. A throng
of people gathered from far and uear to witMr.

tlie execution, which was made in this
city in 1808. A man by the name of Quiiuhy
was arrested at the time, charged with being
implicated with the murder, but he was ac-

councils.

by a coincidence, during the year three earnest
Christian women who have been connected with
the Asylum In days .gone Or, passed from this
earth within a few weeks of each olhor
Mrs.
Henry Smith, one of the corporators and the first
president; Miss Elizabeth Bailey, for over twenty
years the matron; and Mrs. Charlotte G. Haly,
also a matron.
Mrs. Mnlth’s interest In the good work was deep
and lasting, ceasing only with her life. She was a
woman of rare mental ability, which retnalued
unimpaired to the end. Her lengthened days enabled her to see the home her hand had helped to
raise strong and flourishing, and she graced and
honored with her presence on sembcentenulal
celebration. On her »2<l birthday she was gladdened by receiving a letter from one of the asylum
girls, now a happy mother and grandmother.
Truly, “the children rise up and call her blessed.”
For Miss Bailey we cannot .erbear ifuotlng the
fitting wop s of Mrs. McCobb, In her seml-ceutennial report: “Alive to her Imoortant work, with
gentleness ana patience, she exerted a most
enefidal Influence on the children, and was much
approved by the manager s.” Mrs. Haly also tor
six years a matron, held until health failed her.
and motherly sway over the little oues.
It
s given to us to see some of the fruits of their labors. but how much may be growing unseen by

treat

f;entle

our eyes?
We
enter

now

Orphan Asylum,

the

on

grateful

60th year

for

all

teresting manner.
Mr. Locke then suggested that

some

action

should be taken with the Maine Historical
Society In preservi lg the records of the different towns of the State, which, he said,
were often much neglected.
In many cases,
the most precious records were left where
mice would get at them, and they had often
been destroyed by fire.
He did not know
what society could be more interested in the

matter thau the Maine Genealogical Society,
and thought the town records should he removed to some place for safe keeping, for inutanpp

thA hnlhlinff ffivitn

hv

Mr

the Maine Historical Society.
Mr. Conant said that he did not know of
any authority by which the records could be
removed, and said that the only way to preserve their contents was to make copies and
have them deposited where they would be

safely kept.

After remarks on the same subject by Mr.
who said that he knew the town records
were often very carelessly kept, the meeting

Kay,

adjourned.

THE STATE.
OXFORD COUNTY.

The son of Samuel Kulght of Peru, while
on a rock with a hammer,
suffered an injury of his eyes which will
in
result
the
loss of his sight.
probably

exploding guncaps

PENOBSCOT COUNTY.

The work of taking accouut of the stock
and fixtures in the store of Jacob Stern A
Co., of Bangor, was completed Monday, and
the amount foots up $16,400.
With an estimated shrinkage of 25 per cent, in the disleave
about
net. The
will
this
91^,000
posal
accounts due the firm are nominally 97,679.83, but their estimated cash value is only
$2,060. The total liabilities, as ascertained
up to the present date, are $55,758.08.
SOMERSET COUNTY.

The teachers and trustees of the Maine
Central institute at Pittsfield have decided
to raise the standard of requirements (or
admission to the college preparatory course
of study, and all persons hereafter entering
the school will be obliged to pass an examination. The scientific course will be extended to a four years course, instead of
three as at present. More work will also be
done in chemistry and English literature.
WALDO COUNTY.
F. & M. Whitten of Monvitle are
preparto
an
lng
put
engine into their lumber mill
to furnish power for stave and
shingle
saws.

WASHINGTON COUNTY.

Mr. Oscar O. Owen of Buxton Centre, at
present principal of the Harrington Grain-

past

good

TREASURER’S REPORT.

Mapmm.
Provisions.$1,2641 25
334.69
Clothing and shoes.
Fuel
Water and

114.65

light.

Furnishing, bedding,
Repairs

73.71
194.05
70.03
65 05
175 56
999 91
9.611

Ac.

Sundries ..
Washing, cleaning, Ac.
Sal tries and wages.
General expenses

ness

quitted. At the time when Parker received
his death wound Drew was working in a
blacksmith shop at Saccarappa, then in
Falmouth, and Quimby was working in a
saw mill at the same place.
Parker came to
arrest Quimby, who started at once fur the
blacksmith shop in which Drew was at work
making nails. The men locked themselves
in aud refused to open the door for the
sheriff when he arrived. Thereupon Parker
forced open the door, at which Drew became
enraged and struck him with a piece of hard
wood, which had once been a piece of a
wagon or sleigh, once on the head, indicting
a death wound, and once on the shoulder or
hack. Drew was defended by John Holmes
of Alfred and Judge Nicholas Emery, and
Quimby was defended by Lawyers Melleu
aud Longfellow. Mr. Rav described the appearance of the murderer, who was only 25
years old, at the callows; the gathering of
the populace and the execution in a very in-

of the

the

has
wrought, hopeful for all the future
has In store, returning thanks for the many
kindnesses shown, for all the donations, and
ihoughtful arts, which at Christmas, Thanksgiving, and other festival days, and Indeed through
the varh us months, have brightened and cheered
■he life of the home; and we look forward with
abundant filth far future assistance from the
people of Portland, who have thus far upeld our hands. Will they not continue to come
forward with ready sympathy and ready money
until the Institution Is placed In a condition to accomplish all the usefulness that 1U best friends
could wish.

$3,324.17

Special repairs of asylum building (other
er bills yet to be paid).
1,231.1°
Add balance cash In hand at date.......

l-’>6.22

$4,731.49

Receipt*.
Annual subscriptions.
Donations

$501.49
92 66

....

114.00
Board of children.
2,145.11
Income, general fund
460.00
fund.
Clapp
"
shurtlrfl fund.
120.00
"
Hannah C. Libby mod.
50.00
...

Wages.
An.it received from bonds sold, to
meet bills for repairs.
Add cash balance from last year.

6.60

$S,5os.64f
1,164 42
atf.81
$4

7-4

n»

The actual deficit for the year Is $ ,oeu.*J.
The usual wt ter supply of coal has not I* eu paid
for; this, with further bills for repairs, will ni ke
a g'eater deficit at the close of next
year, unless
met by Increased gifts from the friends of the lu
stttutlon.
submitted,
Respectfully
F. H. Barrett. Treasurer.
OFFICERS ELECTED.

President—Mrs. James L, Fanner.
Vice President—Mrs. W H

Feno.

.Secretary—Miss Abby 6. Barrett.
Managers—Mr*. Juan B. Brown Mrs. J. P. Bax-

ter. Mrs. Walter S. Beckett, Mhs M. K. B ckeit.
Miss M. J. E. CU pp. Mrs W *. 1> na. Mrs J B.
Hmnell. Mrs. James E. McDowell. Mrs Char *-s
E. .Jose, Mrs. Charges F. IJbey. Mrs. C. B. Nash,
Mrs. William L. Putnam, Mr* C. M. Plumiuer,
Miss A. A. Steele. Mrs. W. 1. Thom
Physician—Dr. Sarah W. Dev..11

Treasurer—Mr. Franklin R. Barrett.
BASE BAH.

The World’s Championship.
DETROIT*. 9; ST. LOUS, 3.
Tne eighth game in the murid's championship series, between the Detroit and St.
Louis clubs, at Boston yesterday, was
won by the Detroits.
The score:
Innings.1 234SR7M9

Detroits.O 3 1003200—9
Louis.1 O O O 1 O O O o— 2
Base hits—Detroit, 17; Kt. Louts, 12. Errors—
Earned runs-Detroits,
Detroit, 2; St. Loots, S.
5; St. Louts, 1, Batteries—Oetzetn anti Bennett.
Curruthers anti Bushong.
SI.

Other Camos.
At Brooklyn—First ol three games for local championship— Brooklyns, 3; Metropolitans, 0.
At Cincinnati—Clevelands, H; Cincinnati*, 4.
At Philadelphia—Philadelphia*, 9; Athletics, 2.
At Washington—Washingtons, 1- Baltlmores, 0.

Saved by His Winchester.
[Machlas Republican.]
Mr. John R. Sullivan and two other
young

men

of

Whitneyviile,

went

np

to

Fletcher

Brook last week on a
hunting cruise, and
while there they went separately in different
directions. Sullivan carno up to four bears,
two old and two young ones.
The young
oues ran up a tree, while one of the old ones
stood up anu showed light.
Sullivan, having a repealing rifle, tired and hit him. The
bear was about thirty yards off, and made at
Sullivan upon the Jump. But Sullivan kept
firing at bruin till lie was close up, and the
fourth ball dropped him at the muzzle of the
rifle.
The bear was a large old customer,
and had lost part of a paw sometime ago.
The other Iwars let Sullivan alont, and as hw
had had a fearful time with old bruin, he did
The one killed
not care to follow them.
was an old veteran, being seven feet long
He
from his nose to the root of the tail.
had had some battles before, as a charge of
buckshot was found under the skiu ox the
head.

THE

PKlSfeH.

WEDNESDAY HORNING, OCT. lb.
One of the tricks of the “Gorman
gang”
who have controlled Baltimore and Maryland politics for years, and are this year desperately lighting to perpetuate their rule,
has been to get as many repeaters as possible to vote early in the morning on names of
bona fide voters, who, when they come to
cast their votes later in the day, are told that
some one has already voted in their names.
From this source, with the votes that have
been secured on the names of dead men, and
with that they could buy and steal, Gorman
has secured the majorities that have elevated
himself to the United States Senate, to the
confidence of President Cleveland, and to the

charmed circle of the Garlands and the Harrises, where “a public office is a public
trust."
_

With the arrival of ex-Senator McDonald,
of Indiana, and Judge James O. Broadhead,
of Missouri, at Salt Lake City begins the

important suit by which the United States
government intends to cripple the Mormon
power. The Mormon Church and the Mormon

Immigration society

are

two

very

wealthy corporations, which carry on the
business of proselyting with
great enterprise
in both the United States and
foreign lands.
Congress, conceiving that a blow at these
corporations would be a blow' at the Mormon
influence, passed a law at the last session of
Congress annulling their charters and directing the Attorney General to proceed against
their organizations in the courts, and cause
taeir affairs to be wound
up “conformably to
law." In obedience to the law, suits were
begun some weeks ago. Senator McDonald
and Judge Broadhead are to defend the corporations; the Attorney General of the
United States manages the prosecution.
The veto by Governor Sawyer of the Hazen bill will be approved, we think, by all
thoughtful and conscientious men, whatever
their opinions as to the intrinsic merits of the
bill Itself. For weeks the air at Concord
has been full of rumors that corrupt means
had been used to secure the passage of the
bill, and though it has not been absolutely
proved that any vote for the bill was secured
by bribery, enough has been shown to arouse
grave suspicions that such has been the case.
A measure so tainted ought not to become a
law. The heople could have but little respect
for it. Indeed to a large part of them it would
be nothing but an official recognition of the
power of money to accomplish |the degradation of the State.
If any benefits were

likely to accrue to the business interests of
New Hampshire from the bill, which we
very much doubt, it is far better that they be
deferred, or even lost entirely, than that
the people’s moral sense be dulled by daily
contemplation of a splendid success accomplished by disreputable arid corrupt means.
It turns out as we suspected, that young
Stain was lying when be told Sheriff Mitchell
that bis father had been concerned in three
or four murders.
One of the men he was
said to have killed was Daniel Hainant.

Young Stain
with whiskey
ton Herald

said his father treated him
mized with arsenic. The Bosfinds that Hainan t died while

being operated

by

surgeons for the removal of a cancerous tumor. George Steele,
another of the men whom Stain alleged that
his father killed, died iniBoston city hospital
of cancer in the face. Catherine C. Stain,
upon

whom, according

to the younger Stain his
father put out of the way, died of heart dis_ease. The doctor who tended her lias been
founA^uid says that there was no doubt
whatever that her death was from that
The Messenger murder there is some
cause.
reason, outside of young Stain’s story, to
suspect that the old man might have had
something to do with, hut the evidence even
in that case is a long way from conclusive.
There is no doubt but society would be better off if Stain and Cromwell were shut up
for the remainder of tbeir lives, but it will
vuau

bile

bcguiuuii)

of the younger Stain to shut them up.
Mr. Hayes, of the
National Executive Board of the Knights of
Labor, in this district is an earnest of the

kind of political warfare that may be expected when the Knights settle down to
political work, the sooner the Knights go to
pieces the better it will be for the country.
sition

of its

disguises

Mr.

declared

year later, after it had got the
money and the lenders had got their bonds,
ttiat the coupons should not be good for
taxes, previous agreement to the contrary
a

notwithstanding. The bondholders

Hayes’s propo-

that if the opponents of Mr. Heed
would nominate somebody satisfactory to
the Knights they would contribute $10,000 to
buy bis election. In other words, Mr. Hayes
proposed to corrupt the voters of this district with money.
The Knights of Labor
were not organized for such work and we do
not believe that the great mass of them have
any sympathy with it. The truth is that the
machinery of the order has been captured
by a lot of dishonest demagogues who are
using it not for the benefit of the working-

at once

took their case to the State Court of Appeals,
and their demand that tire State receive the
coupons for taxes as it had agreed to when
they bought the bonds, was sustained. The

carried to the Supreme Court of the
United States, which also sustained the decision in favor of the bondholders in an opinion given in 1880. This marks the first stage
case was

of the

controversy. Virginia had attempted
directly to repudiate a part of a contract
upon which she had solemnly entered. The
State Court of Appeals and the United
States Supreme Court had
to do so.

denied

her right

The second stage, of which the proceedings now going on are a part, marks the
effort of the State of Virginia to accomplish

indirectly

directly. In
1882 its Legislature passed an act providing
that when coupons were
tendered they
what it failed

to do

should be taken, but that the taxes should
also be paid in money pending a trial to decide whether the coupons were genuine. If
the coupons were found to be genuine the
money was to be refunded. The object of
this act was, of course, to make the use of
coupons in payment of taxes so tedious that
the bondholders would prefer to pay the
money and have it done with. But the Supreme Court of the United States sustained

Justice Field dissenting. Later,
however, the Court decided that where coupons were tendered and other payments refused the tax officers could not levy upon the
property of the taxpayer for the satisfaction
of the claims of the State. Then the Court
went still farther and decided that suits
could be brought against the officers of the
State in the Federal courts, and injunctions
could be issued to prevent those officers from
refusing coupons ami levying upon property.
In this last decision, however, the court
was divided five to four, there being involved
a grave constitutional question as
to the judicial power of the United States in suits
against oue of the States. Thwarted in their
efforts to disown the coupons by these opinions of the Court the Legislature of Virginia
proceeded in its efforts to break Us contract
w ith the bondholders by indirect means.
In
1886 it enacted that in suits to test the genuineness of coupons under the act of 1882 no
verdict in favor of the bondholders should be
recorded unless the bonds from which the

tiie State officers of

Virginia

their corrupt practices.
The public is inclined to be lenient in its judgment because
the organization is young and inexpetienced.
It will pardon many mistakes provided they
are not repeated.
But the organization cannot g« on retaining year after year in office
men who have been proved to bo
corrupt
without forfeiting the respect of all decent
people. Men like Hayes should be promptly
sent to the rear and kept there.
The retention of them at thefront means that the organization is ready to identify itself with
corruption and bribery.
There seems to be a disposition in some
quarters to closely identify the question of
the guilt or innocence of Stain and his pals
with the question of the manner in which
Cashier Barron met his death, whether by
suicide or murder. It springs, too, apparently, from a praise worthy desire to relieve
a dead man’s
aspersions
memory from
wrongfully cast upon it. But the well-meant
zeal of the people who insist upon placing
the case before the public in this light is not
according to knowledge. There is no possibility that any good can come to Mr. Barron’s
memory from such a presentation of the case,
while there is a growing probability that
much harm may be done it, and a “boom,” so
to speak, not intended, given to the suicide
theory. If Stain and Cromwell are proven
guilty, then the suicide theory is disposed of
forever. But what will be the effect on Mr.

Barron's memory if they are shown to be inNone whatever if the real question involved In the trial is kept clear in the
public mind. That question is whether these
particular men robbed the savings bank and
killed Mr. Barron. A negative answer does
not even tend to prove that Mr. Barron
killed himself. But if the exact question becomes obscured and takes the shape in the
public mind of a contest between the advonocent?

cates of the murder theory and the advocates
of the suicide theory, then the acquittal of
the prisoners is certain to strengthen the
latter theory in public opiuion. Iu the present aspect of the evidence we Imagine that
the Dexter Savings Bauk people, if they are
the sticklers for the suicide theory that they
are represented, would be only too glad to
have the case take that turn. If so, how
they must be laughing in their sleeves
to see tlie believers

in the

playing into their hands.

murder theory
Here is Stain, the

Chief Justice Waite’s decision

on

Itliadaine*,
Black Satin Itliadsimcs,

$

.95
1.20

......

-------

1.30
1.42

------

24 incites wide, at
extra bargain, at

1.00

...

VELVETS.
Black Striped Silk Velvet sit
-..--$ .02 1-2
1.3? 1-2
Black Brocade Silk Velvet «t
.....
1.25
I'ancy « olors in Brocade Velvet, marked from $2.00, at
-.....75
Plain Colored Velvets, at
-----1.00
Plain Colored Plnslies at

DRESS

GOODS.

We have in this department one of thefinest and most complete assortments of Plaids, Stripes and Plain material to be found in the city; best goods and lowest prices; full line of Pattern Dresses.

TRIMMINGS.
In this department we have taken extra care andean now
show to our customers an elegant variety of Buttons
and Trimmings to match Dress Coods, Braided
Cimps, Braids, Calloons, Drop Ornaments, Sectional Trimming, Epaulets, Panels, Vest Fronts.

SHAWLS.
In Hymalayan, Beaver, Camel Hair, Scotch and Domestic.
Full line of colors in Corduroys.
«■■■

■
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PURE CIDER VINEGAR,

C. A, PERRY,

COMMENCING SATURDAY, OCT. I.
Books, in Fine Cloth Bindings, to be sold atthe
very low price of 39 CENTS. Notice the prices of
the following sets of popular authors.

Popular

Scott’s

Wavcrly Novels, fine Cloth Binding,
Thackeray’s Complete Works,
“

For Pickling

Gibbon’s llistorv of Home,
Macaulay’s
History of England,
“
“

termined whether the State officers should or
should not be admitted to bail until it can be
decided whether a United States Court can
coerce the officers of a State who are
acting
under State laws. This is a constitutional
question of great importance.

VITIATED BLOOD

Essays,

SCROFULOUS ULCERS.

James E. Richardson Custom House, New Orleaus, on oath says: “In 1870 Scrofulous Ulcers
broke out on my body until I was a mass corruption. Everything Known to the medical faculty
was tried iu vain.
I became a mere wreck.
At
times could not lift my hands to my head, could
not turn iu bed; was in constant pain and looked
No relief or cure in ten
upon life as a curse.
years. In 1880 I heard of the Cuticura Hkmkeies, used them, and was perfectly cured.*’
Sworn u> before U.S. Com. J. I>. Crawford.

ONE OF THE WORST CASES.
We have been selling your Cuticura Remedies, for years, and have the |flrsl complaint yet
to receive from a purchaser.
One of the worst
cases ot Scrofula I ever saw was cured by the use
of five bottles of Cuticura Resolvent, CutiThe Snap takes the
cura, Cuticura Soar.
“cake” here as a medicinal soap.

TAYLOli & TAYLOR, Druggists
Fraukfort, Kan.

scrofulousT
inherited,
Contagious Humors, with Loss of

and

cured

by

Cuticura and Cuticura Soar externally, and
Cuticura Resolvent Internally, when alT other

medicines fail.
Sold everywhere. Price: Cuticura, 50c; Soar,
25c; Resolvent, gl. Prepared by the Potter
Duuo AND ChemicalCo., Boston. Mass.
iyNend for -How to Cure skin Diseases,” 04
pages. 50 illustiaiious, and 100 testimonials.

S=D

octl

tlie

TO ANT

MAN,

a

fair, healthy Skin,

or

is troubled with humors.
At druggist#,' 8kln-8uccesa’
A 75c. Skin-Success Soap
25c. Palmer Chemical Co.,N.Y.

1 25c.
___

Pniun't HkinuMutvcM cures
postivelyHand
with little time and money. Soap and ointment.
A clear, healthy Skin can be obtained and pre
served by tlie use of Skin-Success Soap.

octl7_cod

“Club’'

Paper Shells,

W.tu per Tbousuud.

G-

k

BAILEY,

m ki r b d t

-BY THE-

HUNGARIAN GYPSY QUARTETTE
AMMIHTEU BY

—

—

Tlini i hri-iiiM- Zriliagrr, Soprano:
vii*« l«lu Plor«-»«r, Elocutionist.

n^AdmUskm 25 cents. Keserved Seats 50 cents.
Course tickets with reserved seats f 1.50 and $2.00
according to location. Keserved seats for the
course to members 50 cents and $1.00.
Tickets
now on sale at Stoekbridge’s.
octlsd3t

Clothing,

Stockbridge Extras.

dtf

FIVE REMAINING ENTERTAINMENTS.

Tickets $1.26, $1.45 and *1.05.
Bol Smith itussetl. Dr. Parker, Jessie Couthoul,
Fisk Jubilee Singers, Maritaua Opera Co. Tickets now on sale at Stockbridge’s.
»etl7dlw

dtf

PORTLAND THEATRE

the

FRIDAY and SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21 and 22.

Montross Patent

Matinee Saturday,

Shingles.

Mr. A. M. Palmer will present the great success
of last season at the Madison Square
Theatre, New York, entitled

Send for Circulars and Price-Lists Free.

&

CO.,

Boston, Mats.

jy4

jim:,

dCincM

THE PENMAN.
written by Sib Chah. Yocmo.

The time of the play Is the present.

Nyaep.i.

French Contille,
length 13
inches. Price 75 cents*

R.and C. Corsets, length 12
inches. Price $1.00.

at SDcnes:

A* t I and II—Mrs. Hals ton's apartments to the
town house ol the Ralston’* In Kegeut’s Park.
Act HI—The Library at Ardleigh Court, Ralston's country house.
ACT IV—Small ltei-ptlnu Konui at Ardleigh
Court, with the breaktast room at the back.
Mr. \V. H. StuICXULND. Husmess Maunger tor
Mr. A. M. Pai.mkh.

ROTH'S PATENT

Prices *1.00,75, 50 anti 35 cents; Matinee 7b,
Sale ol seats commences W ettoetl7dtw
10._

50 ard 35 cents.
nesilay. Oct.
i|.

Park

Carden !

C. H. Kkowlton,

W&83IU

DOUBLE BONE

L

/^Germantown

Particularly

YARN
This Yarn is balled by new machinery and arranged
so that the inside end can be used without trouble,
thus keeping It free from dust and tangling.
The
machinery used in manufacturing this Yarn is so
delicate that it would be impossible for any person
to wind it as softly. For sale by

RINES

J

CORSET.

There is no Corset on the
market for the price that
gives better satisfaction
than Roth’s Double
bone. Price SI.25.

desirable for la*

dies who require a long
waisted Corset;
steam moulded ; price $1.
All of the above described are R. and C. Steam Moulded Corsets and are particularly well made.

BROS.

oct"

RIIMES
oct7

------

Masaokb.

"OPENING

!

our

stock may be found

i

lot the week cnpnucuclng

Monday, Oct, 17, J**7

ACSKNTM

BROTHERS,
r«R

rORTI.AHD.

Standard Clothing Co.,
are

closing out this month the balance

And greater
where.

|

These garments are made and fit equal to custom
work. We also have a very large line of

CHILDREN’S SUITS!
at a very low price.
on all our goods.

guarantee prices

NEAR.
oct!4

FARRINGTON.
Street—182,

EXCHANGE

ST.

COLORED SATIN RHADAMES
i

AT LOWER PRICES THAU EVER

for $1.00

it the most important of the'season.
All wool Tricots, 50 inches wide, at 50 cent4.
1 case of Coins’ Heavy Underw ear at $1.12 1-2;
ue at $1.50.

We would call special attention to our Water
Pad and RadBy their use the most difficult forms of
Hernia can be retained.

GEORGE

BY

THE

Bargains

have

been

never

seen

any-

We most earnestly desire that those who
are
looking for a Winter Overcoat this season
should call and look over our stock, as we are show-

ing:

MONSTER BARGAINS IN CLOTHING.
LOT NO. I.—250 Men’s and Young Men’s Kersey Overcoats, the well-known “Worumbos Kerseys,” in Dark Seal Brown. The “Worumbos” are
always fast colors, and we have never known these
Kerseys offered at less than $20.00; are made single breasted, fly front, double stitched edge and
seam, Silk Velvet Collars, and our price until closed
will be FIFTEEN DOLLARS EACH.
250 All Wool Elysian Beaver Overcoats in a handsome Blue color, size 33 to 44, regular $20.00 garments, and are an extra bargain at the price which
we are closing them out
at, which is only $15.00

TURNER
octll

and

FRYE,
Franklin

t a caII f am

IY1

—
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Street;*.

IN

BOYS'

Jbe
F.,af

THE ATKINSON

ould be good val-

IN AID UP

T uesday

Evening,Oct. 25

CITY

HOUSE

FURNISHING CO.,

CORNER PEARL AND MIDDLE STS., PORTLAND.
0018__;_

any

people

CITY OF PORTLAND, <111Vt.

for Granite
Blocks.

Paving

PROPOSALS will be received by the
undersigned until October 27th, <887, at 12
o'clock noon tor furnishing the City of Portland
with llfteen thousaud square yards ol Granite
Faring Blocks of the toilowlug dimensions, viz:
Length, 8 to 10 Inches; width. :i»/i to4>a Inches;

SEALED

7 to 8 Inches.
depth,
said blocks to lie

delivered during the winter
water conveyance or by
either side ol the city, as may be required
by the Committee on Streets.
Also for ten thousand tons ot Granite Grout to
be delivered as above.
The right is reserved to reject any or all bids.
Proposals to be addressed to, and any further
information may be obtained from
HERBERT G. BRIGU8,
Chairman ot Committee ou Streets,
No. 18, City Building.
Portland, Oct. 12, 1887.oct!2dtd
or

early spring, either by

cars,

on

MAINEf.

will be paid for Information
THE
which will lead to the detection and conviction

of any person found guilty of depositing on the
shore of Back Bay, any filth, garbage, dead carcasses, excrement or any kind of offal or offensive
matter.
By order of the Board of Mayor and Aldermen.

EZRA IIAWKES
Portland. July 13, 1887.
J

III MInfma

tonic !

lylAdtt

(THUN.

MRS. C. A.

LAZY]
in need
of

Quaker Bitters

Christian
ttlU
Normal

JONES,

ScirntiMt,

COlitiKKM

STItKET.

graduate of the Massachusetts
Metaphysical College, practices and teaches the
practice of Christian Bek nee, Miud Healing. Office hours 2 to <i p. in. Consultation free; will
form a class soon. .Science and Health, bv Mrs.
Mary B. U. Eddy, on sale
octlddlw

M.

course

C.

SMITH,

U. S. Claim

Agent,

IV ISimi.TII.V
will carefully prepare claims for
IfOlllltV Jilul liFiminnA. Sniu-rlitr
settlement of claims.

renewed

gives

City Marshal.

uti

seem

when simply

tP«7(UU

AUVEKTIMK.TIKNTN.

Proposals

____

a

dlw

B.C.

arrears of pay,
Imp stu.mlu

je22<ltiin

Presumpscot House,

CLOTHING.

subscriber respectfully Informs the public
THE
that he has takeu charge of the Presumpscot

House, on Main street; the same having been
Uiaroughly refitted anil newly furnished, makes a
comfortable and convenient home for

REGULAR BOARDERS andTRANCIENTGUESTS
It will be the aim of the Proprietor to please all
patrons of the house. Term. It.
ble
Everybody made satisfied and happy.

C,

l,1HKSEl.TON.ci4ivHKaKITUN1,;ar-

ready.

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

QUAKER BITTERS, ¥EPCUE^LE
Safe,

-

-

-

Cur«“ of

PROSTRATION,
DEBILITY, DEPRESSION,
GENERAL

Portland, Me.
Manager.

Speedy

NERVOUS

QUAKER
-

Sure and

DYSPEPSIA,

FORMERLY BOSTON & PORTLAND CLOTHING CO.,

255 Middle Street,
BROS.
c- WARE,
dtf

COFFEE PARTY

above reward

fer Special
Bargains in
500 pairs of
Boys’ Knee Pants, in sizes 4 to II, at
only 25 cents per pair.
A/full line of
Boys’ Kilt Suits in one or two pieces.
A full stock of
Boys' Overcoats, Reefers and Winter

octi0W<

—

TEN DOLLARS REWARD.

large quantities and ofSuits, Overcoats, &c., &c.

now

AND

—

CITY of PORTLAND,

We manufacture these in

Suits

Promenade Concert

TICKETS-BEKTS, 50 CTS.; LAOIES, 25 CTS.

We are
showing the best bargains of the season in
Men’s Suits, comprising Heavy Double Breasted
Blue Kerseys, Cassimeres, Fancy Mixtures, &c„
&c., at $10, $12 and $15 per suit.

BARGAINS

SECOND

Concept by Grimmer'w Orchestra
from 8 to 9.

Blankets in immense quantities have
begun to arrive at the Atkinson House
Co.’s well
Furnishing
known depot. The fact that this is a
part of the
largest order ever given by a Maine House would
be of little moment were it not
by reason of it that
white>,0x4. blue and red border;
the GERMAN, standard
red, 11x4, improved red,
blue border; the SANTA
VERA, white,
kJ!nd
11x4, blue border, silk binding; the GEM, 10x4, red
white and blue border, and other excellent
grades
can be sold so much lower than ever before.
A very
rare display of these
goods may be seen in our windows.

per suit.

EXTRAORDINARY

Doors open at 3.00 and 7.00 p. m.; commences at
<*'tl5
2.30 ami 8.00 p. m.
dlw

For Sale at the usual places.

Men’s and Young Men’s Full Satin Lined Overcoats in handsome Blue Chinchilla, elegantly made
and trimmed, and are a much better garment
every
way than one would imagine from the price. It is the
biggest bargain in the city at $18.00 each.
250 Men’s Heavy Seal Brown
Overcoats, sizes 35
to 44, being sold in this city to-day at
$15, we are
closing out this lot at only $10 each.
500 Men’s Heavy Scotch Wool Suits, cut sack.

263 fiddle 8t.

_eodtf

Congress

C.

POPVLAR PKIlKSt
.Inn-.mu. K vtniags,
ISc, ‘Mr, .'We.

ST. DOMINIC’S CONFERENCE OF ST.
VINCENT DE PAI L,

BLANKETS !

king

w

REVERSIBLE,
RADICAL CURE,

ical Cure Truss.

of the

Black Silk and Faille Francaise, olANUAKU ULUlHINli
UU.,

inn

PATENT,

FRENCH

ENGLISH CROSS BODY.

each.

180—Middle

H°WES'

ID,

day allernoon special attiactions, (or chtTnren will
be offered.
It is the purposeol the reanageiaent
to make this place of amusement a faintly resort
for eld amt young, and nothing but tlrst-class
A

large variety may be found

PATENT,

Corner of

TIAYIJFACTTRED

If you have
got to have an Overcoat now is the time
it
while
we have the sizes and can fit you. Our
buy
line is much larger than ever before at this season.
The prices vary from

C. J.

the

Noto-e—After Monday, Oct. 17th. the Darden
every atte rttoou knit evening Satur-

will be open

amusements will be offered.

SEELEY’S HARD RUBBER,
H°WES’ STANDARD,
PATENT WATER PAD,

O verQo at§

to

selling

Among

Every Instance.

_

IS NOW COMPLETE.

we are

A Perfect Fit is Guaranteed in

»od8t

Men’s, Youths’, and Boys’ Overcoats! Boston and Portland Clothing Company,

which

Our long experience enables us to furnish Trusses practically constructed of the best material.

mar-i°

OUR STOCK OF

We

OF

PENFIELD’S CELLUL

stock of

OVERCOATS !

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC
SPECIALTY COMBINATION!
EVERY K.INE.

MARSH

We

eod7t

Tli«si‘ irootls Imve lust Im-cii Durcliaicd nt »
•kiid’rifid‘d>
In consequence ot this purchase prices will be reduced on all we
have iu slock.
One lot that ordinarily sell tor $1.00 will be reduced to VS cents,
others iu proportion.
We shall also include in this sale

A nanaunilion. W holr.nle
nnd Retail.

CITY HALL, THURSDAY EVENING, OCT. 20.

c. r a m n

Course

E. VAX XOORDEX

Per Yard.

nnri

Weeks

SECOND Y. M. C. A.

CLARK,

Congress Street.

1.

_

470 CONGRESS STREET.

Building,

Johnson. 1st

at Hlucktirldio-'s Music Htore. Halt fare on A*. C.
K. K. to all hohttng course or evenloK tickets.
"<•117
d3t

eodt

S—— fi

Regular $1.50 goods

Revolver,

octl

Purposes.

ly-cM nrm

C3-XJISTS.

(>.

Teuor; Geo. H. Hernele, 1st Bass; Geo. Clark,
Bass.
KvetilhK Tickets 50 and 75 cents.
Course tickets $3.50. $4.40. $5.25 Now on sale
2nd
2nd

BOSTON IDEAL

Worth

WOMAN OR CHILD
who is not blessed with

Lancaster

over.

In

ment.

$1,000.

Street Church Quartette.
Ruggles
Herbert
Tenor: Wm.

FIRST ATTRACTION

Krnpiion. of Face. Scalp or body postively
cured by Palmer's Skin Success. Soap and ointis

ilIiikci'N of Fine

Cobwebs in the Church."

Subject:

Concert before ami after the lecture by the

HASKELf T JONES,

Metal

instantly

This

B7

0.00
5.00
2.50
150
2.25
1.75

In the World Is

UTERINE PAINS

of

“

CABLE.

GRAND

and oilv skin
prevented by Cuticura Medicated soap.

specially adapted for treating alf diseases

“

and Call Saturday and look them

WITH
WM. Gr. 13EI.I. Ac CO.’S
(Boston, Mass.)

black-heads, chapped
PIMPLES,
I lift

And Weakness
relieved by
the Cutirnra Anti-t’Hin I’lnsin a
|
Perfect Antidote to Pain, Inflammation
and Weakness. A new, instantaneous
M_
and infallible pain-killing plaster. 25 cents.

“
“

Lecture by Mr. Ueo. W.

BEST ROOF

Meat, Game, Fish, Poultry
Dressing and Scalloped
Oysters

Through the medium of one of your books receivthrough Mr. Frank T. Wray. Druggist, Appollo,
Fa., I became acquainted with your Cuticura
Remedies, and take this opportunity to testify
to you that their use has permanently cured
me of one of the worst cases of blood
poisoning, iu connection with ervsipelas, that I have
ever seen, ami this after having linen
pronounced
incurable by some of the best physicians in our
country. 1 take great pleasure in forwarding to
you tins testimonial, unsolicited as it is by you, iu
order that others suffering from similar maladies
may he encouraged to give your Cuticura Remedies a trial.
P. s. WHITLINttER, Leechburg, Pa.
Reference: Frank T. Wray, Druggist, Appollo,'

positively

“

SIS

ed

are

“

FRANK

FLAVOR YOUR

Cuticura.

ra.

0

$0 00

SPICES

THE GROCERS.

belli 4

Inherited and Contagious Humors Cured by

Eruptions of the Skin,

sure

“

0
3
5
3

“

$18.00, reduced “to
15.00,
“
9.00,
“
7.50,
“
3.00,
“
500,
“
3.75,

W. L. WILSON & CO.,

Scrofulous,

Hair,

“

“

12 vols.,
“
12

At City Hall, Wednesday Evening, Oct. 19th.

Suits from fine Custom Made Carments.
Our stock will be kept full and complete
duringthe Fall and Winter.

383 Harrison Avc.,

nri_l__

And

“

George Eliot’s Works,

octl

MIXED

tnov3

GIGANTIC SALE OF BOOKS.
500

3rd STOCKBRIDGE.

We offer for Fall and Winter selection. Medium and Heavy Weight Suits,
Many of
these Suits are made from fine Domestic
goods and are an excellent substitute for
fine Custom Made Clothing, and are sold
The lower priced goods
much cheaper.
from
$9.00, $10.50, $12.00 to
$7.00,
range
$13.50 per suit. Some varieties made from
the choicest Domestic goods, trimmed and
finished with the same care that is given all
are sold as low as
of our productions,
$15.00, $18.00, $20.00, $22.50 and $25.00.
It would be difficult to distinguish these

245 MIDDLE ST.

FURRIER,

ocl**

JSl.NI>

WHOLE

AUTUMN AND WINTER
SUITS I

quality (Which is the best’ that have been sold by us for tin* past ten years.
I he success
attending the sale, and the satisfaction given to customers who have
purchased these perfect lilting garments, encourages
me to add a
larger liue of the above goods, aud will offer a better titling Sacque at a lower price than any oilier dealer. All garments sold
sit uiy I nr Establishment I will wsirrunt
first-class in every respect.
Call and get prices.

Be

Analyzed by State Assayers,

sacques:

I have opened and liuvc ready for your
inspection the finest lint; of
Seal and Otter Sacques. The garments that I sell are the same

“

and have been imprisoned for contempt.
Chief Justice Waite’s decision yesterday de-

the ap-

and other State officers of Virginia is one of
the incidents of a very important appeal to
The
the United States Supreme Court.
“Virginia coupons” and the litigation and
legislation arising from them have attracted
Not always,
public attention for years.
however, have the phases of the question at
issue been so Interesting and Important as in
the present case. In 1871 the Legislature of
Virginia provided for an Issue of State
bonds, and it was one of the conditions of
the act authorizing this ltsne that the cou-

Black Satin

levying

Question.

plication for ball of Attorney General Ayer,

ed Silk Rhadames.

CYMNASIUM.

LADIES’

SHALL open a School tor Physical DevelopI merit ot Duties ami Children at m» Academy,
Nov. 1st, Miss Grace K. Gates, graduate ln.ro
Brooklyn Normal Clans for Physical Culture, Instructor. The School will be conducted upon
Scientific Principles by the latest approved meth
(wls. For further particular*, please call or semi
for circulars
Kespectfullf,
£ B. OlLBKKT,
octlHdtf
r*07* -4 roiijjress Street.
1

FUR LINED CIRCULARS!

SILK. DEPARTMENT.
offer the following Special Bargains in Black and Color*

Black Satin Rltndaiues at
Black Satin Kliadames at
Black Satin Kliadantcs at

upon the property of a
taxpayer conics up for practical application. United States Circuit Judge Bond has
issued an injunction to restrain the Attorney
General of Virginia and the County Attorneys from bringing suits under the Virginia
desist from

principal witness for the State, caught iu a
dozen lies in regard to matters of vital importance and so thoroughly discredited already that no Jury would place the slightest
reliance on what he said, and yet with only
him, and a vague promise of corroborative
evidence to rely upon to convict the elder
Stain and his pals, an effort is being made in
behalf of the memory of Mr. Barron, to put
the case in Buch an attitude before the
public that the result will be a test of the comof
the
murder aud suicide
parative strength
theories. Though undoubtedly well meant,
this seems to us a very bad way to vindicate
the memory of Mr. Barron.
A Constitutional

We

■mmjuoMMi

shcquesTotter

seal

to

was

for
their
own
man, but
selfish ends.
But the inevitable consequence of permitting these men to work the organization will
be put upon the organization the odium of

Special Announcement!

passed, directing the Attorney General aud
County Attorneys to begin suits against the
tax debtors and the only issues to be permitted were the fact of the tender of the coupons and the genuineness of the same. If
they should be found to be not genuine they
were to be retained by the State Treasurer,
thus in reality confiscating them.
This
marks the culmination of Virginia’s indirect
attempt by legislation to make void her
agreement to receive coupons for taxes.
Here the decision of the United States Supreme Court that a United States Court

enjoiu

EVANS & CO.

MILLETT,

coupons were cut were produced iu court and
that no expert testimony should be admitted.
He would be a stubborn bondholder it was
thought, w ho would not rather pay his taxes
in cash than undertake the well nigh impossible task of proving the coupons, But even
this law was not enough, aud last May another act, called the “Coupon Crusher” w>,

could

niSCKLliAlIKOlJfl.

niNl'EI.LANKOim.

this act,

if«..

If the performance of

Stripped

pons of the bonds issued under it should be
receivable at and after maturity for all taxes
and dues to the State. But the State soon
found that the plan of receiving taxes in
coupons did not work satisfactorily, and the
next year an act was passed prohibiting collectors of taxes from receiving anything but
money in payment of taxes. That is, the
State that had agreed with the people who
lent it money on its bonds that
coupons on
these bonds should be good for taxes, calmly

BITTERS

OPERA

DEBILITY,

SLEEPLESSNESS, etc.

are

Especially

Valuable

to

WO.QEN'

Send to QUAKER. MEDICME CO., Providence, R. I., for Circular and Cards.
after using two-thirds of it can show that they have received no benefit from 1U
use
money refunded,-aud we hereby authorize all dealers to return the amount
aud

paid!

CLASSES

SPECIAL SALE

can

have their

JeaOMWftFBm

to close without regard to cost.
'Lue entertainment season Is at hand and Opera O asses will be
needed. Call early and secure one
C. M. (-AMMO*.

oct4

I /»

Middle

Ml

dtf

WEDDINCi
Invitations engraved or printed. W.\V. »avi
* iO., Esgriorn, I |W«|
Send for samples aud estimates.

m"

(ipuSSSl

Portland Water Co. 1st mtg 6s....101
*•
2d mtg 6s.J00
3d mtg 6s... .111

PKESS.

i’ iiK

102
107
112

VEDMSDlT MOBKISGi OCT. 1#.

Boston Stock Market.

WIT AND WISDOM.

The following quotations of stocks are receiver
laiivi
New York and New England Railroad.
36%
do nref
*100
l\ X St Q..127
*33%
Au-n.,Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad_
Bell Ie!ei>bonet...
216
Calllornla Southern Railroad.37
Wisconsin icen'ral.15
Mexican Central 4s.... .. 65%
PTnt & Pere Marquette Railroad com....
24
di iref
Mexican Central R 7s.

[By Telegraph.]

demoralized)—By
First Blase youth (much
(iwmre Obolly. I’m completely exhausted; just
assisted la savlng-aw—young woman’s life,
secoud Blase Youth-Brave fellah! But 1 didn’t
know you could swim, Freddy.
First Blase Youth-1 cawn’t. Another fellow
did that part, I stood on shore and scweamed for
help.

__

.see that happy hoy dance and “Jump for Joy.’’
The happy child's mother uses Salvation Oil.
A bite from a rattlesnake Is often no more dangerous than a severe cough or cold. Dr. Bull’s
Cough Syrup well deserves Its reputation.

Wiggins (who has nerved himself to ask her
papa's consent)—Sir. 1 have Just returned from
the concert—with Miss DeJones—and llndlng you

alone—
DeJones (of Chicago)—That’s all right, my boy
—broke, eh? Here’s a twenty. Her mother nsed
to clean me out the same way.
Harsh purgative remedies are fast giving way to the gentle action and mild effects of
Carter's Little Liver Fills. If you try them, they
will certainly please you.
“How la my boy getting on?” Inquired an anxious father of the principal of a hoarding school.
“Wonderfully, wonderfully," replied the pompous pedagogue. “He is making rapid strides In
everything hut penmaushlp. I’m sorry to say he’s
the worst writer In the school.”
“Fshawl” returned the father; don’t trouble
yourself on that account. 1 intend to make a doctor of him.”
If you had taken two of Carter’s Little
Liver Pills before retiring you would not have hat)
that coated tongue or had taste In the mouth this
morning. Keep a vial with you for occasional
use.

Mexican Central...

12

Boston A Maine R-SS.
222%
Boston id Albany.138
VCDriu sin Central 2d series. 45
Eastern Railroad.103
•Kx-dlvidend.

Sow York Stock and Money Market.
[By Telegraph.]
NEW YORK, Oet. 18 1887.—Money on call
been
has
easy, ranging from 2 to 4% per cent dast
loan 2, closing offered at 2. Prime paper—little
change; In good supply with a moderate demand.
Bterlfh" Exchange strong aud active; actual business at 4 81 %@4 82 for 60 day bills aud 4 85%@

85% for demand. Government bonds dull but
firm. Railroad bonds quiet aud irregular. Tbe
stock market closed dull but steady at near best
prices of the day.
tae transaciious at the Stock Exchange ttggieeated 308.700 shares.
sue toiiowiug are today's quotations of Government securities:
United Slates bonds. ..
New 4s,
138
New 4s, coup..

reg.l*h

the German.

Country Cousin—Well. I' don’t know about that,
for 1 don't care much for foreigners as a general

thing.

It Is no wonder that invalids lose faith in
all specifics, when so many worthless medicines
are advertised to cure various diseases, but which
when tried, are “found wanting.” We have yet
to learn, however, of the first failure of Du. WisTAll’s Balsam of Wild Cheuky to cure coughs
and pulmonary disease.
“What kind of boys go to beaveu?” asked the
Sunday school superintendent.
"Dead boys,” yelled the youngest member of

the infant class.

Among the many remedies for purltyiug the
blood, toning the system, curing all forms of
Dyspepsia, Nausea, Jaundice, Liver Complaints,
Nervousness, Debility, Low Spirits, etc., the
Quaker Bitteis enjoy a deservedly high reputation. The Quaker Bitters are purely vegetable,
and during the past tweuty-five years have been
used throughout the country with the greatest
satisfaction, as the numerous testimonials will
amply testify.
Quaker Eye Lotiou cures sore and Inflamed
eyes.
Mr.

_

Hayseed—What was
Hayseed—Su’thin’

Hie

sermou

about?

about Joseph goln
Egypt to buy corn.
Mr. Hayseed—Did the doiuiuie say what corn’s

Mrs.
daun to

wutli daun there?

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL.
FREIGHTS.
The following are recent charters:
Bark Comorin, St. John, |N. B., to West Coast

England,

o

deals 45s.

C. Bean, S. H. Nickerson and Lapland, Boston to Resarlo, lumber *10 50.
Brig Gipsey Queen, Baltimore to Portland, coal
*1 15.
Schr Maggie EUen.Portland to East Greenwich,
L
Ct., lumber *2 25, and back from Norfhport,
L, to Portland, sand at private terms.
Schr Canton, Norfolk to Portland, coal *1 05.
Schrs Aulta and A. K. Weeks, Philadelphia to
Portland, coal «i-e and discharged.
Schr Bertha Warner, Parrshoro, N. S., to Port"
Barks A.

land, coal *1 and discharged.
Schr Bramhall, Kennebec to New York, lumber
*2Viloade<l and towed.
Selirs It. G. Dunn, and J. W. Haynes, Kennebec
to Baltimore, ice 50c.
Schr N. Estsrbrook, Jr., Portland to Glen Cove,
bids lit private terms.

PORTLAND WHOLESALE MARKET.
POET LAND, Oct. 18.1887.
Tbe following are to-day’s closing quotations oj
Grain. Provisions. Sc.:
fefiou r,
mill

Mi■ ikrtrt?ii(.

*»r«in.

il'Mxd Com.
68($l69
76.W3 In Corn, bag loiaMeal, bag lots.
67*58
38* 3H
15*4 35 Gats. car lots
*0*42
MMls. bag lots

Union Pacific 1st.114%
do Land Grants
do slnkinc Funds.
Tl,. rJlAnrn/v ..iicdetLim, nf

dally by Pullen, Crocker

&

etnnlra

era

Oct. 17.

Oct. 18.

Ing

hid

hid.

8t. Paul. 71%
Erie Seconds.
Erie common. 25%
Erie preferred .50%
Northern Pacific...
North. Pacific, pref 44
N. Y. Central.103

70%
04%
25
60

Northwestern.106%
Omaha common_

Open- ClosIng
Ing

Clos-

Opening

37

Omaha preferred 102
62
Phi la & Reading
Delaware. L. & W. 124%
laike Shore. »0
Pacific Mail.. 35
.Jersey Central. 73
Kansas Texas. 26
Union Pacific. 45
Oregon Transcou
18%
Western Union. ;4%
canauaBOUtne.ru
61%
Delaware as H. 98

llnAulllu.l

Co., Exchange street,

71%

71%

26%

26%

60%
20%
43%

96%

68

20%
20%
48%
42%
106%
102% 105
100
105% 105%
36
35%
36%
101
ion
lou%
60
60%
60%
123%
124% 124%
92
8.1%
91%
34
34%
34%
70% 7:%
71%
20%
20%
20%
14%
46%
46%
17
17
16%
76
74%
73%
51
51%
52%
97

l.oU8isvme A N...
65
N. Y. «s N. K
36
Missouri Pacific.... 90

66%
36

87%
82%
21%
21%

Oregon Navi.82%
Hocking Valley... 21*4

Kiehmond Terminal 22

98

9b

66*4
36%

67
36%
88%

83
83
21%

22%

83
22

23%

New York Minins Stocks.

[By Telrgiaph.]
NEW YOHK, Oct. 18 1887. The followtugias a
closing quotations for mining stocks to-day:
Oolorado;Coal. .31 76
Quicksilver...6 00
do .preferred...23 60
Standard. .112%
Homejiuke.
:2 «'0
26 60
Ontario.
Brunswick. ! 60
Bodle (km. 2 60
Amador. I 20
Seeurltv
( on. Cat. A

1 60

Va..... 17%
ElOrtsto. 2 05
Tornado. 1 00
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Oct. 17. 1887.—TheTollowiug are today’s quotations ot Provisions, Ac.:
Pork—Long cut 17 50@18 00; short cuts 17 60
@17 50; backs 18 00*18 60; light backs 17 00;
lean ends 18 60*19 00; pork tongues at 16 00
@316 60; prime mess at 317 00; extra prime at

15y >0;

mess, at 17

00*17

60.

Lard—choice at 7%*7%c
tb tn tierces; 7%
@8c m 10-lb pails; 8o,8%e in 5-ib pails; 8%c
tu 3-lb pails.
Dams at ll*ll%c i> tb, according to size a d
cure; smoked shoulders 8%@9e; pressed hams at
ll@ll%c.
Choice city dressed togs 7c t> tb; country do at
6%c.
Butter—Western extra fresh mane creamery 26
*27c: do extra firsts »t 23% @24%c; do firsts at
21@23e; do fancy.Imitation "creamery 20*210!
do seconds 18*19c; do factory,choice fresh, 17c;
do’fatr to good at ten 16c; New York fresh made
cremy extra 26*2 c; do extra firsts at 24u25c,
Vol'hiiiiit

uvt)"j nruuniurv

0*1 «.‘J7/1

Ho

ovfr-i

firulg

24®26c; do dairy good to choice, at 22ft23c:selecuons 24c; fair to good at 2o®21c; low grades
of butter as to quality. The above quotations are
receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices l®2c Higher.
Eggs—Eastern fresh at 22®v3c;do firsts at 20
®21c; extra Vt and N H 22®23c; choice Canada
at 20c; good to choice Western at 20c; Michigan choice at 21®22e; Nova Scotia 21®21 Vic.
Jobbln prices Vi®lc higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 12V4®13c; Ohio 12
®12V4; lower grades 9®llc;|Northeru sage 12V4
ft 13c, job prices Vic higher.
Beans—Choice small N V baud picked pea at
2 6Oft'2 66
hush; choice New York large hand-

picked

do 2 35®2 40.small Vermont hand picked
pea at 2 65®2 GO.
Bay—Choice prime hay at 17 00*18 00; fair to
good at $16 00®$luoo; Eastern fine $12i«$i6;
door to ordinary $12.u$l4: East swale 10a$l 1.
Eve straw, choice, 17 00 ®$ 18 00, some fancy old
higher; oat straw $8®8 60.
Potatoes—Boulton Rose at 73®76c V bush; do

grades.2
j
Sprint and
:
XX Spring..4
Patent spring
Wheals.3 oo*;& 23|Cottoorteea.
; Hebrons 80c.
I car lots..25 25*26 60
Mich.straight
do baa...20 00*27 00 j
..4 50*4 76
roller
Watertown Cattle Market.
clear do... 4 25*4 SOiBack'dBr'n
(By Telegraph.)
stone grounds 26*4 351 car lots. .19'00*20 00
do hag. ..20 0o*21 00
WATEKTOWN, Oct. 18, 1887.—Cattle market
ltt boats st'gt
00
20
00
75*6
0u*2*
Middlings.
unchanged.
roller.4
Market Beef—Extra « 50® G 7 6 ;flrst quality G®
eieiir do.... 4 7ho, 4Vs ido bag lots,21 00&25 t*0 I
Provision..
G 25; second quality 6 00®6 60; third quality at
I
Winter Wheal
4 00®4 60.
Patents.6 * -Oa h 251 Pork—
.18 50*19 00
thicks
sriab.
Receipts of cattle 1637.
t
Store Cattle—Working Oxen p pair $90®$160;
Clear—18 00*18 60
Ooa. pqtl—
00
Mess.16
harrow
Cows lat $16®$30; fancy at $60®$75
261
60*17
j
Shore
4C4®4
barge
Milch
Cows and Calves 26®$4s: yearlings
barge Banks 75*4 001 Bee!—
wu
$8 60® (18;
years old $14®$28; tliree
Kmall.8 00*3 601 Kx Mess. 7 75® 8 26
8 75*9 26
ears $24® $40.
pollock.2 25*3 00. Plait.
9 25*9 76
Swine—Receipts 0,259; Western fat, live, 4Vi
Haddock.1 60*2 iX); Rx Plate
®6; northern dressed lie.
Hake.1 76*2 OOll.ard1 Tubs u> <'..7>/,®7%f
Sheep and Lambs—Receipts 11,004 ;lu lots 2 00
Uerruia
@6 60; extra3 76®4 00.
Scaled « bx. 20A22cl Tierces— 7V4@"%c
Veal Calves 2Vi&6Vic.
I Palls-754*8546
;Hams 4> lb....
Mackerel *• lib!—
J2S12J4
do covered. .14*14ya t
Nbore is.16 00*1800
Chicago cattle Market
Oil.
8hote2».13<a**16 00
By Telegra)ih.j
I
Med. s. 11 00*13 00 Kerosene-CHICAOO, Oct. 18, 1887—Cattle mariiet—reKel. Pel. 8*4
Large ..12 00*1400 Po
receipts lO.oOO; shipments 1000; lower for comWater White. /V*
('rarture.
mon ; shipping steers at 2 85®4 86; Stockers and
iPralt :.ASt’i.Vbbl. lo
Craiioorries—
teeners 1 76ft3 25; rows, bulls and mixed 1 25®
K (X
10
Brilliant.
Devoe’s
I
6
00®
Maine_
2 80; Texas Cattle 1 60ft3 1 0; Western rangers
7»4
8 00*8 60|Llgoul».
CapeCod
2 00®8 76.
Whit*.
Casco
1
leans
...266*275:
Pea
«J4
Hogs .receipts 86, Ooo; shipments 10,000,market
Medium....2 16*2 261 Centennial.. <54
active and lower; mixed at 4 1:1 a,4 46; heavy at
Knieio..
German mo2 25*2 401
a4 65 ; ligllt 4 25ft 4 45 ; skips at 3 U0ft4 10.
4
26
38
6Uc3
YhUow Kyes.I fiftyo/l 7F... ;2
Sheep- receipts G.’.hio shipments 2000; market
rn:*t"''s.bu8h 70c(&80c Loy«:«»n uy’r 3 O0a3 i«>
and active; natives 3 oOd,4 25;Wesieru at
\
«
12c
I
steady
Ointr.ia
Vs
85c
i4ty..
do Hon lion,
a lift3 GO; Texans at 2 6c®3 on. Lambs 4 25®
2 f'Oa3 60. Vmvucui. lO^lOVi
St rr.iaiup"
6
25.
761
Onions *> bbl 3 50&3
led If* lb —8%
Turkey^.22o24
domestic (viaikets.
CbiCkcns.16a.l8!Kxtr.*i (.
l3xiL16
KowiS
lily Telegrapn.!
'MSEI*
K**u
$2
lop.
(A-OMie. .OO.nOO
NEW vi,RK Oci. 18 1887.—Flour market—
TniMJtby 3-^0 2 7;-.t/::%
.4 buIph.
receipts
2,490
exports 6083 hbls and
packages;
C!<»v**r.
8Viftl2MlC
10,085 sacks; fairly active for exjiort at steady
,
Choice eallng 2 60&H 00
home trade also bought moderately; salt s
prices;
10
I
1 7 .*2 00 Vermont..
Common
e.lJJVi 23,700 obis.
factory lo aid*/*
Fancy Baldwins
h oar iquoiatious— Fine at 2 00ft2 75; superone
a.* c<l >4/ 12a 3c!
Western aou Stale 2 b0ft3 10; common to gooa
1
RitUrt.
extra Western and state at 3 90®8 4t>; good to
tr.-.
20«:28
JGteamery
fiPutou*.
I choice do at 3 60®4 50; comiuou to choice White
Palermo.6 00^.6 60'Gilt Edge Ver...2 Ca-27
wheat Western extra ai 4 40ft 4 GO; faney do at
I
Messina.
I at 4 ns,ft4 80; common to good extra Ohio at 3 00
'«»««*
Malagers.
1
4.80, common to choice exlra St Louis at 3 00ft
ft
4'inua...
| Klore.U(gl6
4 80; patcio Minnesota extra good to prime at
K**"'
:
Florida.
■t 4il,i,4 oo, choice, to collide extra do at * do,a
1 (eastern extras ..22-.23
Valencia
4 80. tncludiujt 1,600 uhls cit.'Jmill extra 4 15
I Can it Westeru. 21®22
Messina and Pa4 36; 800 nhls fine do 2 00ft2 To; 3400 Uhls suPalermo srbx.6 0f i*6 001 Limed.
2 60ft3 10; 9600 hbls extra No 2 at 3 00a.
10; 7900 bbls winter wheat extra 3 00*4 9(5;
imports.
South10.900 bbis MUineaota extra 3 00®4 90.
ern Sour dull; common to fair extra 3 25,a4 no.
PA It US BORO. Bark Ellen Moore—589 tons coa
flour
firm
Wheat—receipts
live
and
very quiet.
lo G T K Co._
: 135,86'| bush {exports 16,881 hush; sales 188,000
Railroad Receipts.
but rather quiet, more especially on
bush; firm
1 AUAAal
,...11
A
Mil (ID
\In
I)a,I
Ui let
Un •>
PORTLAND. Oct. 18. 1887.
Received by Maine Centra! Rallroad-For Pori ! Ked at 81%c store, 82Vi elev, 83V4i®83%e deli *
<'«i.J ered, 83Vkc fob afloat; No 1 ked nominal 87 Vsc;
nr» iUmu eiialieous uiercnahdme: tor
ano ,3
No) White nominal 87 %c. Kye neglected. Harr 11,H. 160 can miscellaneous merchau
oeellu
ley is firm and in lair Jieque-t. Com—receipis
4i*e.
I 99,060 busb exports 74,6 it busb; sales 289,""u
1 bush
spot and arrive; higher and lairly active;
Crain Quotations.
I No2 at 0liys(s6lVic store, 62®62V4e delivered,
Received daily, by private wire, by H. N PlukOms-receipts 218,100 bush; exports 45 bush;
I sales 192,000 busb spot; lower and lairly active
bam, broker. 9 Exchange street. Portland. Me:
spot prices; No 3 at 32c; No 3 White 34%c;No 2
CHICAGO BOARD OF TUADK.
at 32%®32V4c; No 2 White at 84%®35c; No 1
I nominal; No 1 White at 87c; Mixed Western at
Monday’s i|UotaUons.
W1IKAT.
82V4&I4C; White do at 35®40c. Ilellee—fair|Rio
k.»
ATn(l
11,0
Huir j easier i9Vic.
»>igar is linn; refined is firm and
active ; C 47/8(to6Vk<-; Extra C at 6V4®6V,8C; White
71%
72%
70%
«9%
Opening....
C at 6%(®5%c; Velloiv 4%®4%c; oil A
Extralat
778/*
72V*
70%
«U%
UlCI-.-aT_
6%<k6%c; statuiard A 6%c; Coulee A at U’/sia
72
77%
69%
7"%
howosl.
8 44-10oe; Mould A at 6 44-100®BVic; cut loal
77%
70% 72%
69%
Closing.
and crushed 6%®6% ; uowdered dVi aVkc; granlow

X

..

..

?lol...

_

Choice.?*}
.}J»*i

Serttne

a

■■

1 /. A

D

■

__

(.'OH

Oof.
41%

Ik
Opening—
Highest_

V.

Nov

41%
41%
40%

41

i/'w.'S,.

40%

41

41

Closing_

Doc.

J0%

41

40%
41

May.
*4%
44%
44%
44%

OATS.

Oct.

Nov.

May.

ulated at« 6B-li oc .Cubes 0 9-16®u4kc.
leu us la firm—united at 71 %c. Fork dull; mess
quoted 14 25@14 60 for old. 16 00@16 26 for new.
Beef Is quiet. S.urd lower and fairtv active; Western steam spot at <i B5®<i 76; city steam at 0 70;
refined quoted at 6 86 for Continent ; 8 A at 7 36
Butler is quiet and generally steady,
®7|40.
hrr.r

steady; State 11® 11%c; Western OVi*

liy4C.
Freights to Liverpool dull.
CH1CAOO. Oct. 18, 1887.—Flour is in fair de25%
25%
Lowest.
mand ; moderate supply and firm. Wheat weak—
26%
26%
I.’osoih.
No 2 Spring at 69% c; No 2 Ked at 71 Vic. Coin
Tuesday’s quotations.
lalsaie
a little better at 4uiy8*4o%c for No 2.
weak—No 2 at 26%c. ltye at;50c. Barley Bile.
WHKAT.
lower—Mess Fork lower 13 00*13 25;
Provisions
Oct.
Dec.
Nov.
May.
Lard at a 2"<®B 26. Dry salted shoulders at 6 oo
77%
72V*
70%
Opening. 69%
(too 70; shor. clear sides 7 40.
Whiskey at I 10.
728.4
77%
69%
7u%
I ugliest..
iteccipls—Flout, 10.000 bbls; wheat. 89.000
77%
7i%
70%
Lowest.69%
212.000 bu; rye 3,busb,oats
448,000
bush;ooru
77%
72%
70%
Closing.69%
000 nusb; bai ley, 66,"On bush.
UOKN.
Shipments—Flour. 16,000 bbls; wheat, 20,000
bush: corn, 20,oou bust); oats, 169,000 bush; rye
Nov.
Dec.
Oct.
May.
2.0 0 busb, barley 43.000 busb.
40%
4u%
44%
Opening. 40%
44%
40%
40%
81. LOUIS, Oct. 18. 1887.—The Flour market
IllCliesl....40%
44% I Is dull, heavy and very quiet; family 2 25®5 66;
40%
40%
44% i choice at 2 900.3 Oo; fancy 3 30.0,3 45; extra do
40%
40%
3 60*3 70; patents at 3 76*4 00.
Wheat firm;
OA1B.
No 21ted at 7oya®7iy«c. Corn lower at 40V4C.
Oct.
Nov.
May.
Oats
in good demand and stronger at 24%c. ltye
26%
29V*
26%
< lueninc.
higher at 49%c. Whiskey is steady at 1 06. Pro29»/«
26%
26%
........
visions—very little doing. Pork at 14 00itol4 til.
26%
29V*
26%
Lard nominally lower at 6 10. Dry salted meats
86<»
*6,/*
2«*
—shoulders at 6; long clear 2 76: clear ribs 6 9.1;
short dear at 7 20. Bacon—shouders 0u/6 i2Vi;
Stock List.
long dear 8*8% ;elear ribs at 8®8 25-.short dear
Portland Dally Press
—.
Hams lo%®12y«c.
BaHHBTI, Bankers and
Corrected by 8*A> *
Receipts—Floui, 3,0iK£bbls,wheat 56.000 hush,
street.
Brokers, 186 Middle
cor* 64,000 bush oats 41000 iiall,; barley 14.1X 0
8.
K
O
C
T
8
busb, rye 17000 bush.
Asked
Bar Value. Bid.
Bin piiienls— Flour 11,000| bbls, wheal!! 9,000
Descriptions.
busli, eurn 12,000 busb, oats 13,000 bush, barley
Canal National Hank.1
0,000 busb, rye 00000 bush
Casco Nat. Bank.
So
124
120
First National Bank.....••••100
DETROIT, Oct.18, 1*87.—Wheat—No 1 White
"
at 76V4c; No 2 Red 76Vic. Corn—No 2 at44%c
Dmivteriand Nattoual Bank.. 40 122
,,4
124
76
Bank..
National
bid. Oats—No 2 at 29%c.
Merchants’
144
140
National Traders’ Bank.100
Receipts—Wheat 4,OOO bush.
<<?
Ocean Insurance Co.100
100
NEW OKLEANS, Cct. 18 1887.—Cotton is
"2
Portia ud Company.
70
bo
quiet; middling 8 16 16c.
Portland (las Company. oO
SAVANNAH, Oct. 18, 1887. Cotton Is dull
bonds.
and easy; middling 8 15-16c.
106
-...106
188»
due
State of Maine 6s,
CHARLESTON, Oct. 18, 1887-Cotton Is quiet;
110
Portlaud City 6s Jilunlcip’l vanouslOO
126
middling 9c.
Portland City 6s, R. R. aid 1907. ..126
MEMPHIS, Oct. 18, 1887.—Cotton steady ;mldBath City 6s, Mun. various.102
log
103
dlUg 95.
BatbOlty 6s R. R. aid various.... 101
116
jl^Bangor City 6s, long R. R. a’d —113
MOBILE, Oct. 18, 1887.—Cotton quiet; mid’26
Bangor City 6s, long Mun...123
dling 8%c.
106
Belfast City 6s, R. R. aid. 104
106
And. A Ken. It. K. 6s, various.... 106
European Markets.
113
Portland & Ken. It. R. 6s, 1896. Ill
By Telegraph,]
113
Leeds & Farm lug’ tu R. R. 6s.Ill
123
Maine Central R. It. 1st mtg 7s. .121
LONDON, Oct. 18.1887.—Consols. 103 1-16 for
Maine Central R. R. Cc nsol 7s.... 136
187
money and 103% for the account.
Maine Central R. R. 8kg Fund 6s. 108
110
26
26

■pent! t
tHtheSt...

....

—

■

finest.40%
fiosing.40%
HtoS
litwest.

..

S;.::...-

..v1"?

2f%
25%

29%
29%
29%
29%

raoM

ros

rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join

19
19
20
20
20
20
21
York..Havana.Oct 22
York.. Liverpool_Ocj 22
York..Liverpool.. ..Oct 22
Y'ork..Liverpool_Oel 22
York. Ulasgow.Oct 22
York.. Bremen.Oct 22

Auranla.New
City ot Chicago ..New

Arabic.New
Circassia.New

Kulda.New
llelser.New
Nordland.New
Lecrdam.New
New
La Champagne

York. .Copenhagen.Oct 22
York. .Antwerp.Oct 22
York..Rotterdam...Oct 22
York.. Havre.Oct 22
Santiago.New l’ork..Clenfuegos ..Oct28
Adriatic .New York.. Liverpool—Oct 20
Saak-.New York..Bremen.Oct 2ti
Hammotila.New York..Hamburg....Oct 27
...

MINIATURE

JAMES PYLE,

..

'VHU,r

Suu sets.4*611
IO16O1 H
Leug»U of day
h
7 09l“®IMU
Moon sets
...

M.A 1 U IS7 K

^

a

pound

JOHN BROOKS anil TREMONT
(or connection with earliest trains (nr

points beyond.

Through tickets (or Hrovideucr, ■.•well,
IVoncirr, .Slew York, Ac.
Keturuing, leave 1 MIMA WHAKP. Boston ev
ery week day evening at 0 o’clock

brook Jnirlioa anil Woodford’, ai 7.**
and IU.IM)a. ■., 10.03. I.«MI. 8.ill ai
(mixed) •*..( •» o in.
Por Purrul I eour llfrrrlu,) Id (M# a. wr
3.00 and M.oo p. at.
Tbe 10.03 p. aa. train from Portland connects al
Ayer Jean, with lleona* Ttaarl Koalr (ul
the West, and at l'a ion Drool. Wurrrupr, III
New Vork via Norwich l.iue, and all rah
via NpriaaMeld, aim with N. Y. A N. K. K. H
("Steamer Maryland Knule”) lor Philadelphia.
Hnliiatorr, tl whla|ius. and th»- aooib, tun
with If union A Albany H. H. (or tbe O eel.
Ulnae connection made at Weuibreek Jutelieu wltn through trains ol Maine Central K.K. auf
at Uraml Trunk Transler. Portland, with through
trains of Urand Trunk Hallway.
TIirough Tickets to all points West and Sooth
may be hmi ol S. II. HKL.L.KN,Ticket Agent, Pi f
laud A Rochester Depot at foot ol Preble Street.
•Does uot stop at Woodford's.
W. PKTP.KM Hunt.

H. COVUS. Manager

Boston and Savannah

Steanishii) Co.
Only Direct Line from New

eod&wnrml;

England

to Savannah.

Thence to all point* South.

***

minim: mini: to umiih.
niliontt. at 4 P. M. fiom Sa
raimali Pier, Congress struct, Boston.
A. Ur Vt'. Mnuip^B.C. It. K. Agent, 201 WashIngtou street,
O.
I-KAHMON, 8. K. and W. Railway
KVKHY

NEWS!

Agent,

18.

Arrived.

Jy27r

Ste.i.r-

ate of Maine, Hilliard, St John, NB,
lor Kasti-o’T lor Boston.
.1 Marsh, Whittier. Baltimore—
John
Barque
Vessel to Chase,
coal to ltaudall & McAllister,
Leavitt & Co.
Barone mis Moore, (isr) Byers, rarrsuoro, «a—
coal tool lty Co.
Sch Commerce, Ladd, Rondout—cement t« C W
Belknap & sou.
Sell Ruth Robinson. Kennebec for-.
Sell Cora, from Kenuebec for-.

211

JunegSdtf__J

BOSTON AND MAINE R.

Washington

street.
IIH'IMRUStlY A H1KYIIID,
a IS in
Agent*.Havannnh pier. Boston Mass

WESTERN

International

Scb J 1’ Ober, Denning, Rockport.
Sell Setli M Todd, coastwise.

Cleared.
Barque Comorln,(Nor) l’ederson, St Joint, NB—
Chase, Leavitt & Co.
Scb Grecian Beud.(Br)Layton, Farrsboro, NS—
Ryan & Kelsey.
Sell Mayflower, (Br) Harvey, Farrsboro, NS—

Tlnucherirr and Caacard via lAwreuca 8.40
a. in., (ria Newmarket Junction) 3.30 p. m.

STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

SUNDAY THAINk
fo,
Ba.ua and principal way stations (1.00,
16 30 p. m
1 Kims to Scar boro Crossing (via East Div.)

—

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. 0.. HALIFAX, f. S

& Co.

—

Sell.I F Ober, Denning. Bangor-Hooper Bros.
Sch Rlenzi, Clialto, Sedgwick—N Blake.
Sch AUdie, J, Francis, Millbridge—N Blake.

MONEY REFUNDED

New

If ADADISON’ft BOTANIC BALSA.11 fails
10 Cure any cose of Couglt, Cole!, Asthma
or ConNuniiitiou in its early stages.
It is
pleasant as honey. Sufferers from either recent or
chronic coughs or Bronchial affections can resort to
this great remedy with confidence.
Trial Bottles IO Cents.
at every drug store in America. Made by F. W.
KINSMAN <£CO., Apothecaries, New York.

OUR COBRK8PONBKNT.

W1SCASSKT, Oct 17 Ar, sell Bessie H Rose.
Adams. Salem.
Sailed, sells Minstrel, Brown, and Millie Wasliburu, Brown, for Boston; Niger, Adams, do.
EAST MACH1A8, Oct 10—Ar, scb A McNiChol*
from Boston. Capt Libby and two seamen were
lost overboard on the passage.
—

OF

—

EASTERN DIVISION.
Par Baaaaa at 3.00, A m., dally, 12.00 A m
tB.OOp. m., Returning, leave Boston 7.30,
.<*) a. in., 12.30 p. m. (‘*7.00 p. m. dally). Biddrford, Parlaaaaalb, Newharvpara, Sataaa
m
and ■•!», 2.00, 2.00 a. in., 1.00. 8.00 p.
A aae.hu y u 00 A m., 1.00,800 p.m. Pullman cart
on above trams.
tConnects with Kail Lines if New York, South
and West.
(Connects with Bound Lines for New York.
“West Division- North Berwick to Scar bo

tl.OO,

8PKIMIO AKHANOKNE^iT.

eod&wlynrmcm

mh21

FAKT8

Brunswick, N«ra Nroim, Priacr
wards laluud, and Pnpr Kriuu.

The new Bteamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of Slate itreet, every MONDAY,
WEDNESDAY ami FRIDAY at 6.00 F. m.. for
RASTPOUT snd 8T. JOHN, with above connections.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked to
destination, jy Freight received up to LOO p. M.
For rickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange Ht., or for other information at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, foot
oi Stale street.
J. B. COYLE,
Oen’l Manager.
nov’iodtl

I .arue botues 35 and 75 cents.

PROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

AND Aisle

HTUalle J8th iust, ship Annie M Small, Bai-

Crossing Sundays.
Through Tickets

to all points Waal and South
for 'ale at Paillaad htatiaa Tielara ouirc and
at l aiaa Tiehrl aiMrr.Sit Kithaaae direel
JAB. T. FUKBKK. Gen’I Man*.;, r
D. J. FLANDKB8, Gen. P. * T. A
M. L. WILLIAMS, Uen’l Agent,

ley. Rangoon.

Shi tin Antwerp 17tli inst, ship B F Packard,
Waterhouse, Baltimore.
Sid liu Falmouth Oet 15, stun Gatherer. Lowell,
for Harrow; Jas Nesmith, Jackson. Dublin.
Ar ai Swansea loth Inst, brig Artec. Robertson,
St John, N B
Aral ltlo Janeiro 10th iust. baiqm: Gamaliel.
*
Crockett, New lor a.
Ar at Port Spain 2d iust. barque Allan Wilde,
Cousins. Philadelphia
Ar at Havana 13(h, barque Nellie Brett, Savin,

If yo

Philadelphia.

by eating

Domestic Poi <s.
FRANCISCO—Ar 15th, ship Servia, Reed,
Baltimore.
Ar &lh. ship Palmyra, Miliot, Port Gamble.
PORT BLAKELY—Sid Dili, ship Theobald, for
SAN

HSIIV 11IS.

Ai at

Washington.

rooms,
room,
(nearly new),
modern
and in good condition ; will be sold
at a good bargain as the owner is to leave the
State, or will ue leased. N. S. GARDINER, 40
Exchange St.

style

_14-1

^AMv-rarin m

Hint's
1V4
GO acres In

raimoum,

J7 from Colley’s Corner. Alxmt
wood, pasture and tillage; cuts about 20 tons bay
well stocked. For particuPremises, of A. I*. FIELD, or 8.
inquire
CHEN ELY, 7 Custom House Wharf, Portland.
0*2
buildings; farm
good
on the
lars

(or

lawyers.

Apply

COMFANY’B OFFICE.IK

MAI.K—In Falmouth. H of a farm about
40 acres In wood, pasture and tillage; building &c: very pleasant; 6 miles from Portland.
Good chance to get a good home cheap, Inquire
of 18. CHEN ELY, 7 Custom House Wharf, Port0-2
land.

FOR

gain. Address, BIDDKFORD 8TOVK FOUNDRY, Biddeford. Me.

G-4

MACK—Stone suitable for cellar wall.
Apply to A. H. GOUDY, Woodfords, Me.

IjiOR

2G-4

_

No.

The two story brick house,
KG Winter St.; modern improvements; good
FOR
of land.
No. 1 Exof
*ACK

—

Enquire

tot

change street,

or

Commercial street.

G. BOYD,
HOWARD E. SOULE, No. 201
O.

23-tf

MACK—I will sell at a bargain (on account of ill health), my farm situated in E.N.
Yarmouth, containing loo liuudred acres of wood
land, upland and intervale.
Running water to
buildings, near church, school jiud depot. Inquire
0-8
II.
BRACKETT.
on the premises. J.

FOR

milE homestead of the late Captain Thomas
X Morse, In Gray, Maine; house new and modall in
ern; commodious barn and out buildings,
condition ; three minutes walk from post oftbefarm
\i.
R. Station;
ce and Maine Central
contains about luo acres, nearly equally divided
all excellent
between w'ood. pasture and tillage;
would make a splendid
for hay and iarm crops;
or
country place for a man
dairy or stock farm,
doing business in the city.
....
each
way on the Maine central
The many trains
R. R. give rapid and frequent communication with
and
Portland, and all points
Lewiston, Auburn
east and west.
For particulars and terms Inquire of
CUMICnAW, Auburn, Me
aug22eod&wtf
the premises.
ARA

or on

fFlHE property of the Lincoln Pulp and Paper
on the line of
X
Company, at Lincoln, Maine,
the Maine Central Railroad, will be sokl at public
at Lincoln,
auction, at the works of the Company
at 10 o’clock a.
on the 20th day of October, 1887,

Bass’ English Ale

ily only.
street.

STOUT,

GUINNESS’

For Sale In the Original Package by

R. STANLEY & SON,
IMPORTERS,
410

Fore

I

Street.
dtf

nnv24

l<*rt waf«r
power, with permanent stone dams, and can be
of spruce and
quantity
unlimited
an
with
supplied
cost Ilian any other
popular pulp wood at a lower
mill in New England.
For particulars address,
n-i.it in

i..nntwl

iituin

1111

(

F. H. APPLETON,

Bangor, Maine.

sepOdtf
Two

Assignee,

IIOHM*.

For

Wale

on

and convenient house, for a small famBENJAMIN SHAW, 48Vk Exchange
15-1

and
lor hoi

rooms

Medical Rooms 93 Franklin St., Portland, Me.
REED treats all chronic diseases that flesl
is heir to; all cases that are given up as In
curable by the allopathic and homeopathic pity
slcians, I will take their case to treat and curt
them. I flint that about four-tilths of the casei
given up to die can he cured. Examinations at;
distance by letter with their full name andplaci
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and *2.00 Ex
Consultation free
animation at the office, *1 00.
Office hours 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
sepl4tf

DR.

Boston.
Old 16th. sen Wawbeek, Balser, Itockland.
Ar at SI .John. NB, 17th. sells Emu, Colwell, tin
Thoniasun; May Bell, Colwell, and Glide, Waters, do.
..

Spoken.
Aug 24, lat 10 N. Ion 2S W. barque S 1) Carltou,
Freeman, from Philadelphia for Penang.
Sept 14. lat 10 30 N, Ion 121 W, ship Alfred D
Snow, Willey, from San Francisco for Liverpool.
Sept 30. lat 49, Ion 21, barque Harvester, from
Londonderry for Baltimore.

BOSTON&NFW YORK MCKS
Bought and sold
and upwards.
Orders by mail

DR. H AM’S

on

or

a

margin of

telegraph

a

2

per ceni

Specialty

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE

INVIGORATOR

JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

IS A HERE CUKE FOU

24

INTEMPERANCE.

TTTIC

1

II

Congress St., Boston,

lo 1

A 1#L' ti may

Mas^^
tui

nicatOe<

FjIXP.Rowell&.Co’bNt*wHpap« |

Advertising Bureau (10 Spruce Street), where advertli
UuteontTHc’f*
*'>-Muiiefo* U IK ^ LTV YOIIK
'*

I

bcfmtml

and ( bins.

ffto LET—One more rent in the Thompson
A Block, No. 117 and lit) Middle St.; ground
door and a good, dry, and well lighted basement

three sides, making it one of the most desirable
rents in the city for limbing or wholesale business
of any kind. Enquire of H. E. THOMPSON, No.
1114 Brackett St.
on

__3-4

row boat paint
1)ICKK» «J H ADBIfT—A
oil white and green. Can be bail by apply
Buruham'i
ing to SKILLINGS & MCDONALD.
Wharf, or to the Captain of the steamer Haldee.

X

__14*1

Dollars Reward.
Coupons to
Thirty dollars due Oct. 1st. 1887 from Bom
Leavi
issued by the Audio, and Ken. R. K. U>.
said coupon at the MAINS sA\ 1NGS BANK am 1
13-1
receive the above reward.

LOWT—Hive

Steamboat Co.

ami after September 19th 1887. steamer
Gordon, Capt. James L. Long, will run daily as

follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Portland at 0.45 a. m.;
Island 7.0*'; Harpswell, 7.151 East End.
Great Cheheague, 7 45 ; Jenk’s. 8.00; H pe Iv
land 8.05; Little Che League, 8.20; U>ug lsUud
8.40, arriving In Portland at 9.15 a. m.
Returning will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all intermediate landings at 2.00 p. in.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Manager.
seplttdtf

Bailey’s

I

WANTED.

18-1

to know that M. G. Palin'
er’s old Shoe Store, at 230 Middle St., has
reopened witli a good line of everyday Boots,
Shoes and Kubbers, at popular prices. LADKlUAN & MKLAUGH,18-1

WANT

ED-People

Ina good reliable party,
terest in a well established business, will
furnish capital. For particulars, apply to N. S.
18-1
GARDINER, No. 40 Exchange St.
an

WANTED—By

rentofllveor six

west

rooms,
children.
WANTED—A
of High St., for |175 to $200;
This Office.15-1
Address X. Y.
Z.,

NT E D A position by
references where
ity will receive a Just
man and undeistauds

WA good

a

young

witli

man

integrity and stabil-

compensation.
bookkeplng.

Good pen-

Address U.
M. G„ This Office,13-1
thous-

One
WANTED-MATRIMONIAL.
and young
and
to enter
at
men

matri-

women

mony
once, and order their Wedding Stationery
from headquarters for all the correct styles In
Wedding Cards. Invitations &c. F'OKD ft RICH,
13-1
Cor, Exchange and Fore streets.
that I
go
room: very

ED-Ladles of this city to know
WANTprepared
to do dress making, will
am

out by the day, also do work at any
reasonable prices. Please call or address

DRESS
MAKER, 22 Casco street, upper bell.181

capable middle aged woman
a situation as housekeeper in a small famIs
ily. The applicant fully qualified to do general
housework anil cooking; Is an experienced laundMe
ress. Address HOUSEKEEPER,
a

WANTED-By
Box

Saccarappa

467.___11-3

buy a drug
good druggist
store stock and fixtures; long established
and doing a good business; not twenty miles from
Bangor; only store in town; to be soldatouce;
terms cash. Address H. h., care J. W. Perkius
30-4
& Co., Portland, Me.
to

WANTED—A

who would like a firstclass dress maker to go out by the day or
call
or address MISS C. C
take work home, to
EMERY, Dermot Court, entered at 113 Clark St.

WANTED—Those

26-3

iyiale

iieli*

-Situation by a young man, good
wiiter and accurate aeouutant; can furnish
108
the best of recommendations. Address "M
NEAL ST. __ l"-1

WANTED

man of steady habits wants a
a team; best of references

WANTKO—A
chance to drive
Press

Office._7o-7

Address H.,

boy about sixteen years
store Saturdays. Call
PREBLE STREET, City.
A

work lu
WANTKO

a

old to
at 27
l”1

BOARD.

WANTKO—By

The

1

1

|

18-1

yT

OPTICIAN,

visit the city. He has been making
again
annual visits tu Portland for 12 years, and his
skill In adapting lenses for the most complicated
defects uf vision is well established. He also has
the best of facilities for furnishing frames both hi
Eye Glasses ami spectacles (for the child and the
grown person) of the most approved styles, and
in all the materials used. Ills advance ageut, W.
H. Burpee, will be pleased to receive your order
when he calls.
Mr. Brown:'
Dear Mir.—It affords me much pleasure to say
that the spectacles you made for me, have been
exceedingly satisfactory, a great Improvement ou
any 1 have bad before. Although 1 have worn
spectacles made through the advice of some of
the best Oculists In Boston, I am Convinced both
trom my owu experience and that of some of my
friends that you can furnish any one just the spectacles they may need.
MBS. II. P. INGALLS.
octl7dtf
l«

to

"SILVER TIPPED"
OATS.
carefully selected from the best
the requirements of Horses betother.
ter than any
They are manufactured or
Improved by machinery, the end or loose fiber
off
and
oat
the
thoroughly cleaned and all
clipped
dirt as well as oblectlonuble stuff removed, leavthe
oat
and
plump
leady for the horse to euing
jny eating. Its not economy to feed horses poor
that
food or force them to eat dirt and refuse
All who have
causes heaves or other ailments.
had experience 111 feeding oats, find much that Is
This Oat is

grades and Dlls

objectionable In regular grades, which can ouly
e avoided by removal; nearly 1-3 less of "SILVER TIPPED” are equal any regular graded
No. 2 white as they outweigh iu proportion to
that difference and are, practically speaking solid
meats. They run uniform, also bright, sweet and
clean, grading the highest In any market. They

are the best aud cheapest to feed, also the nicest
Seed Oat, being free from all foreign substance
and no harm having been done them to prevent

growing.

give them consideration ana a
use them, as they are
In all
a first class oat, and the most economical
respects
ami best Feed for Horses. Heady sale and In
creased demand has been established In the
larger markets elsewere and have become very
popular wherever known. The manufacturer desires to introduce these oats throughout Maine on
thefr merits and takes this muuner of briuglng
them before the public.
‘•SILVER ITPFKD” can be obtained from the
following l’ortland firms who handle them direct
in car lota:
who will
Any
trial will be sure to
one

PARIS FLOURINC CO.
*S. A.&J. H. TRUE.
*F. A. WALDRON &SON.
KENSELL & TABOR.
CEO. W. TRUE &CO.
*S. W. THAXTER & CO.
NORTON, CHAPMAN & CO.

_78-2

WITH BOAHD-Two large sunA ny front rooms, pleasant location, steam heat,
first and second Hour, unfurnished. 201 SPRING

'Bug I.OK. for Male.
.VU31

rod gin

CARD.
associated myself with
permanently
HAVING
It. A. Ate
Co. house furnishers,
Pearl and Middle
1 shall
INS! ,N A

KK71AI.K nil.Pi

WANTKO—At
firmary, girl
good cook; also
a

must be
earn

to

In-

general housework;
lo
an intelligent girl

do

a

nursing.

References

required.

_15-1_

capable girl for general houafr
small family. Apply to MRS. U. L.

work
WANTKO—A
168 Neal street.l.-M
in

EL WELL.

neons.
furnished room.

Enquire

pleasaut
TO at 63 GRANT
ST._lrt-l
l.KT—A

l.KT—One large room and one small room
A on same floor, together or separately, Jjernianent lodgers desired Inquire at No. 5 GREEN
STREET, opposite City Hotel._16-1
mo

b
HurnfffO l.KT—Two or three deMi .ii 10 room,
DEKRING
1 Islmd or unfurnished, at No.

STREET.

cor-

he
streols, Por'land,
happy In meet my friends In the Slate of Maine at
My twenty-live years expemy new quarters.
rience in the business with Wait* r Corey A Co.,
six of which was spent as manager (in connection
with Walter I,. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me in believing that 1 cun till
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring you that we have one of the
largest stocks of carpets, chamber sets and parlor
suits In the count nr to select from, l remain
Yours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. OYER.
octSO
dir.
ner

the Maine Eye and Ear

18-7

o...i.c.i.i
vuiiiu iu

Irmugranral

iram

■■ KffcclOcl. I

tuv

IMIl

RETURNING— Leave Canton 4.30. 0.16 a. m..
arriving at Portland 3.36 a. m„ 13.06 p. m.
MTACSflC C#NNBC7ri#6i9«
DAILY—From W. Minot 8.30 p. m. for Hebrou
Academy, Buck field 3.60 p. in. for W. .Huiuuer
and Turner:Canton 4.37 p. m.; arriving at Peru
5.30; Dlxfleld 6.00; Mexico 7.00 p. in.; also for
Hreituu’* Mills. Livermore.
Returning, leavs
Mexico 6.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a. m.: arriving at fortL. L. LINCOLN Hunt.
land 13.05 p. m.
R. C. BRADFORD Q. T. A.octddtf

All Hall f.lnv* for Bar Ifarbor, St.
John, iiimI all pari* of .Maine
ami ihe Miirlilui,- Hrovlnt-et.
Ounnal after MON DA V, Hept 3,
P,Mf,«rr Trala. will leave
t'ortli.ad a. fallaww

UNITED STATES

AKTIV.

ITS
Army wanted. Able
RECRC
unmarried men, between the ages of >1 ami
ami
36
wanted for the
for the

bodied

Cavalry. Artillery
Infantry; good pay, rations, clothes and medical
attendance; hearty young men are especially
wanted lor the Cavalry regiments, both while and
colored. Apply at iliV* EXCHANGE STREET;
augl3H&W13w
Portland, Me.
years.are

Apoplexy, but cures Paralysis, Rheumatism, Heart
Disease, Angina Pectoris, Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint. Kidney and Bladder trouble. Dyspepsia, Ac.. Ac.
For Bale by ail druggists. Price 51 a bottle six
bottles for 55. Send to Da. F. B. Hutchinson A Co,
Enos burgh Fails, VL, U. & A., for circulars, testtmonlals and

a

treatise

jll.16

on

APOPLEXY!

CONGKEMM ST. STATION.

eodtf

augS

\

THIS is the
“Pearl
uine

top of the gen-

Lamp

Top’
Chimney, all others
are

imitations.

similar

1 his
exact

each

is

the

label on
of the

one

Pearl

Top

Chimeys.

dealer
may say and
think he has as
but he has not.
The

good,

Insist

upon

tne exact laDei

For Hraaswick. Ilardiurr, tflalluwell, AaWater" illc, Hunger KlUworlh
gnsln;
null Bar Harbor (Express). at*12.38 p. in.
t ir~AM trains timed as above (rum CommercUl
street Station, Hop at Congress street station,
where through tickets and baggage checks may
be obtained (or principal points East and West.
iTIie 11.16 p. m. train the night express with
sleeping car attached, runs every night 8‘in
days Included, through to Bar Harbor but notM
Skowhegan on Monday mornings or to Heltast
and Dexter or beyond Bangor, excepting to Bar

Harbor on Sunday mornings.
Trains are due in Portland as follows: The morn
lug train from Watervlile, Augusta and Bata
8.46 8 in.; Lewiston. 8.60 8 in,; day trains
from Bangor at 12.43, 12.48 and 12.63 p.m.
The afternoon trains from Watervlile, Bath, Au
gusta and Kockutnd at 6.86p. ra. Maranacook
and I-ewtston, 6.40 p. ni.
Flying Yankee 6.46
p. m. Night Pullman ul 1.608 8
Snl
ecaad class, foe
aad
(.iosited Tickets,

puiaisia

all

PORTLAND* MT

ea

sale

at

ee>

DESERT & MACH'AS STEAMBOAT CO

L'STIL Fl’KTHK K NOTM K.
City e( Kirk weed, Capt Wm. K.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two
round tripe per week on the route between Portland, Bar Harbor and hachiasport, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. m. every '1 useday and Friday, and Machlasport at 4.00 8 m.
every Moaday and Thursday.
PVkYBUN TUCKKK, Ueneral Manager.
F. E. Bi" )T HBY.Oen’l Pass, and Ticket Agi
Portlam.. Sept. 5.1887.
sepodtu

Portland and

Ogdensburg R. H.

run I lan u ana mum heal line.

GEO. A. MACBETH & CO.

Pittsburgh,
the

Wkrriff

Only line making direct connections with
(a n ml ion Pad tic Westbound Trains

leaving Moulreal

Pa.
mt

same

Evening.

FALL ARRANCEMENT.

nKMNKNUKK'M ROTICK.
«f

tbe Praviaccs

Che Steamer

and top.

Office

IM>.

For Aulura aad g.cwl»taa, 7.00 tud 8.80 8
l,rwi,l.i ria Hn,»
m., I2.4O6.00 p. Ill
wick, 8.46 a. in.. 12.46 111.16 p.m. For Bath,
0.45 8 in., 12.46 .mil 5.06 p. m., and on 8atnr
tli ya "lily at 11.16 p. m.
Kocklaad uid
Haas Had l.iarola K K., *1.46 S. 111. and
12.45 p. 111., aad on Saturdays only at 6.0f p. m.
HiMB.wjik, Clardiacr llallowrll, aad
Augusta, 6.46 a. m., 12.46, 6.06 and 111.16
*1 on mom*,. Wiatbrap
aad f.ako
l>. ni.
Maraanrook, 7.00 8 01..
and 12.10 p.m.
t-armtagioa ria l.rwioion, 12.40 p. in.:
6.46
a
m.
and
ria llruHawirk,
12.46
aad Nortk
Ke.iddeld, Oakland
p. in.
V a,oii
and
12.40
m.
7.00 a. in.
p.
Watervlile aad skowbrona, via I rwit.
too, 7.00 and 12.40 p. m.; ria Augusta, 6.46
a. III., 12.46 and
p. tn., and W alrrrillo
5.06 p. 18 Belfast an.i Drstee, 12.40,12.46
and 111.16 p. in. Baago, rig LfwisMc. 700
a. in. and 12.40 p. m.; via Augusta, 6.46 8 in.,
12.45 and (11.18 p. m.
Hangar dk Pleratu,ni, It. K., 6.4o and 7.00 8 m., and (11.16
p.m. Dllrwottk and Bar Harbor, (1116
Ht. strpkrr (f'alaisi, Arooatook
p. m.
County. Ni. John, Halifax, and ike Pro
rircro, 12.40, 12.46 and (11.16 p. ra
-AND FROM-

PREVENTS

1

TO Congress St.,

TTT’ANTED—Parties to know that MKS. lilt
VY
SHEKMAN has taken rooms at 135 Free
St., near Congress Square. Corns, outgrowing
Joints and nails treated in a skillful manner. Her
rooms will be open for Ladies’ and Gentlemen.

il
n

HAIM CENTRAL RAILROAD

13-1

LET—A rent of seven rooms in house C22
or would let the whole house.
1-tf
Inquire of J. A. TENNEY, at house.

ii-ii.
rimo

Leave Portland, via G. T. Hallway, 7.10 a. m.s
IsewiNton h.oo; Mechaaic Kalla (mixed tram)
*4.4r»; arriving at W. Minot 0.06; E. Hebr«*a
K. Sumner
Burk field 0.45;
10.36; llariford
10.56; Canton 11.15.
I^*ave Portland 1*30 p. m.; Lewinton 3.00,
Mechanic Kalis 3.16. arriving at W. Minot 3.30;
E. Hebron 3.40, Buckfleli 3.80; E. Sumner 4.06;
Hartford 4.13; Canton 4.37; GUbertvUIe 4.36 p.

Ou

potent remedies known
to Medical Science for preserving the Fluidity and
PURITY of the Blood and tho Integrity of the
Blood Vessels, should you suffer from Dizziness or
Pressure Lu Head, Spots before Eyes, Pain Around or
Palpitation of Heart, Pain In Region of Heart with
feeling of suffocation, Ringing Sound tn Ears,
Numbness or Prickly sensation of Limbs, especially
the Arm, Pain between Shoulders and In Side, Dry
Cough, Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or If suffering
from General Debility with Loss of Appetite, procure a bottle of Antl-Apopleetlne, It not only

LET—Upper part of house 205 Pearl,
comer of Kennebec 8t.
Enquire at HOUSE.

mo l.KT

DOC1

Harps well

.i

iiuiuufmi

Fall

tIAWflii

Is a combination of the most

rilO l>KT—Lowerrent in Brick Block No. 88
A Federal street; 7 rooms; modern improvements; furnace In cellar. Apply to ALBEKT 1).

within one mile of Market
to the horse curs
Square, Portland, and convenient
most desirable houses on
the
and are among
Deeiing Land Company’s property.
Also lor sale one hundred or more house lots—
Enquire ol
Prices low; terms reasonable.
HOLLINS & ADAMS, No. 22 Exchange si. oi
F. O. BAILEY & CO., No. 18 Exchange St., Port
)e21dtf
land.

I.O*T—Saturday, a black and white
Fox Hound, tip of tail gone ; ears about 22
inches from tip to tip, seven months old. Flndei
will be suitably lewarded by returning him tc
17-1
JOHN CH1 SHOLM, 101) Congress St.

i>.. ..r

!

rilO I.ET— Furnished bouse in a good location,
A on State St., good rooms, plenty of sun ami
yard room, fine view of the harbor; will let on a
2 year’s lease at a reasonable price.
N. S. GAKDINEB, No. 40 Exchange St.13-1

a young man. a heated room
in the vicinity of Congress
wilh board,
Souare; price must not exceed $0.50 per week.
Address O. P. T., Press Office.

AND FOUND.

JOSEPH HICKSON.Geueral Manager.
WM. ELK)AH, O P. A.,
18,
1B87J STEPHENSON. Supt.
May

PROF. BROWN,

rrio I.11T Furnished house, flrst class mod
A ern, in central location, for « to 8 months, to
small family. Apply to N. s. GAItDINEIt. No.
40 Exchange St.
15-1

houses
of
room, is steam
cold water and has a commodious and extra
The other contains
nine rooms and in arrangement and style of finish

1.0*1'

West aad ..utk.ro.

a

Ftnendra

Street, Oakdale, Peering.
DR. E. B. REED, Glalrvoyanl
contaius flfteeu
E
said
heated; piped
ON
bath
and
and Bntanic Physician.
finished stable connected.

our

inches; weight 500

sizes in

llis.'.retail price $35.other
proportion.
A rare chance to create a permanent business at
home. These safes meet a demand never before
supplied by other safe companies, as we are not
governed by the Safe Pool. Alpine Safe Co., Cincinnati, O.
aug24 W&S8w

KK1KT—On F’orest

a
a warm

“xhe

property consists of substantial brick buildings with stone foundations, containg appliances
for mixing and washing, three digesters, wet and
pumps
dry paper machines, five steam boilers,
and all necessary tools and fixtures for producing
wt>od fibre, which
per day seven tons of chemical
of digesters, be incan, with only an addition
creased to twelve tons per day.

—AND—

take the agency of

WANTED—MAN—To
safes; size 28x18x18

a

Avenue, Woodford,s,
FORvery pleasant sunny tenement,
six rooms,

in

18 1

and

in.

Tickets SoM at Reduced Kates to

—

York.

I.p T—House 15 Gray St,, bath room, hot
old water, set-tubs, etc.; bouse in ex
cellen
tair; furnished or unfurnished. Apply
to HE. a.Y D. .SMITH, at house, or at office of
Union Mutual Life Insurance Co.
18-1

TO

I?OR

mAI. K —1 second-hand 12 horse power
eugiue, and one 14 horse power boiler with
heated pump, iuspirator and all fittings at a bar-

WANTED

at
1

——

Chemical Fibre Mill for Sale.

for

eotl&w6m

ing. particularly adapted

TO

2.3';

Drirala, « hleaga, fill won hen,
Canada,
Cincinnati, ha. Laab, Oaaaba, Saaiaae,
hi. Pu.al, hall lake I ill
Dearar. haa
Praaciaea. and all points In the Narlhwaaa,

dtf

ihlandn

be

LBT—The two story
TO
French roofed house, No. 130 Emery St.,
FOKMALK
tains 13
bath
furnace

send_cod&wlyiinn

f-

wafer.

a

Jh|»hb

in.

38 tiohanga SI, ikI Pool Foot tl India Strati.

CITY OF KIO I)E JANEIRO, sails Saturday,
Oct. 2*, 2 p. m.
Por Freight, Passage, or geuetal Information
apply to or address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A. A Ik ATI * ft CO.,
115 Mlale Mtreel, Car. It road **., Kmiou.

Salesman can add A 1 line,
small samples; one agent earned $3800;
others up to *2200 in’88. F. 0. BOX 1371. New

connected 1( deoffices,
sired, windows on Congress St., second floor
Union Mutual Life Insurance Company's Buildcan

AIR TO

Hire gses Pop's ATHIOPH0R05J
Now he'll be to I mil,
lidtm

..

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

FOR

«

..

my20

HALE-The. desirable brick house, No.
107 Pine St., two stories with French roof;
good lot with fruit trees; westerly and southerly
to sun; 13 rooms modern style and finished and in
perfect order; failing health of owner compells a
sale at a bargain.
N. S. GARDINER, 40 Exchange St.14-1

good

Aral Halifax 16tli, sell Nellie Parker, Corbett,
New York.
Arat Hillsboro 15tli, sell Hannah F Carlton,

Bryant.

of

a

FARM FOR SALE.

II C Sibley, Ulchborn, Swan

Sept 20, brig Daisy, Nasli.

N A EE—At

TXSE.

l,RT>

no

Aspinwall 6th Inst, Darque Isaac Dodge,

Sid 6tli Inst, brig
Island. I
Sid fm Port Spain

the

Cape Elizabeth,'one
best locations In Maine for
FOR
manufactory,
mile from Portland, lot 250 feet front holding

_eod&wly-urm

aug!2

shall, Tarragona.
Gaul, Boston.

For particulars address JOHN W. PERKINS & CO., Portland, Me., or LOCK BOX 30,
Mechanic Falls, Me.15-1

ing.

is absolutely pure and highly concentrated. One ounce
is worth a pound of anv other kind. It Is strictly a
medicine to be given with food. Nothing on earth will
make hens lay like it. It cures chicken cholera and all
diseases of hens. Is worth its weight in gold. Illustrated book by mall free. 8old everywhere, or sent by
mail for 25 cents In stamps. 2K-lb. tin cans, $1; by
mail, $1.20. Six cans bv oxpre*s, prepaid, for $5.00.
DR. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., lloston, Maas.

Eliza

MA

h

DUVii

SHERIDAN’S CONDITION POWDER

Foreign Ports.
Sid fin Pisagua Aug 4, barque Mabel, Snow, for
w
York.
N:
Passed St Helena prev to 4th lust, ship Wandering Jew, Nichols. Calcutta for New Yolk.
V

A well esIOKU FOR SAM:
tablished paying business in one of the mftst
the
reason
for selllu
state; good
thriving villages

HAKE
hCN$
La^

Pettenglll. Bodge, New

ror

the Skin."

AUKNTM WANTKD.

LKT-T»o

con-

New York.
Below, sells Polly, and Atlanta, Kockland for
Boston; Lewis B French, do for Dorchester; EH
King, Easiport for New York; Jeruslia Baker,
Macliias for do; Qulvet, Deer Isle for Boston;
Magnolia, ltockport for do; Sadie Corey, Winterport for do; Odell, Bath for do; MolUe PhiUipps,

llHKllIf*

one

its width back to channel, about 3 acres upland
and fiats. Railroad in front and plenty tide water
back. C. L. LITCHFIELD.16-1

I. 8. JOHNSON & CO., B08T0N, MASS.

Bust' u far Viualhaven.
Also m port, sells K M Brookings, from Kennebec for New York; Two Brothers. Gardiner for
Boston; Eastern Queen. Penobscot for do; FTectwiiig. and ltobt D Rhodes, Deer Isle for do.
NEWBUKYPOltT— Ar 17th, sell Clias J Willard, Wallace, Baltimore.
PORTSMOUTH—Ar 17th, sch Annie Lee, Cole,

97

STREET.__17-1

Luuga, Hoarseness, Influensa, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, DysKidney Troubles,
entery, Chrome Diarrhoea,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
snd Soreness In Body or Limbs. Circulars free.

Speedwell,

Trinani

HOI7

modern conveniences, In first-class condition,
situated in the finest of neighborhoods; house all
by itself; sunny and pleasant, and a good lawn
connected with house. Apply at 461 CONG HESS

stable, two horses, one
sleigh hack. Apply at
No. 14 BOYD STREET, Portland,
Me._17-1

—

Bangor.
Sid 16th, sch Ira E Wright, Arey, New York.
BOSTON—Ar 17th, sells John F Merrow, Nickerson, Baltimore; Helen. Leighton, New York;
Siuhad. Brown. Calais; Saran, Ciiuka.it, Calais;
Carroll. Sawyer, Machias; D P, Strut, Millbnuge;
Harvester. Roberts, Viualhaven; E A Stevens.
Weed, Bangor; Mextcan, Chtpman. and Albert
Pharo, Kendall, do; Van Buren, Parker, do.
Old 17tli, barque Chesllua Kedtn&ii, Watts, Baltimore.
Ar 18th, sells Helen G Moseley. Holt, fm Baltimore; J L Newton, Stover, Hoboken; Jenuie A
Clieney, Cushman, Weehawken.
Below, sell M A Drury.
Cld 18lli, barque EO Clark. Stahl, Baltimore
via Keuuel ec; sch F rank Harrington, do do.
Sid 1 Htli. sell Mabel Hooper, Nina Tllsou.
SALEM —Ar 17tli, sells Baveu, Pendleton. Port
Johnson; Bertlia FI Glover. Spear, and ltlchnioud
Merriam, New York.
DOVEK—Ar lo ll, sch Fleetwiug, Haddocks,
New York.
ULOUCliSTKll— In port, sehs Ariosto, Boston
for Kockland; Euiiiia, fm Lynn for Camden; Ida
Hudson, Boston for Bangor; Mary Hawes, dolor
Bucluport; B D Prince, liocklaud for New York;

ileot

to

wears

TO

me FOR HA I, E-In western part of
city, a two and half story house with all

MALU— One

Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Known.
ar CUBES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronchitis, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleoding at the

16tb,
PLYMOUTH—Sid 17tli, sen Clias Cooper, Gray,
Bangor.
WABEHAM—Ar 16tli, sch Paragon, Wood,

Sd

for
thinness of

•10

wheel hack and
IjiOlt

The Most

FA Pike, Calais.

York; Fleetwing. Maddocks, Kockland;
Levensaler, Kellar, Thoniastou.

economical, it

The most

one

for Haverstraw.
Sid. sehs Ada Ames, Helen. Annie Lee, Raven,
J A Decker, Jonathan. Cone, Izetta. Susan Bi>3s,
Castilian, E M Storer, and Ellen Morrison.
Ar 17th. sehs Jas Ponder, from Norwalk for
Belfast; Billow, and Mary Langdon. Kockland for
New York; Nellie E Gray, do fur do; Elizabeth
M Cook, ( dials for New Haven.
EDGARTOWN—In port 16th, ichs Bertqa E
Glover. Spear, from New York for Salem; Martha
lnuls, Hoboken for Rockland.
HYANNIS-Ar 16th sehs Olive Branch, and
Maine, from Calais for-.
Ar 17th, sehs Everett. Eaton, fm Machias for
Bridgeport; Hattie Godfrey, Strout, Mill bridge
for Koudout; Gen Hall, Simmons. Bangor for New
York; Sallie B, Crosuy. Kennebec for do, (and all

“A balm

The best for the Complexion.

^ISTID

DUTCH ISLNAD HAKBOK-Ar 17tll, sells FA
Sawyer. Freetby, Frovideuce for New York; Haul
Webster, Greenlaw, fm Baugorfordo; Castilian,
Smith, do for Bridgeport; Fred C Holden, Iticli,
Calais lor Norwalk; Golden Buie, Bayles, do for
Stoiiiiigtoii.
NEWPORT—Ar 16th, sch Frank Seavey, Kendall. ltockport.
Aj 16th, sell Omaha. Bangor for Wickford.
NEW BEDFOBD-Ar 16th, ach Ella M Storer,
Sthahl. Boston, to load for Savannah.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 16th, sehs Jonathan
Cone, Sherman, Albany for Saco; Susan Boss,
Stouingion for St George; Ella M Storer, Boston
for Clark’s Cove; J K Bod well, Philadelphia for
Vmabulven.
Sid, sens Mary E Graham, Golden liule. Senator. and Wreath.
At- loth, sehs Ellen Morrison, Port Johnson for
Bath; W KChester, Machias for New York; Diadem, Thoniastou for do; Mary Brewer, and Charlie & Willie. Kockland for do; Anna W Barker,
Somes Sound for do; Flora Rogers, do (or Baltimore; Pacific, Calais lor S'.oulngton; Wesley Abb it. Ellsworth for ttundout; F- C French, Bangor

fordo.
I7tli, sells Elva E

P

IFSTTEEUSTAJL.

EXTERNAL

cOMPAXY’S

River, for Maw Pru.ri.ra via The ■•(bail,. «f
Pnanotn,
NEWPORT.sails Thursday. Oct 20, Noon.
Oreat reduction In rates to Han Pranclsco.
Prom Han Pranrlsco. 1st and Hrauiian 8ts.

To H.Rfl.the PRINCE of WALES.

1*0*7,

AUH1VAI.M.
Praaa Lawloiaa aad Ankara, 8.31 A Da
13.06,3.16 and 6.35 p. in.
Praaa B.orhaaa, 8.36 *.01., 13.06 and 6.46 p. m.
Praaa Uhieaga aad .Waaareal, 13.06 and
6.46 p.m.
Praaa t|arhcr, 13.06 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping cart on night train and
Parlor can on day train between Portland aud
Montreal.
TIUHMT OPPICKi

and South America and Maxico.
Prom New York, pier hot ol Canal Ht., North

“0il&«Gmnrm-ci'2wM_

FOR

Calais.

Mlllbridge

CAPMAKERS BY SEALED APPOINTMENT

after .MONDAY, War Mi,
train, will ran aa lallaw.i

Per Sv.rhnn, 11.30 A in.. I.SOaud 6.37 p.
Per O.rhan, Weaareal and 4'hicaga,
in. aud 1.30 p. m.
Bor I*iiebec 1.30 p. m
Par Baclohrld aad tlaaa.a, 7.10 A m.

1.30 p.

California, Japan, China, Cnntral

LINIMENT

NS.
NEW HAVEN—Ar 16th, sehs Puahaw, Ludwig; Palestine, Chadwick, aod Sedona, Allen, fm
Calais; L B Sargent, Smith, and S W Smith, Martin, do; Morris W Chihl, Torrey, and Agiicola,
Bangor; Hope Haynes, Sawyer, Wiscasset.
NEW LONDON—Passed t e ltace 14th, ship
Paramita. from New York for Calcutta.
MAltlON— Ar 16th, sch Alice X Boardraan,
Norwood, Calais.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 17th, sells Emma McAdam,
Adams. Calais; Allston, Barbour, Sullivan; Flora

sor.

A

-u.s« run—

ANODYNE

ford.
Ar 18th, barque C B Hazeltine, Gilkey, Kio Janeiro- Sell .1 D Robinson, Hogan. King's Ferry.
NEW lOJIK—Ar 17111, barque Isaac Jackson,
Goodwin. Gibara; brig Geo E Dale. Bangor: sell
Sam Hart, fin St George; Mary Augusta, flallcwell ; A I. Mitcbell. Providence.
ItlCHMOND—Ar 17lh, seb Standard, Oram.fm
Kennebec; A F Crockett, Thorndike, from Wind-

sell

PACIFIC-MAIL STEAMSHIP

JOHNSON1

—

m.

Kouuri I rip 818*
*10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
12. B. NA.VIPMON, 4 grul,
70 L«a| ll lmrf, lt*-ioa.
Sldtf

FOR SALK.

6th, sch W B Herrick, Boston.
Ar 17th, barque Kate,
PHILADELPHIA
acola; brig Katahdin, Hayes, from
Crowley,!
sch
W
S
Crowell, New BedJordan,
Portsmouth;

p.

and

DKPAHTUHBM.
hi/Auharaaad Uewtaae.,7.10a iu., l.ii
and 6.37 p. m.

mission.
Pa *****

^cKonck'S
HMRJnde PiII$.

sepl2

*

ar

too

or

For Sale by all Druggists. Price 25 cts. per box;
8 boxes for 66 eta.; or sent by mail, postage free, on
receipt of price. Dr. J. U. Scheuck A Son, Philad’a.

BAi.TiMokE—Ar 16th, ship Antelope, Harding, New York.
Ar 17th, sehs Gardner G Heering, Rogers, and
Mattie w Atwood, Dyer, Boston; B 0 French,
Couary, do.

Also

*

*

PORT ANGELES—Ar 7tb, ship Occidental,Taylor, Accapuleo.
SAN PKdKO—Ar 7tb,sliip Carrollton, Lewis,
Nanaimo.
DARIEN—Old 14th, scb Meyer & Muller, Perkins. New London.
NEWPORT NEWS- Ar 17tli, sch Luther A

Oh

Saturday.

hi

auhanuehent*.

sv.n.nEK

SATUH3AY.

Lidia Wharf, Hueron, 8
From riue Street Wharf,
At 10 s». m.
'ttejW-fv
•Insurance mie-iuiU the rate ot
a
r.-r.-- t-'^sr^ iailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Fenu. K. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of com-

Remedy, J)r<

Sail Pedro.

and

rhiladelphla,

because your Stomach is
Now beware of
angry.
all temporary expedients.
TRY that never-failing, safe

Orne, Maid S. Eddie Pierce, Emma, F H
Smith. Emma Dyer. Lizzie Maud, Henry Morgatitliau, Augusta E Herrick, Mattie T Dyer, Elsie
Smith. Lilia B Feruald. and others.
nie S

sailed.)

drinking

or

LISE.!

Wadnasia;

stiki

sepialU___Portland

GRAM) TRIM RAILWAY OF GUAM.

From

,1*.

suffer

Fishermen.
Arat Gloucester I8th, sells Jas G Craig, from
Georges; Olivo 11 Kobiusou. and Abdoii Keene,
ground ftsbiug; Ethel & Addie, Gertie Lewis. Fan-

King,

from PHILADELPHIA

of the wrong kind
of food or liquid, you will

much,

STEAMSHIP

From HUSTON awy tftQhESOAY

have abused your Stomach

Memoranda.
Sch Lucy .1 Warren. Kent, from Bangor for Bostou, with bricks, put iulo Boothbav loth leaking
badly. She was placed on tlie blocks and Hie leak
itoped.
Scb Oregon, from Wiscasst for Boston, before
reponed ashore at Barter’s Island, lias been
floated aud beacned in the haibor.
Astoria, LI. Oct 15—Sch W G K Mowry, from
Calais for New York, with lumber, is ashore near
HaPett's Point.

Ar

BostoiCPhiladelphia
DIRECT

DIVISION.

Par Haataa at 77.30,
18.40 A in., *11.38.
8.3>,t6.30p. in. Haalaa far Hnrllaad 7.30,
Foi
8.30, a m. 1.00, 4.00 anil 8.00 p. m.
tear bar a
Hrark. Him Point. 7.30. 8.40
Orchard Beach,
a.m., 3.30, (5.00, 8.15 p. 111.
Sara, Hiddrfard aad Mraarbaak.7.30. 8.40
Walla
a. m., 12.38,3.30,15.00,6.30,8.15 p. m.
Beach ,7.30, 8.40 V m., 3.30, (6.00, 6.30 p. m.
Sank Berwick, (Irrnl Pnlta, Bara*
7.30,
8.40 a. ni., 12.38, 3.30, (5.00, 5.30 p. in. Kaeier,
■Barerhill,l.awrcaee,l,nv»ell,7.80, 8.40 a.m.
12.38, 3.30, 6.30p. m. Kacheeler Paraainalaa and Alice Hai, 8.40 a m., 12.38, 3.80 p m.

Steamers leave Pruuklln Wharf on Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 8 |>. to. Returulng, leave Pier
38, Bast River, New York, on Wednesilays and
J. B. COYI.K.
Saturdays at 4 p. in.
Oeneral AeenC
sept21-dtf

Sell Sylvi. Newbury, Addison for Lynn.
Sch Geo H Davenport, Steele. Addison for Bos-

R.

THAI* NKKVM K,
in effect Nepi. 19, MAY.

P.%«MBN€JKK

For NEW YORK.

ton,

Ar

.1

point* Norik

in

Pur Hurkrawr,a>rli«*alt, Alfred, WWW;
10.00
boru, and Aura Hirer at 1-30 a.
and (mixed) al «..»« r in
Pur Curh.im at
I« a. ■., 10.03. 3 IMI,
M.ou, »■ d (mixed) al tt-ilO p w>
PurXarcnrayfU'Kuwbrrluar «ill», H r*

..

TUESDAY, Oct.

PROM

p.

alternately leave KKANKI.IN WHAUK, Portland,
every week day evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In

JeUtf__

and KPP4“« at 7,1 W

Pnr^i^ncb.f.’tir.'V’junierd.aud
al 10.03

eodlm

season

,

Uliwl—f’*'.

riK8T-4'LA00 STKAMKKtt

TUK

ORT OF PORTLAND

Gallagher

s.J, Passenger Trains

-““Pnrllaadi

Pur Wurclrr,
Nashua. Windham

Nl.fl.TIEK IKUAKUK.flKNTN.

New York.

feb28

(. 12 06
12 23
I
10ft 2 in
I ...10 ft 9 in

arrangement of

R

trains

'r(I. aud alter tlumhi1,07,
will l.ew»»

*.C

FARE ONLY $1.00.

BOSTON CEREAL MFG. CO., Potter 4 Wrightington,Gen. Agtt., 125 Atlantic Ave., Boaton.
ocl2

Portland & Rochester It.

STEAMERS.

Bold Everywhere.

ALMANAC,... OCTOBER 19.

Sun uses.0 01

f4

that large army of
sensible, economical people, who
from experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves
time, labor, rubbing, wear and tear.
Your Clothes are worn out more
by washing than wearing. It is to
your advantage to try Pearline.

—

Niagara.New

A

fj
P
WB

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

IflSTON

GENUINE
PALATE TICKLER FREE
OORT

To every lady lu this Man- who will write hef 1TAME, NwMBZB and 3T2EET, TOWN or CITY on a postal card,
with the like FULL ADDRESS of her UKOCER, and forward the card to us on or before Nov. 1, 1887, we
7
n Bread Jllitur*. which can be made
will send a package Off he Original and only Onauiii* llo«ton
ready for cooking in two
a two and one half
will
and
loaf of light, rich flavored Oltlrn Time IBonton Brown llritHl. wure to tickle the palate
minutes,
of every member of tne family, lton’tget the Idea that this la Urahura Bread. Baber.' Brim n Bread, Hve and Indian Bread, or
you may have seen or tasted, and so neglect to avail yourself of this offer, which, by ibe way, Is made to those ladles unlit
Just like some other bread
>
who have never used the Original and Pennine Boston Brown Un-ad VII wure.

Allow your Clothing,
Pai n t, or Wood wo rk,
washed in the old

Uermanie.New York..Liverpool_Oct
..New York..Bremen.Oct
City of Puebla... New York..Havana.Oct
Valencia.New York. .Laguayra—Oct
Oct
Vancouver.Quebec.Liverpool
leasing.New York.. Hamburg.Oct
Circassian.Quebec.Liverpool_Oct

.108%
New4%s,reg
New 4%s, coup.108%

.114
Ceutral Pacificists.
.120
l)eiive> A R. Gr. lsts.
96%
Erie 2ds
Kansas Pacific Consols.
.100%
lsts.
.1
Oregon Nav.

ON’T

HAILHOADN.

■TKAMKHA.

niSCELLANKODN.

ITIIflCELLANKOVN.

SAILING DAYS OF 8TEAM8HIPS.

4

Portland, Me.:

City Malden—Oh, Katie, I am so glad you
have come. No visit could be more happily
timed, a.id 1 am sure you will eujoy It.
Country cousin—Thank you for your kind wel1 know 1 shall have a good time.
come.
City Maiden—We are going to have company
to-night and dancing. lam sure you will enjoy

LONDON. Oct. 18, 1887.—U. S. 4s. 129»/«.
L1Vc.KPjOL, Oct. 18,1887.—Cotton marketlull: uplands fi'Ad: Orleans 5 7-16d; sales 8,300 bales; speculation audexport tooo bales.
LIVERPOOL, Oct.18. 1887—Quotations-Winer Wheat Os 3d®«s 4d; Spring wheat at Os Sdg
Corn—mixed
3s 4d; Club wheal at Os 8(1 gOs 4d.
Western 4s 8d; peas at 5s 6d. Provisions. &c—
Pork at 75s; bacon 41 s Od for short clear. Cheese
it 67s. Tallow at 28s 3d. Lard 33s 3d.

€'*•■*• be r la a«i

County.

Oel, IO, ISU.
and until further notice, row tiger trains will
.is
lollows: w .1.1 a.
leave ParilnwO
[,,r itnUgtou. KryehUig. No. t ouK»biall’s, Bethlehem l.aucas•**— ii r Wliltetteid, Littleton Wells’ Riv***
er, Montpelier, St. Johnsbury, Newport. Sherbrooke. St.Johns. Montreal. Burlington, Swantou,
Ogdeiisburg and West.
a lig.a. Local. Portland to Bartlett and In
ternieillate stations, with Stage connection* tor
No. WliKltiani. Staiollsh. Lllulngtou. Sehago, Naples. Parsonslleld, Kezar Palls. Denmark, lo vell,
and Conway Corner; also .or No. Bndgton, Harrison and Waterford vl< Brtogton.
• rains Inin ia P.nlsail
IO 55 n. in trim Ha tlett and way stalin' *.
k l.l p. as. irom Montreal, Buihnvtoii and West.

(iMMwniH nosnif.
_

Stale of Maim*.
D. 1887.

Cumberland ss., October 11, A.

Is to give notice, that on the eleventh
of Octol*er. A. 1X1887, a Warrant in
was issued out of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland, against the
estate of said
JOHN W Alt BEN FRYE, of Portland,
of
adjudged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
said Debtor, individually aud as a member of the
was
late firm of Frye * Roberts, which petition
tiled on the eleventh day of October, A. D. 1887.
to which date Interest on claims is to be com-

1UII8
day

Insolvency

puted.

That the payment of any debts to or by said
Debtor, and the transfer and delivery of any prop-

erty by him are forbidden by law
That a meeting of the Creditors

of said Debtor,
to prove their debts ami choose one or more asl*e
held
at a Court of Inwilt
of
his
estate,
signees
solvency to be holdeu at Probate Court Room In
of November,
said Portland, on the seventh
A. I). 1887. at ten o'clock in the forenoon.
(liven under my hand the date first above writH. R. 8AKOKNT,
ten.
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for said County of Cumberland.

day

0C12&I9

MARVELS QF THE NEW WEST.

A vivid portrayal of tb*» stupendou* marvel* In
the vuot wonder-land west of the Missouri River. Mi
Hooka In one VoL. comprising Marvels *>f Nature,
Marvels of Race, Marvel* of Enterprise Marvel*
of Milling. Marvels of Stock liaising. Marvel* of
Agriculture. Over 350 original fine F.ugrav
A perfect Picture Gallery.
It has more
log*.
selling tma I Hie* than any other book.
AQKOTB WANTED. A rare chance for live
■Rents u>moke money. Apply at once. Terms very

liberal.
THE URN BY BILL PUBLISHING CO., Nohwiui, C*
oct5

d6w

J. HAMILlii.V si,pi

OH AS. H KHVK.U. T. A.
Oct. 7,1SS7.

oelTdtf

FISTULA

ills
detenlloti from bos ness, also all oiher
Curs
of the Rectum
M.
READ (M. D. Harvard 1M2) and ROBERT
READ (M. D Harvard MW). Brass H
glvsn.
Rsfsrsnecs
115 Tremont street. Boston.
Offl»
Send for
free.
znlfe

or

rams

Consultation
hours, 11 A. M.
trial

I

to

4T. M.

p.mpbtaj
tounday. «d boUdays
OOdv

To Vessel Owners.

rtvH K port Clyde Marine Railway has been thins
1 ooghly rebuilt, and to now In readiness to
tike out all vessels in need of repairs. All work
d pairhed quickly aud satisfaction guaranteed.
W. 0. ST1MI HON, Jr.,
Ad lresa.
rt Clyde, hie.
doolBdtf

—e

TELE

“MONEY CRANKS” AND COINS.

PRESS

Some

WEDNESDAY MORNING, OCT. 19.

PORTLAND
WB\»

coins,

aiivkvxtskmknts.
The Atkinson House Furuislitug Co.
Wanted—Attention or Housekeeper*.
NKW

Statement—Maine Savings Bank.
SUII Lower Priees-Bines Bros.
Wanted-Custom Vest Makers.
Chew Koree’s Baiubow Plug.
Kastman Bros. A Bancroft,
Notice—Howard F. Grifllu.
Wanted—Man to Solicit.
Card—(jeorge M. Uoold.
Wanted Can Makers.
Messenger’s Notice.
Wanted—Salesmen.
Owen. Moore Si Co.
Teneme t to Let.
_

FM&W&wly

From A. H. 8. Davis,formerly editor of Chron
iole, Farmington, Mo.: “I have used your Adamson’s Botanic Balsam, and
unhesitatingly prouounce tt superior to
auy medicine of the kind I
ever saw.
It is simply Invaluable as a household
remedy for couglia, colds and sore throats. I
would not he without It." Trial size 10 cents.
eotl?
eud&w
_

All persons afflicted with Dyspepsia, Diarrhoea,
Colic, and all kinds of Indigestions will find Immediate relief and sure cure by
using Asinuira
Hitlers. The only genuine Is manufactured hy
Dr 3. H. B. Siegert & Sons.
•CUT
eod&w
HtwKptel. Atkiusou’s

Engadlne

perfume. This superb
sweetly
fragrant Swiss Bowers.
Bright jewels, in a setting of perpetual suow.
new

recalls

mcbSO

w&S

All disorders caused by a bilious state of
the system can be cured by using Carter’s Little
Liver Bills. No pain, no grlplug or discomfort attending their use. Try them.
°®U8
d&wlw
The ladles’ "Flbelene” sets on exlilbtloii by
Reversible Collar Co. at the Fair in Boston are
v«ry stylish. Samples free to visitors.
SUPREME JUDICIAL COURT.
WALTON J., PRESIDING.
Tuesday—Mitchell U. Chase, petition for mandamus, vs. George F. Gould and Edwin L. Dyer.
The petition alleges that Chase was before the
Municipal Court ou the 2lid day of September
last ou a charge of assault and battery and upon
arraignment pleaded not guilty: that Judge
Gould asked Mr. Meaher, counsel for Chase,
what he proposed to do, aud Mr. Meaher
replied
that he was ready for a hearing; that Judge
Gould stated that there was no necessity for a
trial Inasmuch as he, the Judge, saw the assault
committed upon the hoy, and refused aud deuied
Chase a trial; that the attorney then objected to
his acting in the case because he was a witness
therein, but the Judge overruled the motion,
round the respondent guilty and sentenced him to
pay a due of #20 and costs or to stand commitled. Thereupon the respondent
appealed from
said
sentence
to
the Superior Court, and
recognized with sureties In the sum of #100 for
his appearance at the January term of the Supe*
rior Court.
The petition further alleges that the record of
the case in the Municipal Court is Incorrect and
not hi accordance with the facts because it states
the respondent Chase waived a hearing,
whereas the respondent did not waive a healing
but claimed attW'-Whieb was refused. The petition prays that the docket and record may be
ordered to be corrected In accordance with the
truth and the fact.
Hon. C. W. Goddard appeared as counsel for
Chase, Hon. C. F. Libby for Judge Gould, and
Hon. J. H. Drummond for Recorder Dyer.
Mr. Drummond filed a motion to dismiss tbe petition as to Dyer on the grouud that whether the
record is right or wrong, he, as the recorder of the
court, is obliged by law to make such lecords as
be Is ordered to by the Court.
Mr. Libby also filed amotion on the part of
Judge Gould, to dismiss the petition on the ground
that admitting all that Is alleged lu the petition to
he true umudamus is not the proper remedy.
Mr. Libby contended that wherever there is
any remedy by appeal or writ of error the remedy
of mandamus does not exist; that where the parly
has seen fit to appeal to the upper court Hirst appeal vacates the judgment of the Inferior court
and his remedy is in that higher court
by appeal
and he cannot have the writ of mandamus.
Judge Walton said he agreed with the counsel

w

in»i U mrre is muuier remedy mandamus will
not lie, but us It Is a very important
question
whether or not he has an adequate remedy by appeal lie would overrule the motion and hear the

matbnony.
Theieupon

morn-

ana

Summer day yesterday. The mercury indicated 700.
The arrivals of fish at this port
yesterday
were small.
The Weber Club is rehearsing Mendelssohn’s “Sons of Art.”
They have elected
Harry G. Pearson organist and pianist.
The West End is much interested in a
social event which will occur there to-morrow
bar
the

as

is

a

UCUUI.I1 ut

liUl ill

IJUISU

10 lieu.

Slioe.

girls, charmingly

dressed in white—the little
Misses Chamberlain and Peters, followed
by
the Masters Hinds, attired in black velvet
doublets and black satin knickerbockers.
Then came Mr. House, a brother of the
bride, and Miss Waite, Mr. Haliock, son of
the pastor, and Miss Haliock, Rev. Mr. Hallock and Mr. Brown, Mr. Rouse and Miss

Rouse,

aud the ushers, Messrs. Geo. F. Libby, F. C. Allen, Harry F. Merrill and W. M.
Kdson. The bride was in full wedding cos-

walking

tume, heavy white silk with court traiD, long
veil and orange blossoms.
The groom wore
After the ceremony,
morning costume.
which was conducted by Rev. Mr. Haliock,
assisted by the bride’s father, the procession
left the church to the strains of Mendelssohn’s “Wedding March."
All through the
service the low, subdued music of the organ
added solemnity to the occasion.
After tlie wedding a reception was held at
Mr. Ilallock’s. Many elegant presents were
displayed, including a beautiful set of five
o’clock spoons, no two alike, and an elegant
enamelled silver fruit basket, from the Ladles Benevolent Circle.
At 0 o’clock, the
newly married couple left for the South,
where they will
reside, followed by a shower
of rice, old slippers and
the best wishes of

in toe woods at Island
Pond, Yt., they discovered something that
appeared to be the
form of a man lying on the
ground with his
legs crossed and one hand under his head.
On further investigatiou It
proved to be a
human skeleton. Between *11 and *12 and

Grand Trunk baggage cheek, were found
in the pocket of the clothes which covered
tlie bones, but no clue to the iden.
tity of the person has yet been discovered.
It is thought that perhaps something may be
ascertained by the baggage check, after the
rust has been removed so ttiat it can be
read, to throw light upon the matter It is
not known liow long the person whose skelehas been dead or what
ton was fouDd
caused his death.
a

all.

Sewall Car Heater.

shops.

BRIEF JOTTINCS.

from “Lohengrin.”
At 3 p. m. precisely, the bridal procession
proceeded up the main aisle to the arch, and
the groom and bride-elect placed themselves
under the horse shoe.
First came two little

Con-

Mr. Sewall says his company will have the
Sewall ear heater in operation the coming
winter in an unbroken Hue from St. John,
N. B., to St. Louis,
Mo., besides which
many roads are
equipping trains with it,
some of whom have
adopted It, while others
are making a test with
a viaw to its adoption.
The Maine Central
are now busy
equippmg cars with it at their Waterville

the best collection in this coun-

church. Prior to the entrance of the wedding procession, Mr. W. C. Kimball, the orgauist, played delightfully, the march from
“Lucia,” "Weddiug Bells,” aud, upon the
advent of the party, the wedding march

Found at Island Pond.
were

“Probably

and ivies, with bouquets and clusters
of cut flowers gave grace and beauty to the

In tile county tail,
John P.Davis: common drunkard. Five months
in the county Jail.
James White, Mary White and Mary Davis:
common drunkards.
Each two month! in the
county jail.
Prauk McGrath and James Parks; intoxication.
McGiath 30 days In the county jail and each $3
and half the cost.
Frank McGrath and James Parks; affray. Each
®hd $5 and halt the cost.

boys

words, “To CounterThe old
piinted.

plants

Edward Feeney, Israel A. Foster and Lizzie
Hersom; Intoxication. Each 30 days in the county Jail.
Edward Hanlon; common drunkard. One month

some

Ill'll,
A. UlluAT.

try, of United States and foreign coin, may
be seen at the Philadelphia mint.
"The first issue of the silver dollar in this
country, was in 1791, and one of those coin,
if it is in a state of good
preservation.wliich
makes rare money eveu more valuable than
it otherwise would be, is worth about 8200.”

a

BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

as

A

gentleman from Florida, who
has many friends in Portland.
The church yesterday had been decorated
very tastefully in honor of the event. A
large evergreen arch was placed in front of
the sacred desk, and from its centre depend-

MUNICIPAL COURT.

Last Sunday

hi

Franklin cent, ou one side of which the inscription, “Mind Your llusiuess,” is concontained, is now much prized, and the Massachusetts pine tree sixpence, dated 1052, is
wortli from 810 to 825.
Old Romau, Greek
and Chinese money is valuable, while a set
of United States copper coins, from first to
last issue, is worth about 8100.
A piece of
Greek money, coined 1800 years B. C., was
shown the writer.
Confederate currency is
not valued very highly.
“It is curiosity, a desire to possess something difficult to obtain that prompts many
to pay high prices for coin, and it is the rari
ty of a piece of money that makes it valuable,” said the coin dealer.
"What is tlie highest price, to your knowledge, that a coin ever sold for?”
“At present, numismatists are
looking for
the old Liberty silver dollar, issued in 1801.
A piece of this money is very valuable
now,
because only a few are known to exist. One
of these coins sold in this
country, at auction, some time ago, for $2000, the highest
price 1 ever knew a piece of money to bring.

Brown,

objected
Judge

costs.

1777On the other side, the
feit is Death,” were

Brown-Rouse.
Willistou church was tire scene of one of
the prettiest weddings yesterday afternoon
that Portland has witnessed the past season.
The church itself is admirably adapted to
display, especially when, as in this case, the
outer light is excluded and the gas lighted.
The large annex, with its convenient spaces,
thrown open so as to form a part of the auditorium, gives a breadth and dignity to the
building not obtainable in other edifices of
sacred character in the city.
Of course, on
this occasion, almost every seat was occupied, for the couple who were to be united in
matrimony commanded great interest in the
parish. The bride, Miss Mary E. Rouse, is
a niece of Rev. Mr. Hallock,
pastor of Williston. She is a member of the Ladies’ Benevolent Circle,and beloved by all who know
her. The bridegroom, Mr. Arthur Hamilton

tne Judge, testified to by Mr. Mealier.
He testified that on the next
morning be told
Judge Gould that Mr. Mealier and Judge Goddard wished the record to show that he claimed a
to the Judge sitting in the
hearing and
case; mat the
told witness to make up the
record as it is now made up; that witness told
him he understood Mr. Mealier to claim a hear-

ao

i-«uru Wir mini (i;u

pu^-ocfdi.

terday.

he did not hear tinbetween Mr. Mealier and

riucu

side was the followiug inscription:
58,115. Four Pence. This bill shall pass current for Four Pence, according to an Act of General Assembly of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, passed tile Twentieth Day of March, in
the year One ThOiisnud Seven Hundred and Sev-

presented with an elegant easy chair as
a birthday present.
Mr. William W. Jackson of Lowell, Mass.,
the Bay State orator—not Boy orator as we
had it yesterday—will deliver his lecture on
"The Life and Character of Abraham Lincoln” In different states the
coming winter.
“L’verpool Jack," so called, a rough from
Bostou, who has been in this city lately, was
arrested yesterday on the eornerof India and
Commercial streets, by officers Hussey and
Skillings. Jack has been wanted here for
an assault on Mr. Fred Ross.
The survey of the approaches to our harbor having been completed, Major
Hawkes,
the commanding officer at Fort Preble, is
now engaged in
planting shot and shells
with Ids heavy guns at points of known and
fixed distances. The firing commenced yes-

in an audible tone
place
conversation

—‘“WAiwHiuu.

from each of her four masts.
The coiu
weighs 177 grains, and is very rare. Old
Continental money is also rare. A fourponce was shown the writer, and on one

was

Dyer, the recorder of the municipal
court, testified to the main facts substantially as
testified to by Mr. Mealier; that is as to wliat

TUMDAY-Albert Thayer; Intoxication.

and was made between 1016 and 1630 A. h. Many of the oldest coins, you know, contain no date, and
the only way to tell when they were made is
to ascertain when the sovereign, whose profile is on the coin, reigned.”
The old Bermuda shilling contains the
likeness of a hog, standing facing the left,
above which are displayed the Roman numerals “XII,” and the inscription “Summer Islands.”
On the other side is a full-rigged
•hip, under sail to the left, with flags flying

Monday evening a surprise party was given
to Mr. F. H. Hamlin, the well known laundry man of this city, by his employes. He

costs.
Edwin L.

"ttnued for sentence.

shilling (or hogge peuny),

lug.

case?” I told him we were ready for a healing.
Judge Gould said: "No hearing is necessary: the
facts being within the knowledge of the Court
the way I construe the statute I have a
right to
find him guilty without a hearing." I told him I
to his acting in the case, as he was a
objected
witness. The Judge said he ovcnuled the obthat he had a right to find him guilty.
jection,
Then I told him we would
appeal. Alterwards
the Keeorder
announced the sentence of the
Court, which was a flue of twenty dollars aud

to-morrow

“At what do you value your best coin?”
“O, well, I don’t know how much it is
worth, but I have had $50 offered for it. The
worth of it depends upon how much a “money crank” wants it. The piece is a Bermuda

traverse jurors for the November
term of the Superior court, yesterday morn-

the Judge would not couseni to It. 1 took a seat
inside the liar, ami after a while Keeorder
Dyer
arraigned Mr. Chase. Before that 1 motioned
with mv hand for Chase to come inside the bar
but Officer Crowell put lmn In the dock. Chase
pleaded not guilty. The. Judge wailed a while
aud said: "Mealier, what will you do with the

resumed

willing

1 value very highly,” said the
dealer. “1 have men in different parts of the
world who are on the lookout for rare coin
for me, ami with their help I have succeeded
in making quite a large collection.”

drawn

the w‘tu«w said that he
a.Vu,.cr??'f*aD,li,llMI<>n
didu t think he hit tlie boy ; might have hit his
hat with the whip; don't think tlie
boy fell over,
lie appeared to be
frightened by the snapping of
the whip.
Dennis A. Mealier testified that he was counsel
for Chase in the Municipal Court. I first went
to
Judtfe Gould privately and to d him Chase would
waive the reading of the coumlaint and
appeal.
The Judge said no, he must lie
arraigned; tlial
he, Chase, did not appreciate kind treatment. 1
may have gone ag^in and offered the same, hut

will be
ing at 10 o’clock.

Tlie announcement made in the General

Assembly of the Knights of Labor that Mr.
Hayes of the executive board put *10,000 in-

officer of the State, Major Bryant.
Charles D. Brown and John Ahearn were

COHtS.

^he hearing

called,

St.
1

Dominick's Conference.

1 he second promenade
concert and coffee
party in aid of hi. Dominick’s Couferedce of
St. Viucent de Paul will be held next

Tues-

day evening. Glimmer’s
The
furnish the music.
society are so well known
appreciated that tile result
ment must

lie

worthy charity.

a

large

The Attempt to Buy It in the Name
of the Knights of Labor.

or

are

new

Mr.

private

WKW

MUSIC AND DRAMA.

for old and rare

evening.
Last evening, at the Salvation Army
racks, there was a welcome meeting to

Drummond and Mr. Libby filed
answers.
The answer of Judge Gould admits all
the allegations slated in tlie petition except that
he denies that Chase claimed a trial aud
says that
his counsel. Mr. Mealier, received a hearing.
Mitchell H. Chase, the petitioner, testified that
b« is a haekman and has been 21 years.
On
beptember 21st lit the morning, 1 was driving my
hack up Congress street at the rate ol 7 or 8 miles
an hour. Saw some children in the street, and
one boy stood up to sec how near he could let the
horses come to him. I snapped mv whip at him
to frighten him. I then heard Judge Gould say
“come into court.” I told him 1 ceuldu’t, 1 bail
got to attend to some-orders.
The Judge says
“Yea come into court, 1 saw you do it.” I did not
go, and at noon 1 was arrested by Officer Hanson,
and takeu to llie police station.
1 remained under arrest until a quarter o!
three when I was
bailed out. The next morning I went Into court
and took my seat among the spectators in the
rear of the bar. At the opening ot court I was ordered to take a seat in the prisoner’s box.
Mv
sureties were there that ! had the
day before 'l
was arraigned by the recorder on a
charge of assault and battery.
I pleaded not gnllty.
Judge
Gould asked my counsel what lie should do with
the case. My attorney, Mr. Mealier, said we were
ready fora trial. Judge Gould said there was no
trial neeessary. the facts being within the knowledge of the Court; that tire way lie understood the
statute he hud right to find lilin guilty without a
trial
Then Mr. Mealier objected to Judge Uould
acting In the case as lie was a witness to It, aud
Judge Gould said he overruled ihc objection. Mr.
Mealier said then lie should appeal, and asked il
the sureties should come
iorward, hut the Judge
said no, not until other business was
disposed of
and he went on and tried a
liquor case, and I was
kepi lu tbe dock. I was fined twenty dollars and

took

craze

lection, which

Advice !• Viol hr ra.
MBS. WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING S\HUP should always be used wheu
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
sufferer at once; it produces natural,
quiet sleep
hy rellevlug the child from pain, and the little
awake*
cherub,
as "bright as a button.”
It is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes til* child, softens the gums, allays all
palu, relieves wind, regulates the bowels, and Is the liest known
remedy
for diarrhoea, whether arising from
teethiug or
other causes Twenty-five cents a bottle.

distillation

often

they

as

a

to pay a high price
for a piece of money which is rare,
old anil difficult to obtain.
A coin of which
there are but a few pieces in existence is *ry
valuable in the eyes of numismatists, who"
often spend a life-time in collecting the old
currency and coin of the different nations.
A Pkkss reporter, who called upon a dealer
in American and foreign coins, Confederate,
Continental aud Colonial notes and currency,
learned the following interesting facts: “I
have been about ten years in making my col-

Second Promenade Concert and Coffee Parly.

The

are

Have

That

Rare Price.

a

‘•Money cranks,”
people who have

mllA »

AMU8KMKNT8.
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Pieces

Brought

AND VICINITY.

AHVEKHf*EVlEI*l’N

THE FIRST DISTRICT.

APVKKTIWKMKWTW.

orchestra

objects

of

will
this

and so generally
of the entertain,
sum iu aid of this

CABLE.

George W. Cable is the attractiou in the
Stockbridge course tonight. Air. Cable has
hundreds of admirers iu Portland, and all
will wish to hear his charming lecture on
“Cobwebs iu the Church.” Tickets can be
The Ruggles
during the day.
treet Quartette will appear In the following
programme:

to the fight in this Congressional district in
1H8(>, to help defeat Congressman Reed, is
not without foundation, it appears.
On Thursday, August 25, Mr. Hayes and
Ralph Beaumont, the first a member" of the
national executive board, the other the chairman of the Congressional committee of the
Knights of Labor, came here and went te the

Erocured
March

Quartette.

Johnson and Quartette.
in the Church”.
Mr. Cable.
Sacred Selection—"Let tile lower lights tie burning”— (Arranged for this Quartette.)
Quartette.
Mr.

Mr. Clark.
“Good Niglit, Beloved”.Flnsuli

JIM,

NOTES.

Rene received a second excellent performat Portland Theatre last night.
The Park Winter Garden will
evidently
prove a popular place of entertainment. The
Ideal
Specialty Combination evidently

please.
Tickets should be secured at once at Stockbridge s for the concert to be given at City
Hall tomorrow niglit by the
Hungarian
Gypsy Quartette.

journey.
Mr. Mackin, who has been clerk at the
Preble House the past summer, has nccepted
a position in a Lawrence hotel.
H. Elmer Small, formerly of Machlasport,

Real Estate Transfers.
luc following irnnsiers or real estate iu
this county haw been recorded at the
Registry of Deeds :
Fortlank—A. M. Deering et al. lo I. Littlejohn.

the

Sophomore
class at Washburn College, Topeka, Kansas.
Miss Belle Bartlett of this city, sang the
20th of last month at u concert given the
students of North Bridgton Academy.
Miss Etta C. Sterling, the well known soprano of this city, has been engaged as soloist in the Park Concert Company of Boston ; also in the Itossini Company.
Rev. William If. McBride, a graduate of
Bangor Seminary in 1880, was ordained and
installed at Brownville, as pastor of tl:*
Congregational church yesterday.
Hon. C. A. Boutelle has accepted an invitation to be the guest of the Portland Club
at a supper to be given Monday evening- Oc-

Mary C

Crook to E. M. Akcley $1.
laiinsa J. McKenney to ,J, H. Greenouith. 81
aud oilier consideration.
Deering—J. L. Best to F. H. Flaherty et al. $1
and other couslderatiou.
Cumberland—O. s. Thomas bi R. W. Douchtv
81 and other consideration.
Gorham- W. H. Uslier lo E. A. Soule. *1 and
other consideration.

Gray-C.

B. Allen to G. D. Skillings. 8400.
Standfcsh—E. Holmes et al. to L. C. Holmes et
al. 81 aud other consideration.
Harpswell—S. Orr to F. C. Merrimau et al.
81H1.07.
James Siunett et al. to F. C. Merrimau. 880
F. C. Merrimau to L. H. Stover. 81.
Bridgton-G. E. Mead to Auldis E. Foster.
$185.

SUBURBAN NEWS.

tober 24 th.
Hon. Fred E. Richards and Mrs. Richards
have arrived in the city from Camden and
taken rooms for the winter at the Falmouth.
Mr. Richards is now engaged in examining
the Savings Banks in the city.

DEERING.

Last night at about 0 o’clock, as Mr. I. P.
Farrington of Portland was driving into the
city over the shell road, he collided with a

Farrington's horse

A

resigned his charge after eleven
constant labor. During this time the church

St. Luke’s

Day.

festival,

and an able and interesting address
delivered by Kev. W. H. Washburn of Lewiston. The musical service was full choral
and finely rendered.
The usual elections of
the various societies took place, and the following officers were elected:
LUKE’S GUILD.
President—Mrs. S. W. Mussey.
J.
M. Mitchell.
Beere'ary—Mrs.
Treasurer—Miss S. Loomis.
ST.

WOMAN’S AUXILIARY.
President—Mrs. H, A. Neely.
Secretary—Mrs. J. M. Mitchell.
Treasurer—Miss S. Loomis.
President—Mrs. C. M. Sills.
Secretary—Miss Annie Merrill.
ASSOCIATION

EOH VOUNU

MEN.

President—Eev. C. M. Sills.
Vice President—J. H. Dyer.
Secretary—S. F. Slnkiuson.
Executive Commlitee—Eev. C. M. Sills, Messrs
J. H. Dyer, Beatli, Neely and Boyd.
The Coming Race.
Our Maranacook correspondent writes:
“The ex-chauipion oarsman of America,
Jake Gaudaur, is boarding at the Winthrop
House, Wiutlirop, and on Lake Maranacook
is training for his race of the 27th,with John

Teemer. Oarsman Lee.the one who took the
prize of $300 here a few years ago is Gaudaur’s trainer. Connell, who also is stopping
at the Winthrop House, always accompanies
Gaudaur while rowing. Teemer has not arrived here yet, but is expected Tuesday. He
will probably stop at the Grove.
People are
expected here from nearly every State in tire
Union.”
Teemer, Plaisted, Kennedy and Hamm
will today leave for Lake Maranacook where
Teemer will train until the day of the great
race.
The champion is very confident.
Teemer has found a horse shoe.
Rattier
more than common importance is attached to
“the find” because Teemer has had the luck
to tiud a horse shoe just before every one of

hisjgreat

races.

Accident.

John Thornton,
who resides on Centre street, was unloading
coal from a vessel at Long Wharf, a piece
weighing about six pounds fell, striking him
just above the hip and knocking him down.
Mr. Thornton was taken home in a wagon
"and Dr. Bray summoned. The doctor said
that no bones were broken, and last night
the injured man was suffering very little and
is expected ta recover soon.

Yesterday afternoon,

New

Baptist

West, Young Man!
[Machias Republican.]
Harry Stuart of Meddybemps, returned
from California last week after an absence
of about four months. Mr. Stuart intended
to have remained two years, but, like many
others, soon learned that laborers can save
as much money in Maine as in mauy of the
Western States, although the wages may not
be quite so high here.
Annual Session

492and 494 ConisrcM 81., Portlan«l,?Ie.

Carpetings

Plush

Wraps,

Saeques.

Raglans,

BOUGHT AT JOBBERS’ PRICES.

Plush

Newmarkets

A

“good

j

hit,

“A

a

very

people ior me nrsi
time to make their selections from
the largest stock in New England.
We realize the magnitude of this
statement, but no oiiC is better informed as to the condition of the
market than we, and we fear no
contradiction, for it is absolutely
true. It must be remembered that
at the Ccrner of I’eari and Middle
Street, Portland, is the Headquarters for four of the largest House
Furnishing Stores in the State,
that are continually drawing for
supplies, and the people who are
so situated that they can give
their personal attention to the selections are to be congratulated
upon their opportunities.
Remember that the stock is unlimited and the most varied one in
the country; is constantly changing, therefore always NEW; that
you can buy Carpets for 25 cents,
for 50 cents, for 75 cents, for
$1.00, for $1.50, for $2.00, and
invariably get a dollar in value for
every dollar expended, whether
low, medium or high priced, or
whether you pay cash or pay onefour; h down and $5.00 per mouth.

Watervijlf.

Tired All Over
preparation

is wonderfully adapted for weakened
of the system. It tones the whole
body, overcomes that tired feeling, gives purily
and vitality to the blood, and cleai s and freshens
the mind. 1 ry it if you feel tired all over.
"Hood’s Sarsaparilla as a blood purifier has no
equal, ft tones tlie system, strengthens and invigorates, giving new life. I have taken it for
kidney complaint, witli the best results.” D K
Saumbebs, 81 Pearl Street, Cinciunati, O.

Sarsaparilla

‘‘Keeling languid and dizzy, having no appetite
and no ambition to work, I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla, witli the best results. As a health iuvigorator and fur general debility I think it superior to
anything else.” A. A. IUkek, Utica, N. V.
‘■Being run down from hard work f tried Hood’s
aud it so built me up that 1 have conSarsaparilla
tinued its use. 1 have great faith in it as a blood
purifier and regulator.” J. A. Smith, Cummer
cial Bulletin Office, Boston. Mass.

Makes the Weak Strong;
"When I took Hood's Sarsaparilla that heaviness in my slumacli left: the dullness in my head,
and the gloomy, despondent feeling disappeared.
I began to get stronger, my blood gained better
circulation, the coldness in my hands aud feet left
me, and my kidneys do not bother me as before.”

Hull, Attoruey-at-Law, Millersburg,

O.

Cnvenn.willn
■

■ w w w

»*• ■

w

■ ■ ■

by all druggists. *1: six for *5. Prepared
ouly by C. 1. HOOD & CO., Lowell, Mass.
Sold

IOO Doses

jam

One

Dollar

d&wlvurm

Hick headache*
ft. 'L

S'A CTf D Q
UlMRl LI\Q
S

M

■

BfafciJ*

■

D|s-Q

tress from Dyspepsia®
1 udigestion ami To

Hearty liating. A per®
lecl remedy lor Dizzi-BX
ness, Nauwfi, Drown!-®
ness, Bad Taste in the®
Month, Coated Tongue®
Pain in the Side, &e.®
They regulate the Bow-Ci

y KC

mt*i
B w
ftga DBB y Q.

58

byffl

Positively Cured
these Little Pills.
They also relieve

{2

m

;*j5f *11
c

*MjpS£SS$s4

|rWB®Wv3wc3K

,1s and orevent

GooatM

rrdon and Piles. Tlie smollcHtana easiest to take®
Duly one plU a dose. 40 In a vial, Purely Veg«®
Stable. Price 25 «*nts. 6 vials by mailforf 1.00®
CARTER MEDICINE CO., frop’rs, New York. ■
r..
Bold by till
®
^
|

The new Baptist church edifice on Ledgelawn Avenue, Bar Harbor, will be dedicated
Rev. A.
on Thursday evening, October 20.
K. P. Small, D. D., of this city, will preach a
sermon.
Rev. A. F. Palmer lias been called
to the pastorate of this church.

Mixed

i

Jackets.

I

Astrachan

Fancy
Stripes,

j|

Sacks and

Checks and

Jackets.

Diagonals.

THE MATERIALS

been

never

as

fully

so

art*

at the

any

being

Jackets,
Newmarkets,
i Havelocks,
Plain Coats

HOUSE

FURNISHING
ff

*

..

*■.

Checks,
Stripes,
Mixed,

i

eodtf

CHEW FOREE’S

PURE, AND

IS

ONLY FAMILY

SOAP

WHICH LEAVES THE
SOFT

SMOOTH.

AND

Samvel Rolfe,
President.

THIS

insolvency

solvency for said County of Cumberland against
the

estate of said
ALMON K. JORDAN, of Cape Elizabeth,
•^judged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
seventeenth day of October, A. D. 1887, to
which date interest on claims is to be
computed.
That the
payment of any debts to or ay said
Debtor, and tin* transfer and delivery of any property by him are forbidden by law.
That a meeting of the ( realtors of said Debtor,
to prove their debts and choose one or more assignees of his estate, will be held at a Court of Into jvency to be hidden at Probate Court
Room, In
Portland, on the seventh day of November,
A.D. 1887 at ten o’clock in the forenoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writto".
II. K. SARGENT,
Deputy Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency for saiu County of Cumberland.
oct 19*28

101,465.58
27,086.78

•4,720,121.42

KESOTRCRS.
United States Bonds.$ 100,000.00
City and Tuwu Bonds of Maine.
78.000.00
Bonds of other Slates.
508,300.00
County
Bonds
of
other
States.
1,002.100.00
City
Railroad Bonds of New England
273,500.00
Railroad Bonds out of New England 1,442,000.00
Cable and Horse Railroad Bonds
378,000.00
Railroad Stocks
9,000.00
Bank Stock.
21,250.00
Corporation Bonds.
327.ooO.oO
Loans on Mortgages of Real Estate.
334.704.87
Other Loans.
65,210.00
Real Estate...
98,126.47
Cash on hand and on deposit.
8,897.60
Expense account.
3,032.48
...

...

AUTIOV

pieces

PRICES

FKE1).

annum.

net UK] It

FOR

THIS

WEEK

MALIC

OP

Clothing and Furnishing Goods. Set..

e'. R1CHABDH,

Bank Examiner.

BY AUCTION.

ON

TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY. Oct. 18th

and l!»Ui. at 10 a. m., and 3 and 7.3'i p. m..
at atom 443 Congress St.. Farrington Block, l
shall sell Men's, youths’ and Boys’ Suits, loo pair
Pants, Overcoats, Wool Lap Bobos, Underwear.
Hosiery, Neck Ties, Collars and Cults. Suspenders, Gloves, Hats and Cap*. Trunks. Jewelry, Ac..
*o *c.
SV. J. KNOWLTON,

HUBS QUIDS SALE

(IAIY!

AUCTIONEERS.

AMItmU’b

HairSuiting, Blue, Brown,Grey39c

ARE

s%|.«a

f. 0. BAILEY & CO.

Deposits draw interest, from the first of January, Feb'nary, March, April, July, August, September and October.
Dividends are paid In January and July.

pieces Grey Mixed Dress Flannel, 50 in. wide 39c
“
“
“
39c
pieces Brown Mixed"
“
20 pieces Gilbert’s Fancy Suiting, 45
39c

f'umbrrluad

Maine. Cumberland as. October 18,
1887.
Is to give notice, that on the seventeenth
day of October, A. D. 1887, a Warrant in
was Issued out of the Court of In-

Alfhkus g. Rookas,
Treasurer.

Reserve Fund.

10
10

af

A. 1),

Deposits.$4,510,570.06

ALL WOOL DRESS GOODS

Mbrriff

State of

INS7.

1.1 A HI 1,1TIE.H.

HEAVY

Ike

Cwualy.

BANK,

Profits.

THESE

octl8d2t

POSITIVELY NO SAMPLES GIVEN.

We know that Oner leaf and sweetening than is
used In Korea's Rainbow does not exist. To dealers in lobaeco who do not sell Koree's Rainbow
we will, on application, for a limited
lime, send
free of charge a O' -cent plug for examination.
A. R. Mitchell & Co., Boston, Mass.

RINES

Notice,

BROS,

my wife, Lizzie Griffin of Harpswell, having left inylied and board. 1 hereby
give public notice that 1 shall pav no bills of her
contraction. HOWARD F. GRIFFIN, Harpswell.
Harpswell, Oct, IS), 1887.
octlodSt*

WHEREAS

Card.
my old friends and patrons that
I may now be found with Allen & Company,
clothers and furnishers, 204 Middle street, corner
of Plum.
GEORGE M. GOOLb.
octliisntf
Formerly with F. If. Farrington,

I

beg to inform

4

IKI»-Twenty-five salesmen to select
WAN
territory in Maine,New Hampshire, Ver-

mont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island amt Connecticut, for the sale of Tbe Kgcelslor-Self WrluglngMop. Improved Aug. 1st, 1887. Call or write to
ALLEN K. BANGS, factory and salesrooms 2G7
Middle street, Foriland, Me.
Butteriek Pattern
Rooms.
1H-4
_,
LET—The lower tenement in house No.
lot! Green St., consiMiug of six rooms, all in
good repair, and very convenient, Sebago water,
good drainage, good neighborhood, will be let to
the right party at a reasonable rate. Enquire at
StUre’ 84 r°rtIa,ul st''

TO

cufreeVa§O0<1'8

j'J j11'

Ilian oLabllity, to
WANTED—A
ders for
Beautiful Idle size

solicit orPortraits.
our
have at least *15 at command; to such we
HIIDriinfon ftlAlt
li
A tLfvnoa
tag n-inn

Must
Will

Now and then a gentleman comes to us and asks what
sort of a Shirt we make to order for nine dollars a half a
dozen. We always tell him that our Custom Made Shirt
at one fifty is exactly as good as any ho has
paid two
dollars or two and a half for and we only ask a fair comparison to convince him beyond a doubt that it is so.
It is a fact that they are really worth as much as the
Shirts usually made for twice our price,—look as well,
wear as long and lit a good deal better than those sold
by
most shirtmakers.
One b!g advantage you have in buying Shirts from us is
that you don’t have to pay for them unless they suit
you
perfectly in every way. If you live out of town and the
Shirts are sent to you C. O. 1). you have the
privilege of
returning them and getting your money refunded in case
they are not entirely satisfactory. We are willing to take
all the risk because we are sure of satisfying you the
first time.
We make a specialty of Night Shirts, our stock of
which you ought to see.

STAli PORTRAIT

do., 24 Rogers street,

i

SHINE’S

Furniture
IIY

NEW VDKh STORE.
50 pieces Double Width Dress Woods,
in ail the new shades, at 21c a yard.
50 pieces all wool Serges at 8Ve a yard;
worth 82 l-2e.
50 pieces Cashmeres aud Diagonal
Dress Woods at 25c a yard.
20 pieces Flanuel Dress Woods, double
width, at 20c: regular price 50c.
20 pieces Plaids aud Novelties, for
combiuations aud trimmings, at 50c a
yard; worth $1.00.

j

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Coinwmion Itarrhaiita
Salesroom IS Exchange Street.
»• «•

B1H.1V.

ANStl’AI.

annual meeting of this Society for the
THE
choice of officers and other business, will be
held
on

WEDNESDAY,Oct. 19, 1887. at 4 o'clock
Directors room of National Traders
R. II. HINKI.KY, Secretary.
octl7d3t

Portland Widows’ Wood Society.
annual meeting of the Portland Widows’
Society, for the choice of officers for
the ensuing year, and the transaction s| such
other business as may legally com-* before said
meeting, will be held at their offlee. City Building,
un Wednesday evening, October 28, A. D.
1887,
at seven and a half o’clock.

Hartford, Conn.

THEWood

Statement of Condition January 1, 1887,

Total Cash Assets,

S. H.

Blanket Sale

NO. 31 EXCHANGE STREET.
tx’tio
_»od3w

AGENT,

Urey Blankets at $1.15
“
Homespun Wool “

“

WORTH
50

“

50

“

50

“

50

“

pr
“

“

White Blaukets

1-00

“
“

“WoolBlankets, 11-4,2.00
“
«i
10-4,1.75“

“

Heavy California Wool Blankets
size 11-4, at $3.50 pair; never

MANUFACTURERS.

Owing to the

warm

$5.00.

weather

Ml -91 Washington Sired,
Elm, Hoatou, Man*.

Ware room*,

.11 aiitrI* and all Architectural W«*©«l
or
Work to order from our own
from architects’ designs at Eaeiory,

special

we have

made these

J5PECIAL prices.,,, j

d2mo4thp

MILLINERY!
from New York, is
to show the

prepared

Latest Styles in Hats and Bonnets.
10 ELM STREET.
nctlfkllw

The sole agency of this world renowned Instrument.

TAILORING

DEPARTMENT
We have received and
openiuK *or Inspection,

are now
our new

oi ('..II anil H inter Woolens, to w hich we iuvitc the attention of all in want of Stjlish 4«ur■neats of best nialerial and workmanship. Please call and look us
over.

styles

MRS. E. R. FOWLE,
having returned

EMBROIDERY

PIANO!

I

Company

Main 8t., Cambridgeport
aug31

SO.

HASKELL & JONES.

N.

"prciiil Oprain*.

Sec.

KNABP

tftl.SO 1,1S5.7D

W. D.LITTLE & CO.,

COLESWORTHY,

m-’tiad2w

WEO. B. BODWELL, Secretary.
CHAS. B. WI1IT1NW, President.

KEELER A CO.(

.hkki'isgs.

I’ortlaud Benevolent Society.

WAST«»-Can-makfcw

SHINE’S
lew YORK STORE.

tl. W. 4I.I.KS

dtf

Ut!

Bank.

JIVE CENT STORE, in tinware,crockery.glass,
&c.; all kinds of kitchen furnishing goods at 4*3
19-1
Congress street; big drive >n coal hods.
A PITKP—
strictly a«frt clnss Custom Vest
'ly
v V
Makers wanted at once, only those capable
working on highest grade work need apply.
ALLEN & COMPANY, 204 Middle St.
19-1
wanted, LYMAN
19-1
walker, loiik wittuf.

Invite inspection to their large stock of unequalled furniture and upholstery goods.
They are prepared to furnish Country Houses
and Cottages at very moderate prices.

Carpets.

p. m., In the

atteij ion of housekeepers to
WANTED-Tlie
the special bargains being offered at the

_A.T

and

AUC-riON.

ON

Capital slock, paid up in cash
$,1000.000.00
Reserre for re insurance
386,944.02
Outstanding losses and all other liabilities, 84,656.32
Ret Surplus.132,886.45

Keeler &

CO,, Anctioarera.

THURSDAY, Oct. 20th, at 10 a. m.. at
House No. 189 High St., we shall sell Brussels, Taiiestry and Ingrain Carpets, Hall and Stair
Carpets. Chamber Furniture. Fainted Sets. Sola
and Ktagere Book Shelf Ornaments and Pictures,
Hall Stand. Music Rack, Lambrequins, Crockery
Ware, Ac., Ac.
octlSdSt

ORIENT

Dover,

FURNITURE

Assignee.

V. O. II VII.p:% A

sept*

«

sold less than

4tbptf

nXbNISNGKK’* XOTliC.
Office of

Portland, October 18,

STILL LOWER PRICES!

Camel

(

in Plain Cloths.

EQUAL FAVOR.

-o'-

20

IS

THE

—

Staple Shades

14,729.121.42

50

THE INDEX SOAP

and the

—

STATEMENT OF THE LIABILITIES and RESOURCES

a

CO.

in

Plaids,

-AND-

MEET WITH

in

previous season,

present time.

I

varied than

more

MAINE SAVINCS

50 pair Silver

octio

Plush

stocked

cnr.

HANDS

Steel

ATKINSON

as

Church at Bar Harbor-

lias

s-

low state

imw|

Trimmed.

t airfield.

Is the expression a lady used lu describing her
condition before using Hood's
Sa-saparilla. This

Ijmm

Cords,

Cretchens,

Oct. in, Frank Burgess and Miss

U/vn/|f o

Ball

THIS DEPARTMENT

octlO____eod3m

■

French

MISSES’ AND CHILDREN’S DEPARTMENT.

THE

DEATHS.

G. W.

Braid and

£

^

In Watervlllo, Oct. lu, Bltner Delaware of Fairfield and Miss Meiiiua Burgess of Winslow.
In Albiou, Oct. 7, Ozro Knights and Miss Hattie
Dudley.
lu Albiou, Oct. 8. Abel Works and Miss Mertle
Boynton of Freedom.
In Waldoboro, Oct. 1, Fred B. Rowe and Miss
Delia K. Swartz.

or

Wraps,

me

ELECTRIC LKillTS in EVERY IjLIRTER

octlfl

lu this city, Oct. 18. Harold W., son of Horatio
and Uas< ealia D. Clark, aged
years 4 mouths.
[Prayers at residence. No. 84 Free street, this
afternoon at 2.30 o,clock. Burial at Pembroke.
lu this city, Oct. 18, Matthias iiaverty. aged
70 years.
[Funeral on Thursday morning at 8.16 o’clock,
from rear of No. 84 Brackett street
In this city, Oct. 9, .John G. Sylvester, youngest
son of A. \V. aud Ma v Sylvester.
At Peak’s Island, Oct. lrt, Melissa A., wife of
Win. A l^ane. aged 4s years.
alternoon at 2.45*o’clock,
[Fuueral
at ner late residence. Peak’s Island.
In Hollis, Oct 17, William Jewett,
aged 68 yrs.
lu Boston, Oct. 14. Heurv S. Black, of Portland,
aged 69 years 9 months.
[Burial at Limington,]

in

English
Kerseys,
Wales, and

Plush

OPEN EVEHY EVENING.

palpable hit.” Index Soap.

Mary Perry/both of

Jackets,
Reaver,

Trimmings.

tries and Ingrains, ran have but a
faint idea of the opportunity we
giving

and

and Jet

Brussels, Wiltons, Velvets, Tapes-

uic

with

Fine Fur

remarked!
We will assent to this, and those
who have not seen the tier upon
tier of rolls of Axminster, Body

ivAAhRIACES.
In

Wraps

many yards” will be

of the Maine State

The fourteenth annual session of the
Maine State Grange, Patrons of Husbandry,
will be held in okowhegan on Tuesday,Wednesday and Thursday. Dec. 20th. 2lst and
22d, opening Tuesday niorniug, at 10 o’clock,
aud closing with Thursday evening’s session

--

CLOAKS.

—

Crange.

Hood’s

SISTEK HELEN MARGARET GUILD.

LUKE'S

Don’t Co

Wednesday

St. Luke’s Day was appropriately observed at St. Luke’s Cathedral yesterday. There
were communion services at 7 aud 11 o’clock
in the morning.
In the evening the cathedral was prettily decorated with the fruits
and llowers pertaining to a Harvest Home

ST.

Well-Equipped Hunting Party.

[Bangor Whig.]
The Pullman train from Portland yesterday morning had attached to it a neat and
novel arrangement for the transportation of
a party of Portland gentlemen bound to the
Katahdiu Iron Works region. This was a
new workmen’s car of the Portland &
Ogdensburg railroad, fitted up with berth and
dining room, with complete arrangements
for cooking, under the charge of an
experienced cook. The party consisted of Superintendent Hamilton, of the Portland & Ogdenshurg, his son, Mr. Thoms, his private
secretary, Mr. R. R. Swift, a prominent
Portland business man, and ex-Mayor Senter of Portland. They are
thoroughly equipped for a first-class time, and we have no
doubt they will have one.
They proceeded
on their way yesterday morning, attached to
the Raugor & Piscataquis railroad train.

has
years of

al weeks in the East on their bridal trip.
Mr. Chapman, the bride’s father, has built
and presented her a residence which is considered hy architects to be, from an aesthetic standpoint, as fine a structure as was ever
erected in the Northwest.’'

driving

was

not stopped until he

was

reached Green street.

Hampden,

Texas, but he declined. He served
through two campaigns in the early part of
the War of the Kebellion os chaplain of the
Seventh Itegiment, National Guard.
The Chicago Inter-Ocean lias this pleasant notice of the daughter of an Oxford
Bear who has become prosperous in the
West: “Without doubt, the most elaborate
aud elegant in all its details of any wedding
ever celebrated in Milwaukee, was the weddiug of Miss Laura Appleton Chapman,
daughter of T. A. Chapman, formerly of
Maine, to George Parkham Miller, junior
member of the law firm of Finches, Lynde &
Miller, the oldest law firm in the United
States. The young couple will spend sever-

Farrington

Mr.

carriage behind. Roth teams were more or
less damaged, but nobody was hurt. Mr.

Consolidated Cattle Growers Association of
the United States, to beheld in Kansas City,
Mo., on Monday and Tuesday, October 31st,
and November 1st.
Mr. Horatio Clurk, with Deering, Milliken
& Co., will have the sympathy of our citizens in the loss of his youngest son, Harold
W., a bright boy of four years and four
months of age, who, aftei an attack of typhoid fever, had the disease culminate in
brain trouble from which he died yesterday.
In a private letter to Congressman Boutelle a prominent Grand Army comrade and
influential business man of Michigan says:
“Your people did a very wise thing in sending that grand old man, Hannibal Hamlin,
to JSt. Louis. He had more influence than
any man in the encampment unless it was

op of

going out.

team

quite fast, and when he struck the outgoing
team his horse broke the harness and continued on his way to the city, leaving the

Governor Bod well has appointed I. C. Libby of Burnham, and Martin L. Reynolds of
Sidney, as delegates to the convention of the

i]>r

OF

—

ance

Ex-United States Marshal Hun. George I).
Bisbee was in town yesterday. lie is in excellent health.
Bishop D. M. Bradley of New Hampshire,
started from Koine Mondayjou his homeward

—

Dealers

LADIES' and CHILDREN’S

pianist.

tomorrow.
A
New York paper says:
“This play has been very successful in London, where it is in its second season at the
Haymagket Theatre, and lias been received
witli great favor wherever it has been uresented by Mr. Palmer’s company during
tlieir absence from New York. Their appearance here in this drama was naturally
awaited with no little interest by playgoers.
The expectations of those who looked forward to seeing an admirable representation
of an interesting play were not disappointed.
It belongs to detective literature, but of its
kind it is excellent. There is not a dull scene
iu it.”

Retail

Wholesale and

THE TENMAN.

Friday and Saturday the great melodrama,
“Jim, the Penman,” will be produced at
Portlaud Tlieatie, and tickets will be ready

Colonel ami Mrs. L. D. M. Sweat have returned from Europe.
Mr. Ernest C. Smith, lately a clerk at the
United States Hotel, lias accepted a similar
position at the Falmouth

has grown from ten members to a strong
church numbering about seventy-five, aud a
Sunday school of more than one hundred
members. It had no library of any account,
and now has one of the finest in the county.
Mr. Drew enters upon his new field at Hodgdou, Cary and Amity, the first of November.
The Kev. Sullivan H. Weston, D. D., assistant minister of Trinity Parish, officiating
at St. John’s Chapel, New York, who died
on Friday, October 14th, was born October
7th, 1816, in Bristol, Me. He was graduated
from the Wesleyan University in Middletown, Conn., in 184”, aud subsequently pursued a private theological course.
He was
ordained a Deacon in Trinity church, New
York, in 1847. In 1858 he was elected Bish-

will be
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Quartette.

Harvey Murray

PERSONAL.

Kev. E. K. Drew of West

100,000

Song—“The Bugler”.Piusuti

eiy

entered

Johnson

O.

Lecture—“Cobwebs

At the request of Mr. Hayes a meeting was
held the next evening in Mechanic’s Hall*
and was attended by all tbe leading Knights
of Labor of this section. Among those present were J. F. Turner, Rev. Wm. F. Eaton,
R. P. Jewett, H. W. Fletcher and other
well-known Moulton men.
During the evening Mr. Hayes stated that he had *10,000
with him, ami was ready to use it to defeat
Reed. He disapproved of the candidacy of
Mr. Moulton, ami made that fact very plain,
in private conversation he said that lie had
the money with him and would pay it out if
the opposition to Mr. Reed would unite on a
candidate. As a matter of fact he did not
a dollar, hut left, as he
said, to go to
orrison’s district.
The scheme broke
down because the opponents of Mr. Reed
would not or could not agree upon a candidate satisfactory to Messrs. Hayes & Beaumont.

recently

Dramatique—*' Victory”.Leavitt
(Composed tor this Quartette.)

Ballad—“My Love aud Me”.H.

City Hotel.

has

ADTERTINK.nKNTN.

NEW

__

Rare

We have

of the finest lines of Fanhad, and would
invite the Ladies of Portland and vicinity to examine before going out of towu
to make their purchases.
Oue lot of
Creuel and FUloselle selling at 3 cents
per skein.
one

ejr Work we have ever

LANCASTER

470
sep5

BUILDINC,

CongrcMM Street.
dtt

No. 3 Free Street Bloek, Portland.
*

M. E.
Mo.

FAIRWEATHER,
8 Kim
Street.

OCtll
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TINl.NO TO OBOE*.
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We Are Constantly
RECEIVING

NEW
t'onircH

HASKELL&JONES,

SAMUEL THURSTON,

street.

PORTLAND.

circular
auglcodllm

or

OF

Opp. city Hull,
MAINE.

This Institution, established in 18«3, offers superior advantages for preparing
young men and
women fur business pursuits. Students
may enter
at any time for the full business course or for
any
special branch ..t study. The a6th *year will opeu
1st, 18H7.

Aujiust
Kor

PATTERNS

information, address

l.. a. UltAY, a. M., Principal.
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Prices.
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